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The perfect setting for your perfect day
A magnificent neo-gothic mansion nestled in 190 acres of stunning
landscaped gardens less than an hour outside of London. Once a royal
residence, now a unique event venue, Ashridge House can host civil
ceremonies for up to 170 guests, and comfortably seat 190 for a wedding
breakfast in our beautiful function space. Ashridge House maintains all the
magic of its royal heritage, and will provide a truly stunning backdrop for
your special day.

For further information, please call 01442 841 027
or visit ashridgehouse.org.uk
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YOUR PRIVATE WEDDING VENUE
A luxurious country house, bespoke to you

Following a full and extensive refurbishment, Baddow Park House has been transformed into
one of the most unique and luxurious private country house wedding venues set within the heart
of Essex and is now ready for its exciting relaunch this summer. This quintessentially English
Country House has now become the ultimate exclusive wedding venue.

Baddow Park House, West Hanningfield Road, Great Baddow, Essex CM2 7SY
Email: kelly@baddowparkhouse.co.uk | Tel: 01245 473969
Instagram: @BaddowParkHouse | Twitter: BaddowParkHouse | Facebook: BaddowParkHouse
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info@paul-hubbard.co.uk
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01371 700 312
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mAin event weddinG shows

♥ stunninG venues ♥ QuAlity suppliers
♥ stress free weddinG shoppinG
♥ exclusive discounts AvAilAble At mAny shows

Autumn Wedding Shows 2019
For more information on these shows, please contact us:
t: 01245 895470 e: info@mAinweddinGsAndevents.co.uK
w: www.mAinweddinGsAndevents.co.uK

essex

Apton hAll

the room in the rodinGs

stoKe by nAylAnd

Apton Hall Rd, Rochford
SS4 3RH

Dunmow Rd, Beauchamp
Roding, Ongar CM5 0PF

Keepers Lane, Leavenheath,
Colchester, Essex, CO6 4PZ

SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

FREE ENTRY, first 50 brides through the door
will receive a FREE bottle of Prosecco both days

one of the
lArGest weddinG
shows in essex

N

chelmsford city
rAcecourse

over

£10,500
worth of
prizes to
be won!

five lAKes

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt Knights,
Essex CM9 8HX

SATURDAY 7TH &
SUNDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER
Chelmsford City Racecourse,
Chelmsford CM3 1QP

♥ 150 stands
including venues
♥ 11Am-3.30pm

little eAston mAnor

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER
Park Road, Dunmow, CM6 2JN

All shows run from 11Am - 3.00pm unless otherwise stAted
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essex

hutton hAll

the rAyleiGh club

hylAnds house

(12.30pm to 4.00pm) Hutton Village,
Brentwood, Essex, CM13 1RX

Hullbridge Road, Hullbridge,
Essex SS6 9QS

Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford CM2 8WQ

SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER

the reid rooms

cromwell mAnor

mArKs tey hotel

Marks Hall Lane, Margaret Roding,
Chelmsford, Essex CM6 1QT

Watt Tyler Lane, Pitsea,
Essex, SS16 4UH

The Marks Tey Hotel, London Road,
Colchester, Essex, CO6 1DU

SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

orsett hAll

chAnnels estAte

Prince Charles Avenue, Orsett,
Essex RM16 3HS

Pratts Farm Lane East, Little Waltham,
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 3PT

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER

essex

the lion house

SATURDAY 2ND NOVEMBER
Main Rd, Boreham,
Chelmsford CM3 3JA

SUNDAY 13TH OCTOBER

pre-reGister
online to receive
free entry and
your copy of
Absolute bridAl
mAGAzine

SUNDAY 6TH OCTOBER

vAulty mAnor

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Goldhanger Road, Heybridge,
Maldon, Essex CM9 8BQ

bedfordshire

the house, shuttleworth
SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
The House, Old Warden Park,
Biggleswade, SG18 9EA

All shows run from 11Am - 3.00pm unless otherwise stAted
AUTUMN 2019
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hertfordShire

hanbUrY Manor

Sunday 15th SePteMber
A Marriott Hotel & Country Club,
Ware, Herts SG12 0SD

the coach hoUSe
at fortY hall

coltSfoot coUntrY
retreat

Forty Hill, Enfield, EN2 9HA

14 Coltsfoot Ln, Datchworth,
Knebworth SG3 6SB

Sunday 29th SePteMber

Sunday 13th OctOber

brocKet hall

St Michael’S Manor

theobaldS eState

Brocket Hall, Welwyn, AL8 7XG

(12.00 pm to 4.00 pm)
Fishpool St, St Albans AL3 4RY

Lieutenant, Ellis Way,
Cheshunt EN7 5HW

Sunday 20th OctOber

Sunday 27th OctOber

caMbridgeShire

Sunday 27th OctOber

SUffolK

SwYnford Manor

woodhall Manor

SecKford hall

(12.00 pm to 4.00 pm)
London Road, Six Mile Bottom,
Newmarket CB8 0UE

(11.30 pm to 3.30 pm)
Woodhall Drive, Sutton,
Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 3EG

Great Bealings,
Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP13 6NU

Sunday 17th nOVeMber

Sunday 22nd SePteMber

Pre-regiSter
online to receive
free entry and
your copy of
abSOlute bridal
Magazine

Sunday 6th OctOber

Show SPonSorS

coojewellers.com paul-hubbard.co.uk

all ShowS rUn froM 11aM - 3.00PM UnleSS otherwiSe Stated
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spjuk.com

VISIT The LargeST WeddIng ShoW In eSSex!
Saturday 7th
& Sunday 8th
September 2019
11am - 3:30pm
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Free enTrY

for all & a goody
bag for all couples
getting married!

Main
Sponsor
s
houchin

The first 50 brides
through the door on
both days will receive

oVer
150 STandS

a Free BoTTLe oF
(75CL) ProSeCCo!

including venues!

£10,500 WorTh oF PrIZeS To Be Won!
From our sponsors

o WIn YoUr VenUe For 2020/21 at houchins

Wedding Venue! Up to the value of £3,650. Conditions apply.

o WIn YoUr PhoTograPhY Photo-excellence
Photography! Package worth £950

o WIn YoUr dreaM dreSS Martels Bridal
Boutique! Up to the value of £1,000

o WIn YoUr VenUe STYLIng JF Styling!
Up to the value of £2,000

o WIn YoUr Made To MeaSUre SUIT anthony
formal wear! Up to the value of £795

o WIn YoUr rIng Coo Jewellers!
o WIn YoUr dJ & danCe FLoor SPJ UK LTd!
Image supplied by: www.sophierosebridal.com

Up to the value of £1,000

Up to the value of £1,200

To win it’s simple, come to the show on either day and visit the
above supplier’s stands and complete a form to enter! entries
close at 2:45pm on Sunday 8th September. T&C’s apply, these
will be available at the relevant exhibitor’s stands at the show.

Fashion show at 12:30pm on both days showcasing Bridal,
groomswear and Mother of Bride, hosted by Martels Bridal
Boutique & dapper chaps Formalwear.

Pre-register to save time on the day at mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

News
MEET THE
TEAM

FROM THE EDITOR

H

Vanessa Challis
Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

ello to all our brides to be! I’m so thrilled
to be the new Editor of Absolute Bridal.
Though it’s actually a return to bridal
journalism for me, some things never change. The
joy I feel when I interview our newlywed couples is
exactly the same, as is the passion and commitment
from each and every one of the Absolute Bridal
team and our wonderful contributors. What has
changed though - and in a wonderful way - is the
diversity of people tying the knot. I’m proud this issue to have featured a
gorgeous older first time bride (Clare on page 38) and our amazing same
sex couple Alex and John (page 56) who allowed me a sneaky peek into
their fabulous wedding at Pontlands Park. I do hope you love reading
their stories as much as I did writing them. It’s certainly a jam packed
issue, so kick off your shoes, grab a glass of wine and enjoy!
See you next time!

Julie
Julie Burniston - Editor
editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

Linda Grant
Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

Lydia Adams
Office Manager
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Laura Blythe
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Donna Pearce

A SLICE OF THE ROYAL PIE!
Fiona Cairns, the Royal baker who is famed for
creating the show- stopping wedding cake for
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge as well as
Pippa Middleton and James Matthews and most
recently Lady Gabriella Windsor and Thomas
Kingston, recently re-launched her website which
includes a selection of wedding cakes. With prices
starting from just £550, brides and grooms-tobe will be able to get a beautiful, handmade and
decorated cake fit for a Royal. Yum!
www.fionacairns.com

Advertising and
wedding show sales

Lena Chakir
Administrative Executive

Rachel Bray
Accounts Executive

ON THE COVER
We adore this beautiful Lillian West
dress from Justin Alexander.
Style number: 66070
www.justinalexander.com/lillianwest
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FAVOURS WITH
A DIFFERENCE
We love these fabulous little miniatures
from Tinkture. What a fantastic idea for
wedding breakfast favours! Containing
organic Cornish rose gin, Tinkture is
made with the finest English flavours and
ingredients. What’s more, when mixed with
tonic, the golden alcohol turns a beautiful,
dusty pink! The Little Guy Miniature is just
£10 from www.wearetinkture.com.

Do you have news you’d like to share with
our magazine? Get in touch with us at
editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

A

Getting married can actually save you money!

ccording to a recent poll of 2,000
people who had been in the same
relationship for at least three years,
by the team behind www.Codes.co.uk, the
‘honeymoon phase’ in a new relationship
costs £245 a month more than settling
down - a great boost to those about to tie
the knot! Results found that:
• Dating someone new can cost as much
as £370 a month, due to expenses
such as
eating out at
restaurants and
surprise gifts

months, costing almost £3,000
• The number of dates go from two or
three a week down to once or twice a

month once a couple is settled down

A lovely aside to the poll was that
62 percent of people much prefer
the settled phase than the heady new
romance. Great news for the readers of
Absolute Bridal!

• The average
‘honeymoon
phase’ lasts eight

TREAT YOuRSElF AT the sAvoy!

The historical London landmark has launched a brand new afternoon
tea in partnership with JING tea. Choose from six light, floral pastries
and delicious finger sandwiches - plus wonderfully refreshing tea
accompaniments. Available seven days a weeks 1pm till 5.45pm, £65
per person. What a lovely way to celebrate your upcoming nuptials
or to treat your mum, your bridesmaids and yourself!
Find out more at www.thesavoylondon.com

TO HAVE AND
TO FOLD!

If you’re worried about aching feet
after a day in your finest wedding
heels, then look no further than
these handy little ballet pumps from
www.cocorose.com. With doublecushioned insides, padded footbeds
and cushioned heels for ultimate
comfort, they’re available in a range
of gorgeous styles. Afterwards,
simply fold them up and store in
their handy little matching bag ready
for your next celebration. What a
fantastic creation to enable you to
dance the night away!

DATE fOR YOuR DIARY!
CRESSING TEMPLE
BARNS OPEN DAY

The glorious Cressing temple Barns
in Braintree, essex, are holding an open
day on Sunday, october 6th 2019. doors
open at 11am and close at 3pm. entrance
is free. What a fantastic opportunity for
you and your partner to visit this exclusive
venue and see the historical barns
and tudor Walled Garden dressed
for a wedding and visualise how
your day could look. tel: 0333-0138156.
or register your attendance at:
weddings.cressing@essex.gov.uk

Best of British
If you fancy a romantic break
away from the norm, or a UKbased minimoon, then why not
head to Merseyside - land of
the Beatles and the mighty River
Mersey! The Suites Hotel and
Spa based in Knowsley offers
a ‘Just The Two Of Us’ package
which incorporates a visit to
the five bubble rated in-house
Spa with a choice of either an Illuminate facial or Drift massage; a Rasul
(thermal mud treatment) each; use of all leisure facilities including the
Boutique Fitness Studio; lunch with bubbles in the Spa bistro; two course
dinner; overnight stay and full English breakfast. The only four-star hotel
in the North West which provides all of its guests with suites, this is one
not to miss! www.suiteshotelgroup.com

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Scent from Heaven
New from one of our favourite
fragrance houses, Ormonde Jayne
London, is the incredible Royal Elixir,
£195. A truly gender-free fragrance,
it means that your other half can share
not only your heart, but your perfume!
Royal Elixir is based on Ormonde
Jayne’s heavenly Ambre Royal, but
is poured at a much higher
concentration - 42 per
cent strength. A fantastic, hypnotic
fragrance for the dark
nights ahead.
www.ormondejayne.com

AUtUmN 2019
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matchimony - your one stop wedding shop
Beautiful Bridal, BrideSmaid, flower Girl, men and BoyS
itemS made with love at fantaStic priceS.
we tailor for Size 6-32 and all itemS come in 35 colourS helpinG to BrinG toGether your weddinG theme perfectly.

Visit us at www.matchimony.co.uk, in our kent
Showroom, or follow us on instagram @matchimony

Designer showcase

La

la

la
bamba!
Dream of exotic days and sultry evenings as you
dare to bare in a stunning wedding gown from
the Grace Loves Lace La Bamba Collection.
Ooh, now where did we leave that fan?!

DARLING gown,
Grace Loves Lace La
Bamba Collection
14
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FARROW gown,
Grace Loves Lace La
Bamba Collection

a
L
ORLA gown, Grace Loves
Lace La Bamba Collection

Grace
Lace

BONITA gown, Grace Loves
Lace La Bamba Collection

LOvES

LOYOLA set,
Grace Loves Lace La
Bamba Collection

STOCKIST DETAILS
58-59 Charlotte Road, Hackney, London EC2 3QT
www.graceloveslace.com.au | Tel: 0203-4870000
AUTUmn 2019
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Fashion

Vans authentic personalised wedding trainers,
£87,Yeahboo

Wifey for Lifey shoes,
£90, Converse

Converse flat wedding shoes classic vintage pearl, £86, Converse

BEST FOOT FORWARD!
Take inspiration from our bride Clare (page 38) and combine comfort with style
with these amazing and inspirational wedding trainers!

Ivory wedding Converse,
£105, Converse

Adidas Stan Smith wedding trainers,
£120,Yeahboo

Rose Gold Converse (Mrs Script),
£86, Converse

Custom Converse wedding shoes with heel tag
heart motif, £110, Converse

Black Converse wedding shoes,
£90, Converse

Nike wedding shoes,
£125, Converse

BUY IT | WWW.WEDDING-CONVERSE.CO.UK | WWW.YEAHBOO.CO.UK
16
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At bridal
Peaches,
we can
off
offer
er you
a friendly,
professional
service
andSincerity
with
Peaches
range
consists
of designs
by Alfred
Angelo,
Bonny,
and
20 years
of experience,
we haveselection
the knowledge
expertise
you
Venus.
We also
have a specialised
of plusand
size
gowns, to
theensure
‘Unforgettable’
havebyallBonny
the information
youfor
need
when
looking
Bridal
Gown.
range
Bridal caters
brides
sized
18 tofor
34.your
With
dresses
in every
With a vastconceivable
range of styles,
fabrics
and
sizes,
you
have
the
opportunity
style we are sure you’ll be impressed!
to try a variety of gowns at aff
affordable
ordable prices.

Peaches Wedding Shop
92 The Stow, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3AP
Telephone 01279 414101
Email info@peachesweddings.co.uk
Opening hours:

Monday & Saturday: 10-5 Tuesday • Thursday & Friday: 10-4
Thursday & Friday:
Monday & Saturday: 10-5 | Tuesday, Thursday
Closed Wednesday • Closed Sunday
10-4 | Closed Wednesday and Sunday

www.peachesweddings.co.uk

BIRD’S BRIDAL

16, BROOMFIELD ROAD, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX | 01245 348 749 | WWW.BIRDSBRIDAL.CO.UK
Celebrating 30 years of business. Follow us on Facebook for upcoming promotions

A stunning collection of wedding dresses
from collections such as Allure, Phoenix,
Ladybird and more
Over 300 bridesmaid dresses from
The Dessy Group, the largest selection in Essex
Ample free parking
Late night and weekend appointments

hilaryb.co.uk
Call us 01206 578889 / Email us info@hilaryb.com
Greenacres, Harts Lane, Ardleigh, Colchester, Essex CO7 7QQ

Our dedicated, award winning team here at T&P pride ourselves
on offering our brides a large choice of fabulous gowns sourced from
designers worldwide, always ensuring our services are delivered in a
professional, knowledgeable manner and above else in a relaxed and
enjoyable environment.
Using our knowledge and experience we will listen to you and
work with you so that you feel amazing and confident in your
chosen gown.
We have over 80 gowns in sizes 10 – 28 to choose from. Our prices
range from £650 to £1900 ensuring a good choice suitable for all
price points.
Alongside our bridal gowns we have a large collection of bridesmaid
dresses and accessories including veils, tiaras and shoes.

If you are interested in trying some of our beautiful dresses for your big day then
call us on 01268 776826 or visit us at 75b Eastwood Road, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 7JN

Occasions for less
Mother of bride
outfitS froM £75

 Condici
 John Charles
 Ian Stuart  Ispirato
 Cabotine  Zeila
daywear froM £15
 Frank

Lyman
 Lebek
 Pomodoro
 Marble

hatS, faScinatorS,
ShoeS, bagS
froM £15

SizeS 10 – 22
178 Bedford Road | Kempston | Bedford | MK42 8BL
178 BEDFORD
Tel: 01234ROAD
855537 | info@katejosephbridal.co.uk
KEMPSTON
www.katejosephbridal.co.uk

BEDFORD
MK42 8BL

Book an Appointment

end of SeaSon
clearance
John Street,
Royston SG8 9BE

Tel: 01763 244073
Email: info@occasionsforless.co.uk
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PONTLANDS
NDS PARK & IVY HILL
LL

Pontlands Park
k and Ivy Hill offer a selection of stunning bedrooms and suites.
Ev
very room is comfortable,
le, stylish and luxurious - ideal for a perfect nights sleep.
The perfect way
y to end a super day, why stay anywhere else?

IVY HILL
Luxurious and co
ontemporary
rooms and suite
es.

£153

*

£136

*

Ivy Hill

Price
es b
based
d on d
double
bl occupancy and
d iincludes
l d b
breakfa
kfast.
*Prices based on guests attending a function at either one of our venues or a 2-night stay

Terms & Conditions
All prices are advance purchase rates which are non transferable and non refundable, based on 2 people sharing and
include full English breakfast in the restaurant. All prices are inclusive of VA
VAT at the current rate. Both venues have family
rooms that can accommodate a maximum of 4 people, subject to availability.

AL
 Over 60 stunning colours to choose
 Made to order, any length, any size
 Matching children’s Multiway dresses
 FREE matching bust bandeau included
 Multiple ways to wear to suit everyone
 Matching ties, bow ties & pocket squares

Quote Absolute Bridal to receive a SPECIAL
DISCOUNTED PRICE on all Multiway Dresses

Order yours today!

07731 470242

laclosetdechanel

(01255) 556366 | nina.brides@gmail.com
Shop 3, 38 Gravel Hill Way,
Dovercourt, Essex, CO12 4XN
Nina’s

@ninabridalboutique

*

NINA Bridal Boutique are proud to offer our Beautiful
Brides a gorgeous eclectic selection of modern designer
Bridal Collection ranging from £200-£2000 and sizes 4-32.
We offer a personal, helpful and individual service to our
clients understanding their specific needs and making their
experience a happy, exciting and special one to add to the
good memories in the lead up to their wedding/event.
After 15 years working in the wedding industry we have
gained a wealth of knowledge in the bridal and wedding
field, trends, styles, themes and fashions. We aim to use
this up to date knowledge mixed with our creativity to help

*

our brides find their perfect dress and offer advice and
recommendations on all other wedding related needs if
and where required.
In-store we offer not only beautiful gowns, but a wide
selection of bridal accessories, veils, hair pieces, jewellery
and shoes. Our fantastic Boutique is a beautiful store located
in a quiet coastal town of Harwich in North East Essex with
parking and disabled access.
Our appointments are free and the boutique is exclusively
yours when an appointment is booked.

Meet the Expert

The Essex Bridal Outlet

dreams
Where dress

come true!

A unique bridal boutique which offers a gorgeous range of
stunning designer bridal gowns at a fraction of the original
price, the Essex Bridal Outlet based in Chelmsford, ensures your
shopping experience is five star, no matter what your budget...

T

he Essex Bridal Outlet was born
three years ago when owner
Donna Byrne, 39, realised that
there was a gap in the market for brides who
longed for a designer gown but didn’t have huge
funds, or who weren’t prepared to spend a large
chunk of their wedding budget on a dress. Her
target market of brides who desired the personal,
quality shopping experience afforded by grand
designer houses and a gown of quality but
those who wanted to spend less than the high
street prices. Spurred on by her own shopping
experience when she tied the knot in 2014
and felt like a ‘poor relative’ because she didn’t

have a massive amount to spend, Donna set to
work researching her dream business, finding
a suitable space for a bespoke building and
choosing a luxurious and comfortable interior
in order to give her clients the truly magical
dress experience that she knew each bride to be
deserves.

Balancing quality,
service and affordaBility

Because of where the boutique is situated,
Donna is able to keep her overheads low, and
her buying strategy enables her to pass on
incredible savings to her clients. All gowns
are chosen with love and with current bridal
trends in mind. The average price of a bridal
gown at the Essex Bridal Outlet is between
£500-£800, Most gowns are available to buy
off the peg. That’s where the frugality ends
however, because every bride to be who books
a styling appointment with The Essex Bridal
Outlet is treated like a queen. The three highly
experienced bridal consultants, ably assisted by
a dedicated team of assistants, offer a personal
service with privacy assured and Prosecco to
make the event truly special. There are no limits
on how many dresses can be tried on and the
team don’t clock watch. They will keep going
until a bride finds her dream gown.

The Bridesmaid’ Lounge

The Essex Bridal Outlet have a sister company
- The Bridesmaid’ Lounge - on the same site,
offering the same top quality service for your
maids. The stunning selection of bridesmaid
gowns from Six showstopping different designer
collections to peruse. Gowns are tried on for
style and then ordered in the colour of choice in
plenty of time for the big day.

going the extra mile

Donna and her team not only offer unlimited
patience, knowledge and experience, but their
attention to detail doesn’t stop when a bride
leaves the shop. They offer advice on all manner
of accessories - from shoes and veils to tiaras
and wraps.

future plans

The Essex Bridal Outlet continues to go from
strength to strength and Donna is delighted
that their very own ‘Private Label’ will launched
this Autumn, these gowns cant be found
anywhere else. Working closely with the design
team of a high end designer and featuring
gowns made with meticulous attention to detail
- some with incredible beadwork - the Private
label stock will be yours to see very soon - check
the website for updates.

donna’s bridal
shopping advice
• Be brave - try on styles that you may not
like on the hanger or may think won’t suit
you - you may be pleasantly surprised!
• Trust your instincts - don’t be put off by
other people’s opinions
• Try and stick to your budget
• Remember to factor in the cost of
alterations - these can be quite pricey - ask
your sales assistant for advice

for enquiries contact:
www.essexbridaloutlet.co.uk | Tel: 01245-690788 | E-mail: Info@essexbridaloutlet.co.uk
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Stand out from the rest with bespoke shoes
that have been enhanced just for you!
Special occasions and celebrations always deserve special attention.
This embellishment service makes your shoes have the ‘wow’ factor and
stand out from the crowds.
All designers are qualified to degree level in art /design and are quickly building
a reputation for creating stylish creations, never seen on the high street.

Take the first step forward to making your shoes dazzle, sparkle
and shine and contact us now for a free consultation.
www.shoebelle.co.uk | info@shoebelle.co.uk | 07929731103

WEDDINGS | PROM | BLACK TIE

Meet the Experts

Martels Wedding & Events Village:

your one-stop
wedding shop!

For the ultimate in simplicity and class, Martel’s Wedding and Events Village is the
place to visit. With over 20 bridal companies under one roof, owners Karen Lambert
and Samantha Turner offer a professional, friendly service and years of knowledge to
enable you to plan every aspect of your big day quickly and easily
HI KAREn, TELL US A LITTLE

mORE ABOUT yOURSELvES
AnD mARTELS

Sam and I have been selfemployed for many years,
I managed a pub and she
organised corporate events.
We both then started a
dining club for older single
people and then the Essex
Events Company (wedding
planning), until we started
martels Wedding & Events
village.

WHEn AnD HOW DID yOU gO
InTO BUSInESS?

In 2006 we became partners in the dining
club and then in 2007 we started the Essex
Events Company, organising many events and
weddings. martels Wedding and Events village
was created in 2014.

WHAT mAKES mARTELS UnIqUE In
THE WEDDIng fIELD?
We're the original and only company
in Essex to provide over 20
companies that are all wedding
or event related, all under one
roof - a bit like a wedding
department store! We pride
ourselves on our friendly no
pressure service, attention to
detail and love of the industry
we're in.

ExpLAIn TO OUR BRIDES
WHAT yOU OffER

Almost everything! from wedding dresses
and floristry to videography; photography; car
hire; accessories of all kinds; bridesmaids dresses;
bouncy castles; DJ's; catering hire; mother of the
bride and award-winning men’s suit hire; bespoke
jewellery and stationery; hair and make-up artists;
wedding decor and themed props; bespoke

wedding cakes and honeymoons and weddings
abroad. We even have our own fabulous pianist!

HOW DO yOU CHOOSE THE
BRAnDS/SUppLIERS TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH?

We are very careful who we work alongside and
everyone has to fit into the team spirit that we
have here. References are taken and a full check on
the company or individual’s work history too.

WHy IS IT gOOD fOR A BRIDE
TO CHOOSE A ‘OnE STOp’?

It makes life a lot easier for them. We are
permanently based here and they can visit us
whenever they need to. We find that couples love
us as they can see the stability of our premises
and the professional way we all deal with our
individual services.

DO yOU HAvE Any STORIES
Of fUn/mOvIng/‘DIffEREnT’
WEDDIngS WHICH yOU HAvE
HELpED pLAn OR SUppLIED fOR?

We have many, but one was very recent. The
bride and groom chose to book, buy or hire
almost everything we do last year. They also
chose a lovely local venue. Sadly the bride’s mum
passed away earlier this year, so we helped with
the speedy need for things to be arranged, and
when we saw them for pick ups etc just before the
wedding last month it was very tearful for us all.
We really felt like we had contributed in a huge
way. The mother of the groom wrote afterwards
thanking us for everything we did to help in a
very sad situation.

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH - MarTELS WEddING & EVENTS VILLaGE
WWW.MarTELSEVENTS.CO.UK | TEL: 01371 871969 | FaCEbOOK: WWW.FaCEbOOK.COM/
MarTELSEVENTSVILLaGE | INSTaGraM: @MarTELS_brIdaL_bOUTIqUE
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The Wedding Department Store
Why not join us
at one of our
wedding experiences?
Held every 6 weeks
Hire me/Buy Me
Alison White Wedding Flowers - it’s a great way to
meet all our
Evo Event Hire
suppliers
Wooden Bench Hire Company
Shotton Photography
TM Catering Hire
Truly, Gladly, Sweetly
Quint London Wedding
Stationery
Wedding Reel
Amos Wedding Car Hire

www.martelsevents.co.uk | 01371 871969

Wear Me

Martels Bridal Boutique
Christine’s Occasion Wear
COO Jewellers
dapper chaps men’s formal wear

Entertain Me

Evolution Discos
Evo Inflatables
Zoe Alexandria - Pianist

Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Eat Me

Jennifer Cakes
Dukes Kitchen
Premier Crew Hospitality

Help Me

Rebecca Beecham Travel Counsellors
Jemma’s Hair & Makeup
PosiTIVEYly Peachy - Makeup |
Beauty | Health

Please see our website for more information on the companies based at Martels

Celeb Special

Big,

Bold

&

beautiful!

How we love our local Essex superstars Jo Cooke and Alison Law!
The owners of Curves and Couture in Kelvedon - a paradise for larger
brides - our dynamic duo are currently gracing TV screens thanks to
TLC UK’s Curvy Brides’ Boutique. Absolute Bridal discovered more ...
Jo and Ali are buzzing. For them, making
brides’ dreams come true is the reason they get
out of bed each morning. It’s a passion and the
reason they’re known as the fairy godmothers’
of the plus size bride! Now they are bringing
their unique ‘marital dress therapy’ to a TV
audience. Our Editor, Julie, caught up with
the girls as they headed to Newcastle to help a
bride-to-be find her dream dress.

What inspired you to Want
to dress curvy brides?
Al: ‘It really infuriates me that the High Street
doesn’t cater for larger brides - especially
considering that average UK size is a 16!
Nothing has really changed since I was in that
situation myself in 2012. I was a size 22-24
and dress shopping was horrendous.
I remember the shop assistant looking me up
and down and ignoring me. After about an
hour of looking at all these lovely gowns I
told her my size and she said there was
nothing for me to try on. I ended up getting a
size 24 ivory dress from a department store as
it was the only one they had. I hated it! After
the wedding I took it to a dry cleaners and
never went back for it. It still upsets me
today when I look back on it. I know that

" We Worked every
hour God sends
to make the store
a haven for larGer
brides, to Give them
that ‘i’ve found the
one’ moment. "
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Jo had a similar experience too, and she’s done
it more than once!’

so you decided if the
mountain Won’t come
to mohammed...
Al: ‘Between us we knew we’d found a niche
in the market and when we decided to open
Curves and Couture we worked every hour
God sends to make the store a haven for larger
brides, to give them that ‘I’ve found the one’
moment. Within our first year we’d won Essex
Bridal Retailer of the Year and a Best New
Business award. Our diaries were packed with

Jo And ALison’s
Top Tips for
Curvy Brides

P

1. Do your research!

Your wedding dress is the most
important - and probably the most
expensive- dress you will ever wear.
Don’t make the mistake of assuming that
a dress from a standard range - even in
a large size - will be the correct fit. Find
shops near you that have collections
which cater for larger ladies. These have
been specially design to flatter your
figure and have the additional support
that you will need.
appointments from ladies across the UK and
also from New York to Quatar; Paris to Italy
and the Middle East. From age 18 right up
to 76!’

do you still have the same
passion six years later?
Jo: ’Absolutely! Every time a bride visits us,
the air is emotionally charged and when we
see their reaction to their chosen dress there’s
usually tears. Were so lucky to be doing what
we do because we really do love it.’

What is so special about
Curves and Couture?

2. Have a trying on session!

Al: ‘We have 120 dresses in store, from size
18-40. We buy in gowns from designers who
make dresses for real women and who design
with a passion. Our team is small but every
one of us has the same love for what we do.’

Before you make a purchase try on the
gowns. Make sure you call ahead to your
chosen store to ensure they have samples
available in store in your size and above
all, enjoy the experience!

so curvy brides have the
same dreams and aspirations
as their slim sisters?

3. Be realistic about your size

Jo: ’God yes! We’re all women! I would say
though that some larger ladies find it easier
to deny this. They will say they want a plain
dress, no bling, because deep down they think
they can’t have it. Once we show them our
gowns the inner diva appears! Their dreams are
just as important as anyone else’s. They deserve
the dress of their dreams and are entitled to
have it.’

" every time a bride
visits us the air is
emotionally charGed
and When We see their
reaction to their
chosen dress there’s
usually tears. "
tell us about your neW
shoW. hoW did it come about?
Al: ‘Five years ago we filmed a BBC
documentary called My Big Beautiful Wedding
Dress. We kept in touch with the Producer,
Richard, and during one of my insomniac
moments at 3am I had the idea for the show.
I emailed Richard who took it to TLC and the
rest is history! There are so many great stories
to come out of the series and it’s been an
amazing experience.’

Don’t try on a dress that isn’t your size it’s demoralising! Also, don’t tell yourself
that you will lost 10 stone before your
wedding. Buying a dress to ‘diet into’
is just putting way to much pressure
on yourself.

4. Avoid buying online
It may be tempting to take your own
measurements and order online in order
to avoid a shop visit, but the reality is,
your gown may be ill-fitting and not
resemble the one you ordered at all.

5. Set your budget
Be realistic about how much you can
afford, but don’t forget that if you really
have your heart set on a designer dress,
bridal shops do have sample sales keep a look out for these and you
may get your dream gown within
your price range.

6. Choose your bridal team
wisely!
When going for dress fittings, make
sure you take the right people with you
- those you can really trust. We’ve seen
brides crushed by negative reactions
and it’s been really hard to raise their
spirts again.

You can watch Curvy Brides’ Boutique, Fridays at 8pm on TLC UK
To learn more about Curves and Couture or to make an appointment go to:

WWW.curvesandcouture.co.uk

Fashion

Time for T!

At Amara Bridal there’s a passion for fashion. Whether it’s an
event or prom dress or that extra special wedding gown, the
staff are always on hand to guide and inspire. This issue we
showcase Amara’s stunning T-length wedding gowns - how
beautiful they are too!

Amara meaning;
eternal; strong;
attractive & stylish

HOW TO BOOK
YOUR EXCLUSI
VE
APPOINTMENT

Appointments at
Amara Bridal
must be booked
. Opening times
are
Monday, Tuesda
y and Friday,
10am-5pm; Wed
nesday 10am-7
pm
and Saturday 9a
m-5pm.
01376-564800
amarabridal@ya
hoo.com

Eliza: A brocade ballet length dress
with V detail on the neckline and a
cute bow on the waist.
From the House of Nicholas,
prices from £699-£1,100

About Amara
Based in a beautiful studio
in Coggeshall, Colchester,
award-winning proprietors
Claire and Claire have been
styling brides together for
over 12 years. Both ladies
adore all things bridal and
have created a prettyas-a-picture boutique full
of exquisite gowns and
accessories to die for! From
styling advice to inspiration,
they can help you find the
dress of your dreams!

HOW TO WEAR A
SHORTER WEDDING
GOWN

Something
for everyone

• Short wedding dresses are
just a little different and are
totally suited to the on-trend
retro theme. They come
in knee length, just
above the knee and
the always classy
T-length featured
here - so there’s
a dress to suit
everyone.

Amara Bridal feature
a stunning range of
wedding dresses from
WToo by Watters;
House of Nicholas;
Allure; Madison James and
Bianco Events, plus gorgeous
bridesmaid collections from
Emma Bridals and WToo
available to order in a range
of styles including a teen
range - so there really is
something for everyone.
They also carry accessories
and occasion wear.

Your exclusive visit
An appointment at Amara
Bridal ensures exclusive
use of the boutique
for two hours,
creating a relaxing,
encouraging and
fun time for the bride
to be and her guests.
You will also receive the
full attention of two very
knowledgable, friendly
and inspirational wedding
stylists with invaluable
advice and suggestions.
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Lottie: A T-length Mikado dress with
Sabrina neckline; pockets in the
skirt and covered butting detail.
From The House of Nicholas,
prices from £699-£1,100

• Shorter gowns
suit a slim to
medium frame
and of course,
those who want
to showcase their
stunning legs!
• If you’re very active and
energetic, a wedding gown
which doesn’t hinder your
dancing feet is a bonus!

Esme: A cute, T-length
tulle gown with appliquéd lace
bodice cascading into the skirt
and crystal button detail
From The House of Nicholas,
prices from £699-£1,100

• Pregnant ladies can look
amazing in an empire style
shorter gown which flows over
the tummy yet shows off a
beautiful bust and slim pins.






Christine’s Occasion Wear

Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Beautiful Clothes for all Occasions.

Zeila | Cabotine | Dress Code | Ispirato | Dressed Up | Linea Raffaelli | Lexus & Capollini shoes
Stunning outfits and co-ordinating accessories for Mother of the Bride and Groom and all other
Occasions and Events. Expert alteration service available to ensure your purchase is the perfect fit.

01371 871500
www.christinesoccasionwear.co.uk
@christinesoccasionwear

Established 42 years.











Condici John Charles Ispirato Cabotine Ann Balon
Cameron Blake Gina Bacconi Zeila Michaela Louisa Frank Lyman

8 - 26





Beauty
Sleep

Accessories

Don’t turn into a pumpkin at Midnight on your
wedding day - carry the glamour on into the wee hours
and beyond with some stunning bedroom attire...

Black lace d’or bra,
£95 and thong, £50
www.gildapearl.co.uk

Gilded macaron
body, £220
www.gildapearl.co.uk

Deshabille baby
doll, £280
www.gildapearl.co.uk
Anya slider, £28.50.
www.prettyyoulondon.co.uk

Kitty short robe, £415
www.gildapearl.co.uk

Celestial silk and lace
underwired bra, £110
and knicker, £60
www.gildapearl.co.uk

Deshabille short
robe, £430
www.gildapearl.co.uk
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L
A
AriA Fine Jewellery speciAlises in wedding rings including custom mAde
wedding rings, engAgement rings, bespoke diAmond And gem set Jewellery
Aria Fine Jewellery offers entirely bespoke, individual and distinctive designs that are crafted with
you in mind. Design the perfect memento for a special occasion or personal gift and supersede
generic designs. One of a kind wedding bands are also available and can be created to sit
around the engagement ring to offer the ultimate fit.

For enquiries call 01206 580375, email info@ariafj.co.uk, or explore our
website www.ariafj.co.uk. Facebook: ariafinejewellery, Instagram: @ariafj
Aria Fine Jewellery, PO Box 12704, Manningtree, Essex, CO11 9AT

Make Your Own Wedd ing Rings
“Incredible experience” Sam Miller
“We were made to feel very welcome and Mark is a fantastic
teacher. He guided us expertly to ensure we made the rings
that we wanted without doing it for us.” Lian Robson
“Would absolutely recommend this experience for any
couple getting married, it makes the rings extra special and it’s
a wonderful day filled with happy memories.” Becci Kaznowski

Making your own wedding rings couldn’t be easier
and with only one couple in the workshop there is
nothing more special than making the wedding ring
that you will wear forever, together.
Repairs • Remodelling • Bespoke jewellery
Make you own engagement rings
Half day & evening sessions available

“A really unique experience and some memories made that
we will cherish together forever.” Rebecca Culling
“You end up with top quality rings that have been made
with love & care.” Kenneth Edwards

For more information & prices please visit our website or contact us:
www.thejewellerycottage.co.uk | info@thejewellerycottage.co.uk | 01603 867773 or 07774003743
Find us on Facebook

Tiaras

All that
Elva, £115
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk

Thanks to our young Royal brides, tiaras have seen a
resurgence in fashion. Here is a round up of stunning
headpieces that may not be teaming with precious gems,
but will ensure you feel like a Princess on your big day...

Cambridge, £175
www.olivierlaudus.com

Grecian Dream, £145
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk
Perfect Love, £165
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk
Kensington, £89
www.olivierlaudus.com
Paris, £110
www.olivierlaudus.com

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR TIARA
• First take a look at the style and colour of
your wedding gown and ensure you choose
a tiara to complement it. Colour also plays a
big part, and luckily there are tiaras in gold,
silver, rose gold and with coloured gems that
will enhance your overall look.

Jacinta, £105
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk

• Think about your face shape. A long face
will only look longer if you choose a tall
tiara. Those with a round face however will
find that this style actually makes the face
look more elongated. Have a play around
with styles to find one to truly suit you.
• Before your trying on session make sure
you know how you will have your hair styled
on your wedding day and go along with that
style to give a true indication of how it will
look.
• Don’t wash your hair the day of
your wedding if you are wearing
a tiara. Day old hair will offer a
lot more grip and ensure your
crowing glory stays put without
the need for numerous
uncomfortable pins.
Elsie, £135
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk
Desire, £105
www.ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk
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• Only put in your tiara after
your hairdresser has finished
with the hairspray. Lacquer
can tarnish a tiara and that’s
the last thing you want.

Bombini Studio

BESPOKE, HANDMADE HATS & HEADDRESSES

One of a kind floral hats and fascinators by Bombini Studio are exquisitely designed and
handcrafted by designer Jessica Collins, who lovingly creates each bespoke piece -Tatler

07884004695 | Etsy - BombiniStudio |

DIAMOND
DAYS EVENTS

@bombinistudio

Lucy’s Sparkles & Pearls

Bespoke hair accessories,
jewellery & brooch bouquets
with matching buttonholes

With thirty years of wedding and events experience,
we know how to make your event one to remember.
From the decorations to the table planning and
entertainment, we help you build your event from the
ground up. Diamond Days Events has many wonderful
venues in and around London and further aﬁeld, we
are pleased to be able to oﬀer many private clubs,
stately homes and quirky places for your wedding.
Lorraine Carroll Business Owner:
07811146323 | lorraine@diamonddaysevents.co.uk
Stephanie Hall Events Manager:
07964551303 | stephanie@diamonddaysevents.co.uk

WWW.DIAMONDDAYSEVENTS.CO.UK

Phone: 07761566478 | Email: lucywoods@mail.com
lucyssparklesandpearls

lucys_sparkles_and_pearls

LucysSparklesPearls

Jewellery

WhaT’s nEW, Coo?

Technological advancements have the potential to shake up
any industry, and the jewellery industry is no exception...

S

cientists have been able
to ‘grow’ diamonds in their
laboratories since the mid1950’s, and that technology has
continued to improve in quality,
efficiency and cost as the decades
have passed.

Lab-created diamonds are
anatomically identical to a diamond
that has been dug from a mine
anywhere in the world. They are for
all practical purposes completely
indistinguishable from their mined
counterpart.

Absolute Bridal spoke with COO
Jewellers who are based in London’s
world-famous jewellery quarter,
Hatton Garden. They are in the
historically unique position to be able
to offer their customers access to the
finest natural gemstones and also
gem-quality, lab-created diamonds in
the world.

Fortunately, independently certified
larger laboratory created diamonds
have ‘Lab-Grown’ laser
inscribed, microscopically, on
the side of the diamond. This
is something you can ask your
jeweller to show you.

What are laboratory-created
diamonds?
Created in highly controlled
environments, scientists utilise
processes that duplicate the
conditions under which diamonds
would naturally develop within the
Earth. This allows for the creation of
completely man-made, gem quality
diamonds.

Should I buy one?
The lab-created diamond
market is set to surge. While
prices can vary, they tend
to be around 30 per cent
lower. however, it is worth
bearing in mind that the
price of lab based diamonds
can go down as technology
improves and more labs
open, whereas natural
diamonds are a finite
resource, are rare and will hold their
value much better than lab created
diamonds. Prices can also fluctuate
based on supply and demand.

An ethical choice
There’s no denying that a lab-created
diamond is a fine choice for anyone
looking for a guaranteed ethical
choice. While huge strides have been
made within the diamond industry to
protect everyone involved (see ‘The
Kimberley Process’) it’s a certainty
that man made gemstones remove all
doubts to their true source.
Coo Jewellers are proud to offer
a full range of both of conflict-free
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natural mined and lab-created
diamonds and gemstones in a range
of colours and types. They also have
a full range of natural diamonds and
gemstones, which gives you, the
customer, freedom of choice.

InTErEsTEd?
You can call Coo
on 020 7404 0757
email hello@coojewellers.com
or go online at
coojewellers.com
for more information

Julie Carpel
07807889071
info@wackycakes.com
www.wackycakes.com

In addition to stunning, traditional
cakes for all occasions,
wackycakes.com specialises in
alternative wedding & celebration
cakes, providing a unique personal
touch with that wow factor

10%
DISCOUNT

on cakes with
four plus
whole cheeses

Quote
ABM32

At It’s in the Party Bag we offer various services from
simple to real wow factor such as:

Sweet Carts, Candy Floss, Popcorn and Donut Walls, Post Boxes,
Photo Booths, Magic Mirrors and Light Up Letters.
It's in the Party Bag is focused on providing a high quality
service and client satisfaction and with a variety of products
and services to choose from we're sure you
will be happy working with us.
Feel free to contact us for a no obligation quote.
Mobile: 07702 122 768
Email: hannah@itsinthepartybag.co.uk

itsinthepartybag

My contact details are as follows
possible to have the facebook an
symbols included?
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Sweet treats

cake

From plain and classic to outrageous,
colourful and off the wall, Sam from
Sweet Peas Cake Boutique has the
answer to all your wedding cake dreams

I

've always been creative, I studied art at
university but for whatever reason I ended
up working in London in admin for a
construction company. I always kept my hand
in with cakes however, and when my son was
about to turn one - he’s eight now - I made him
a birthday cake which I posted on Facebook.
The reaction was amazing, I was inundated with
people asking me to make cakes for their big
events too.
Being a little worried about making the leap
into full time baking, I found a part-time job and

juggled that with making cakes at home. Then,
three and a half years ago, realising that this was
where my heart and future lay, I took the final
plunge and created Sweet Peas Cake Boutique.
I’ve never looked back.
The first wedding cake I made was in 2015.
It’s a huge responsibility to be given the honour
of making such an important cake, but I thrived
on it and really enjoyed it. Since then I’ve
made hundreds of wedding cakes. Some very
traditional - white frosting and white paste petals,
or - as is fashionable at the moment - a classic

cake decorated using pretty fresh flowers.
Every cake is as individual as the couple and
each commission brings a new challenge which
I thrive on.
I also don’t limit myself to traditional cakes.
I offer wedding favours and cupcakes too. In
fact, whatever the couple require, I can usually
achieve.
The most outrageous commission I’ve had so
far was creating an Aldi lorry for a store opening.
It was 36 inches long and needed reinforcing
underneath with wood because it was so heavy.
It had working lights and was such a buzz to
make. I’m certainly not worried about unusual
requests. The more creative I can be the better.
However each cake I make is treated with the
same love, care and attention to detail.

To contact: Find Sweet Peas Cake Boutique on Facebook @Sweet Peas Cake Boutique
Tel: 07800-859484 | Email: sweetpeascakeboutique@btinternet.com

Bespoke cakes
to meet the
individuality
of every bride that
comes through
our door

To contact call Corrinne Collis on 07967824197; Xannia Collis on 07399613522 or email tiersofjoybakery@outlook.com
www.tiersofjoyxc.co.uk | Facebook: tiersofjoyxc | Instagram: tiersofjoyxx
Golf world Stansted, hall road, Elsenham, CM22 6FL
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Ã
Clock Tower Cakes Ltd
Ã
Making the extraordinary a piece of cake

Ã

Ã

- Complete bespoke design service - Professionally trained and qualiﬁed - Allergies catered for
- 5 Star reputation, reviews & service
T: 07522737504 | E: clocktowercakes@gmail.com |

www.clocktowercakes.co.uk

UDIO

ST
CAKE

At Amaysing Bakes, we produce luxury
bespoke cakes made from the ﬁnest
ingredients at an aﬀordable price.
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10%

discount code:
ABCMAG19
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Clock Tower Cakes

• All dietary requirements catered for.
• We also make cookies, cupcakes, macarons, cake favours
and meringue kisses. Ideal as favours or unique gifts.
Tel: 07905828520 Email: claire@amaysingbakes.co.uk
https://clairejtownsend.wixsite.com/amaysingbakes

Real Wedding

You maY

cuff

the bride!
Serving officers Russell Taylor, 59
and Clare Ivory, 45, celebrated their
love with a beautiful church ceremony
followed by a police themed wedding
reception at the magical Hedingham
Castle. This is their story...

A blAst from the pAst

Russell and I actually met 20 years ago
when we worked at the same met police
station. We’d say hello in passing and I
thought he was a nice person, but nothing
more than that. Of course I’d dreamt of
falling in love and getting married as a
girl, but as the years went by guess I fell
in love with my career! Six years ago our
paths crossed once more. Russell was
working at Charring Cross police station
in London, and I walked into the custody
suite with a prisoner. We both had an ‘I
know you!’ moment and later chatted over
a coffee. It was great to see a friendly face
and I knew we both felt a connection.
Though Russell was my Senior Officer
and I knew he couldn't overstep the mark,
I was secretly hoping that we would see
each other again. Fate, however, had other
ideas! a couple of nights after our meeting
I was taken ill while on night duty and
admitted to St Thomas’s. I was really very
poorly and stayed in hospital for two
weeks. It wasn’t until I was released that
I saw Russell had emailed, asking to take
me out. The poor man must have thought
I’d ignored him. I quickly called and
explained, and thank goodness he was just
happy to know I was ok. We arranged to
meet up the following week.

first dAte
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Oh my goodness, Russell and I had the
most amazing first date! I was stunned
that we had so much in common. We’d
gone to an exhibition about Pompeii and
discovered we both shared a love of art,
history and photography. Russell was
funny, great company and I couldn’t stop
smiling. I joked that though I’d never
been married, I’d kissed a few frogs while
waiting for my Prince. I just knew that
this was the man I’d been waiting for all

these years. as our courtship continued
it was obvious to me that I couldn’t
live without Russell. It sounds corny,
but he was my best friend. We were
always playing jokes on one another
and constantly laughing. We also
understood each other’s work which
is so important, and though Russell
had been married before he had no
reservations about declaring his love
for me. We soon bought our first house
together and though he was nervous,
Russell met my parents Janet and Ron
- they loved him! So much so that they
bought a house round the corner from
us and we even spent our first holiday
together with them as a family.

the proposAl

Russell and I had spoken about
marriage. I knew he was never totally
comfortable with us just living
together. He had no family and I’m
an only child, so I think we both
wanted to feel secure. unbeknown
to me, Russell had asked my parents’
permission to propose to me. Their
response? ‘We thought she’d be on the
shelf forever! It was a joke of course,
but they were absolutely thrilled. In
June 2016 Russell and I travelled to
one of our favourite places - malta.
He’d planned to propose in a little
village which we loved called mdina,
but he was so nervous carrying around
the heart shaped diamond engagement

ring set in white gold that he suddenly got down
on one knee on our hotel verandah. We both
had huge lumps in our throats as I said yes.

Wedding plAnning

Though we had no specific date in mind for the
wedding, Russell - always thinking of others wanted to ensure that my parents had the best
day possible and didn’t want to wait too long. I’d
already been to a wedding at Hedingham Castle
a few years before I met Russell again, and was
blown away by the beautiful gardens which were
in full bloom. I took Russell to a wedding fair
there and we both know that it was the perfect
venue for us to have our wedding breakfast and
reception. We chose the date there and then July 11th, 2018.

A fAmily AffAir

Like any little girl I’d had dreams of my future
wedding, but meeting Russell changed all that.
now I wanted not a great big over the top
extravaganza, but my own, personal, fairytale. I
also knew I wanted to have a hand in everything
and to put in my own personal touches. The
main organisation was fairly easy. Our family
friend Barbara is also our vicar and she was the
obvious choice to marry us in the gorgeous little
church of St nicholas in Castle Hedingham
Village, a short walk from Hedingham Castle.
my aunt Belinda Howlett offered to do my
flowers; our friend tony Poole was roped in
as DJ and an old pal Jennifer, did the cake.
We employed the wonderful wedding team at
Hedingham Castle to create our perfect space
with circular tables set around a dance floor for
our 65 guests and arabella Reeve was booked to
do the catering.

personAl touches

Of course, being police officers I couldn’t let our
big day pass without a nod to our occupations.
We decide on a police theme with the seating
plan in a custody suite style with cell numbers
on the tables which opened up to reveal mug
shots of the guests. Our cake topper was Russell
and I in uniform handcuffed together. I sourced

personalised nail files as favours for the
ladies and key ring bottle openers for
the gents - Jennifer even offered to bake
police car cookies! It was those little things
that really made a huge difference to our
wedding and I enjoyed every minute.

dressing to impress

I actually found my dress on the first
website I looked at and it cost me just
£150! as I live and die in jeans and a
t-shirt, I wanted something simple and
I loved the long, straight ivory gown
with a lace back. Of course I needed
to make my own mark too, so instead
of heels I bought a pair of wedding
Converse trainers decorated with hearts
and embroidered with the words ‘mrs
taylor’. We’d decided against a best man,
but I knew I wanted my best friend Zoe
to be my bridesmaid as I’d been hers years
before in new York. The problem was, she
now lived in arizona, so we couldn’t very
well go dress shopping together. Instead
she came up with a lovely plan. Zoe still
had the teal gown which I’d worn to her
wedding. She’d always loved it, so she
suggested she had it customised to fit her.
It looked perfect and was a really lovely
touch.

tying the knot

The night before the wedding, myself,
Russell, and our relatives stayed at
Hedingham Castle. Russell had booked a
hunting lodge and I stayed in the bridal
cottage. The morning dawned bright and
sunny and I think I must have been the
most relaxed bride ever! mum and Zoe
did my hair and make-up and we shared
autumn 2019
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EVO EVENT HIRE
CompleteEventHireSolutions
AVHire•DJ•Discos
F looring•Karaoke•Lighting
Marquees•Stages•Weddings

www.evoeventhire.co.uk
Todiscussyourupcomingevent
contactTeamEvoonFacebook
orcall01371878233

Whatever your event, let us make it a success
info@arabellareeve.co.uk | 07944792564 | www.arabellareeve.co.uk

Real Wedding

a word from franCesCa
aT flowTography
Clare and russell are such a lovely,
relaxed, fun and loving couple, always
laughing and joking together. as soon
as they asked me to be their wedding
photographer and we started chatting
about their plans, i knew the day would
be a lot of fun. their super laid-back style
was a perfect match for my photography
style. no forced posing or fake smiles,
just natural, authentic moments, and
that’s how i documented their big day.
From the relaxed morning preparations
to the ceremony and evening reception
all filled with lots of love, jokes and
laughter, the day sailed through
effortlessly. even when things didn’t go
to plan and the wedding car forgot to
pick them up from the church, Clare and
russell just laughed and walked back
hand-in-hand to Hedingham Castle.

lunch and a bottle of fizz. England were playing
football that day so everyone was in high spirits
and though they lost I certainly won! I was just so
happy! The church ceremony was at 4pm and it
was a perfect, intimate and wonderful occasion.
I walked down the aisle to the acoustic version of
Ellie Goulding’s Love Me Like You Do. Dad gave
me away and later gave a fabulous and moving
speech. Russell too moved me to tears - and also
laughter - when he said how happy he was that
my family had accepted him and that my mum
and dad were his best friends. He loved calling
them mum and dad despite there not being a
huge age gap! I didn’t even bat an eyelid when
the wedding car forgot to collect us afterwards.
Instead we walked in a joyous procession through
the winding streets of the village back up to the
Castle where our guests enjoyed a drinks reception
and entertainment by magician Richard Jones,
winner of Britain’s Got Talent 2016. Russell and
I were thrilled that the venue kindly allowed our
lovely photographer Francesca to take pictures
of us inside the castle as well as in the grounds
and we thoroughly enjoyed the experience! Our
reception was intimate and just perfect. We had
our first dance to Perfect by Ed Sheeran and
Beyonce and then partied and talked till the early
hours before retiring to the bridal cottage. All in all
it was just the perfect day. And our final surprise
was telling mum and dad that they’d be coming to
the Maldives with us later in the year to celebrate
not only our honeymoon but their 50th wedding
anniversary. I don’t think there was a dry eye in
the house!

Clare’s Top Tip

Have a good idea of what you want for your
big day and try to source the personal touches
yourself from the internet. It really is great fun
and it can save you a lot of money. Try not to
stress. Picture in your mind your perfect day
and don’t let anyone else's options sway you.

Claire and Russell's

Wedding checklist

Venue
Hedingham Castle
www.hedinghamcastle.co.uk
PHotograPHer
Francesca at Flowtography
www.flowtographyweddings.co.uk
Catering
arabella reeve Catering
www.arabellareeve.co.uk
Cake and PoliCe Car Cookies
Jennifer Cakes
www.jennifercakes.com
sHoes Custom made ConVerse
www.wedding-converse.co.uk
magiCian
richard Jones
www.richardjonesmagic.co.uk
dJ
tony at tony Poole discos
www.tonypoolediscos.com
grooms suit
marks and spencer
www.marksandspencer.com
AuTuMn 2019
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Chair covers • Hood & Ruffles • Chiffon Verticals • Mirror post box • Donut & Prosecco Wall
Table centres • 6ft Blossom trees • Candelabras • Waterfall Chandeliers • Birdcages • Glass charger plates
Flower wall • flower table skirts • Starlight & Grecian style backdrops • Led table skirts, Pillar & Post box hire
Welcome Wedding signs & so much more...

l
CreativeBalloonCompany

@creative_wedding__events

www.creativeweddingandevents.co.uk | www.creativeballoons.co.uk
T: 01708 44 10 10 M:07908 994035 M:07860 314666
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Centrepieces of your choice • Chaircovers
Chivalry Chairs • Luxury Chairs • Table Settings
• Dancefloor • Lighting • Etc.

Embellish Events
l

Our Bespoke and Glamorous Wedding Decoration
Service will WOW you and your guests on your
special day! We pride ourselves in creating lasting
memories with your choice of wedding decorations
to reflect your interests, themes, colours, etc.

We cater for all your needs:

Chair covers  Backdrops  Centre pieces
 Trees  Wishing Wells / Postboxes  Aisle runners
 Photo booth  Candy cart
 Balloons  DJ
 Love Letters...
and much more

Tel: 07305 781104
Find us on Facebook

Get in touch with us today & you will be glad that you did!
07944687049 | info@ambianceandglamour.co.uk
Instagram: Ambiance & Glamour Events
- ambianceandglamour_balloons

G

G

G

Daydreamers
EVENTS

Bespoke wedding styling, tailor made packages, perfect for every occasion.

Please contact Rebecca:
Mobile: 07837 798288 | Email: rebecca@daydreamersevents.co.uk
Website: daydreamersevents.co.uk | Facebook: @daydreamersforalloccasions

Meet the Expert
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the wedding saviour!

N

icola Lewis has weddings running
though her veins. 15 years ago,
needing a new challenge, an
enthusiastic young Nicola took
up a role as sales assistant at Parklands in
Essex. Vowing to get stuck in and learn all she
could about the venue and the way it ticked,
Nicola could be found behind the bar, in the
accounts department and waiting tables anything she could do to assist and soak up
knowledge. Always helpful and with a natural
talent for business, in just six short years
Nicola had become the Sales Director of not
just Parklands but three other venues which
the owners had acquired. As the youngest
member of the Board at just 26, Nicola was
justly proud of her achievements and was
a valued member of the team until a new
challenge headed her way at the start of 2018.

FULFILLING A DREAm

Owning a bridal shop had always been
Nicola’s dream. However, with her business
acumen kicking in, and accepting that this
was a very different role to that of a sales
director at a wedding venue, Nicola decided
to purchase a franchise - believing that the
package and the support offered would help
her find her feet. Bridal Reloved in Essex was
a failing concern when Nicola took the reins.
44
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Dealing in sample designer wedding gowns
and selling on behalf of those who wanted to
see their much loved dress go to a good home,
it was a lovely idea. Nicola really enjoyed
having the power to bestow a pre-loved beauty
to a bride who couldn’t afford a brand new
designer gown, and thanks to selling herself
as the friendly, human face of Bridal Reloved
on social media; blogging; doing photo
shoots and networking like crazy, the shop
soon began to take off, so much so that the
franchise became one of the top three in the
country in just six months!

A NEW DIREcTION

Though Nicola loved her shop and learnt
so much from the brides who came to see
her, including their feedback on venues
throughout Essex, she was faced with a
difficult decision - to stay or to sell to one of
the people now desperate to buy it. Never one
to rest on her laurels she sold up and decided
to create her own bridal sales constancy.

which is difficult; not having the time to train
newcomers or lacking the confidence to really
sell their product. Nicola knew she could be
the person to step in for an allotted amount
of time and turn things around - sharing
her wisdom and experience. Very soon after
leaving Bridal Reloved behind, she got her
first call from a venue and the wheels for NL
Weddings were set in motion.

A BESPOkE PAckAGE

Nicola now offers a bespoke package to
venues who are fully established or just
starting out. Her help can increase sales and
revenue. She offers everything from staff
training and restructure to support at busy
times such as wedding fairs or open days; help
if your team are struggling with sales or even
the hire of staff. consultation is free and no
job is too small.

AN ADDED ExTRA
FOR cOUPLES

Nicola acknowledges that she takes her
experience for granted, but knows that newly
engaged couples often have no idea where to
start with wedding planning. That’s why she
offers unbiased advice in the initial stages,
giving help and recommendations for a one
off consultancy fee and handing couples over
to a full planner if required.

WELcOmE NL WEDDINGS

over the years, Nicola had seen so many
incredibly beautiful venues - 180 in Essex
alone - not working to their full potential.
This could be due to staff leaving and having
to find people with wedding experience

HOW TO CONTACT NICOLA
WWW.NLWeddINgs.CO.uk
TeL: 07513-234714

Pics courtesy of www.purplepeartreephotography.co.uk

If there was ever a Dragon's Den for the bridal industry, Nicola Lewis,
37 would certainly be on the judging panel. With an inbuilt sense of how
to save, assist and grow wedding based businesses, the talented lass from
Witham has branched out on her own with an exiting new company - NL
WEDDINGS. Absolute Bridal found out more ...

Luxury Prop Hire & Event Decor

Hire our unique & beautiful items for any occasion
to create lasting memories for you & your guests
www.thevintageironcompany.co.uk
07763 781855 | info@thevintageironcompany.co.uk

LAVISH BEAUTY BY LOUISE
BRIDAL HAIR & MAKEUP SPECIALIST
BEAUTIFUL HAIR & MAKEUP AT AFFORDABLE
PRICES FOR ALL BRIDES

p

p

Lavish Beauty by Louise is a relaxed, friendly and approachable
Bridal Beauty Business, specialising in Hair and Makeup packages
perfect for your big day. I am a fully qualified mobile service
covering Essex, Suffolk and surrounding areas. I will travel to your
location of choice or venue on your Wedding Day as part of your
Bridal Party All Inclusive Package.

Essex bridal
hair & makeup
We can advise and cater for all hair style and makeup
occasions including wedding, prom, civil services & all
special occasions.

Services provided:

pBridal & Occasion Hair Packages
pMUA Services & Packages
p Hair Extensions
pSpray Tanning
pHen Party Pamper Days

07395269518 | lavishbeautybylouise@gmail.com
lavishbeautybylouise
@lavishbeautybylouise

We provide our hair and make services to the whole
of the Essex area, in the comfort of your home or at
your event venue.
We provide our hair and makeup services for the whole of
the wedding party, from grandmother’s to flower girls, in
fact any one who requires the WOW factor for the big day.

www.essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk

dawn@essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk | 07518 811918
Essex bridal hair and makeup

Beauty
eyes right!
When you need an ultraglam look, open your eyes
with these fab multi-layered,
fluttery faux mink luxury strip
lashes. Extra AF are reusable
up to 20 times if looked after
correctly. £8.95
www.eyelashemporium.com

Supreme Gel Liner from
Carter Cosmetics is a jet black
eyeliner which delivers a
smooth, fluid line and comes
with a built-in brush making
it super easy to perfect your
look. £5.50 from Primark
stores nationwide.
www.carterbeautycosmetics.com

VenoMous
beauty!
Sounds scary, but these perfectly safe
‘faux poison’ products contain Syn-Ake, which
replicates the venom of the Temple Viper, a snake
native to southwest Asia. The effect causes the facial
muscles to relax, preventing the formation of expression
lines and, in turn, smoothing the skin.

Meder Beauty Science Myo-Fix
Concentrate is used to relax frown lines for
smoother skin and a fresher appearance,
£157 for 30ml. www.mederbeauty.com
Codage Serum No.11 Anti-ageing
Supreme. This infamous product
tackles all signs of ageing around
the eyes, restoring skin elasticity
and density for plumper skin
from within. £110 for
15ml

Let's open tHe...

beauty box!

Absolute bridAl’s round up of
All thAt’s new And fAbulous in
the beAuty industry will ensure
you look, smell And feel your
wedding dAy best!

body rocks...
Malako is a new, therapeutic
eco wellness brand which is
inspired by the wisdom of
traditional Thai healing.
www.malakoskincare.co.uk

Too Cool For School
products are inspired
by the humble egg
Malako Fully
and use real white and
Charged All
yolk extracts to deliver
Over Wash, £19
fabulous goodies for the
for 500ml
body, hair and face. We
particularly love the Egg
Mousse Body Oil which
goes on light as a
Skin to Soul Body
feather and turns
Egg Mousse Body
Butter, £24 for
to soothing oil on
Oil, £24.50 for
200ml
contact with the skin.
150ml
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Fully Charged
All Over
Lotion, £20
for 250ml

pocket size
perfection
How clever are these
little perfumes from
Leighton Denny? Light
and Dark touch up
solid edp, £14.50
for 15ml comes in a
portable stick format.
Team with the pretty
refillable glass vial
edp to layer
your scent.
Available in
four heavenly
scents, £9.50
for a 5ml
refillable
bottle.
id-Boutique.com

Make Me up
This ‘liquid sunshine’ comes in a handy pump bottle
and spreads a layer of warmth on your face, enhancing
your complexion. Wear over your sunscreen or under
make-up. £30 for 30ml. www.timebomb.com
This glam Socialite Pigment Pallette from W7
Cosmetics contains a collection of 18 fab mattes,
chromes, glitters and shimmers, plus a concealer base to
build up your colour. A true steal at £11.95!
www.w7cosmetics.co.uk

Carter beauty products are cool, easy on the pocket
and 100 per cent cruelty-free. Cherry Bomb Mixed
Face and Eye Pallette, 12 shadows in an array of
shimmery hues, £14.50; Smooth Talker Lip Kit In
‘Chrissy’ - a satin lip tint paired with a ‘battle liner’ lip
liner, £8.50. Available in Primark stores nationwide.
www.carterbeautycosmetics.com

Channel your honeymoon beach goddess with these
lovely goodies from Collection. Glow Block, £3.99;
Liquid Highlighter Drops, £5.99 and Holographic
Lip Topper in ‘Kiss’, £3.99 for an out of this world
3D shine. Available at Boots, Amazon and Superdrug.
www.collectioncosmetics.co.uk

face facts
Much loved French favourite Gatineau Paris bring us some
oooh-la-la! in the shape of three lovely skin products from their
Perfection Ultime range. Skin Perfecting Face Serum. £49 for
30ml. Radiance Perfection Drops, £45 for 18ml
and Refreshing Jelly Mask. £45 for 50ml
www.gatineau.co.uk

Tea Tree Manuka Honey Balm can be used for
everything form banishing outbreaks to dealing with
bug bites. A fab cure all for just £9.99 for 30mg at
Boots nationwide.
www.thursdayplantation.co.uk

D’Alchemy is a new organic brand offering deluxe antiageing skincare. We particularly like the Hydrating
Dew Toner, £34.40 for 100ml and Super Rich Multi
Hydrator, £40.11 for 50ml.

www.lovelula.com

Epionce products are paraben and fragrance-free, so
wonderful for even the most sensitive of skins. Try the
Renewal Facial Lotion for normal to combination skin,
£77.50 for 50ml; Renewal Calming Cream, £58 for
250ml and Intense Defence Serum, £129.50 for 30ml

www.epionce.co.uk

Let’s hear it for Alteya! This lovely Bulgarian brand have
devised a simple ‘Rose and Mullein’ collection for younger
skins. Try Gentle Brightening Cleanser, £15 for
200ml; Hydrating Flower Toner, £13 for 120ml;
Iridescent Light Serum, £19 for 30m; Pure
Bulgarian Rose Water, £13 for 120ml and
Pure Moisture Face Cream, £18 for 50ml.
www.lovelula.com

AUTUMN 2019
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 We love this fabulous hair
mist from Ormonde Jayne. In
four unique and unforgettable
fragrances: Ta’if (rose, amber
and orange blossom); Ambre
Royal (Amber, silage and
bergamot); Osmanthus
(citrus ﬂoral) and Montabrico
(magnolia, jasmine and
rose), its a luxurious way to
protect your tresses and smell
heavenly! £60 for 50ml
www.ormondejayne.com

mp

Siberica sha

 How pretty are these products by Natura
Siberica! The new Super Siberica range is
almost too gorgeous to use. Using plants from
Siberia and the far east of Russia, our faves are:
Limonnik, Ginseng and Biotin for all hair types;
Mint, Bereza and Retinol for oily hair; Krasnika,
Amaranth and Arginine for coloured hair and
Keder, Rose and Proteins for weak hair. £8.49
for 400ml.
www.naturasiberica.co.uk

 Trendy Bulgarian brand Alteya Organics have launched their ﬁrst
products in the UK. Their Organic Quince Citrus revitalising shampoo and
conditioner retails at £12.40 for 200ml and is great for normal, oily, ﬁne
or thinning hair; while Organic Rose Otto is £14.20 for 200ml and
perfect for those with dry, damaged, dull hair, split ends and frizz.
www.lovelula.com

 Iconic British brand Jo Malone
have two fabulous limited edition
hair mists on offer. Star Magnolia
and Orange Blossom, £44 for 50ml
www.jomalone.co.uk

Hair
WE GO!

Whether your hair is dry, greasy or colour-damaged,
there’s a product to suit. Absolute Bridal rounded up some
of the best (and prettiest!) from this current season ...

 The award winning Philip
Kingsley continues to bring us
fabulous products, all designed to
cater for the speciﬁc length and
texture of your hair.
- Elasticizer, £19 for 75ml
- Finishing Touch hairspray, £11
for 100ml
- PK Prep Perfecting Spray, £21
for 125ml
- Trichotherapy Hair and Scalp
Treatment, £50 for 100ml
www.philipkingsley.co.uk
Gorgias London have
just launched these exciting
new oil-based shampoos and
conditioners to balance the oils in
your scalp and restore luxurious,
shiny tresses. We particularly
like their Marula Oil Extract
shampoo and conditioner with
intense moisture (great for taming
the frizzies); and the Hemp Oil
Extract shampoo and conditioner
which is a saviour for brittle hair.
£14.95 for 300ml.
www.gorgiaslondon.com

Wake up your tired
locks with the lovely
range of thickening and
boosting products from
Grow Gorgeous. Infused
with caffeine and biotin, we
particularly love the Hair
Density Shampoo Intense,
£19 for 150ml
www.growgorgeous.co.uk
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 These cult products are
perfect to share with the other
half. The quirky Beer shampoo
and Beer conditioner are £7
for 250ml while the Beer
Treatment is £10 for 200ml.
www.bleachlondon.co.uk

 Be pretty in pink with
the new Purifying Collection
from Lee Stafford. The Keep It
Clean range with pink clay is
fab for balancing, restoring and
replenishing your hair. Purifying
Shampoo and Balancing
Conditioner, £7.49 for 200ml;
Replenishing Mask, £8.49
for 200ml; Prep and Prime
Weightless Shield Protector,
£6.99 for 100ml. Available
at Boots.
www.leestafford.com

.
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MOBILE WEDDING SERVICE, OFFERING ALL
ASPECTS OF WEDDING HAIR FROM THE
BRIDE TO THE MOTHER OF THE BRIDE.

P

ALSO A BEAUTY WORKS SALON, MATRIX GOLD SALON
AND OFFERING OPI GEL MANICURE USING
OPI PRO SPA PRODUCTS.
** THURSDAY - LATE NIGHT OPENING UNTIL 8.00PM **

Tel: 01767 313457

WWW.THE-STRAND.CO.UK

Wedding Makeup artist
Providing a high level of service to all
brides - with 15 years experience in weddings

Becky offers an intimate and personal experience at
The Hair Studio. With 13 years experience you can be
confident you’re in good hands. Sit in comfort as she
creates the perfect style for your big day.

Experienced in all aspects of weddings including international
weddings, film, TV, & photo media
All makeup is applied to the highest standard to last

www.thehairstudio.org.uk
Phone: 07772458792
Email: beckyh91@live.co.uk
Facebook & Instagram: @The.HairStudio.xo

T: 07833 467509 | E: info.emmakeup@gmail.com
elaine marie makeup
elainemarie.makeup
New websiTe comiNg sooN

Hair flair

Fantastically

Floral

For a natural, pretty as a picture wedding day look,
nothing beats flowers woven into your tresses. Abby
Miller, co-owner of Studio 46 Hair Lounge in Springfield,
explains how she creates this always on-trend look ...

I

’ve been a hairdresser now for 11
years and nothing beats doing
bridal hair. There’s a magical feel
when you’re there making a bride
look lovely - you’re a part of their special
day and every wedding is an honour to
be at and such great fun!
Having flowers in their hair is something
many brides request. Usually they will
want to match the type of flowers to
their bouquet and the wedding’s colour
scheme.
Depending on the season I can use
artificial flowers which can still look
stunning, or fresh ones as long as
they’re not too heavy - both work just

as well. Blonde hair, being light,
obviously shows up the texture of the
flowers more clearly than brunette
locks, but saying that, dark hair can look
amazing with deeper coloured flowers
- reds for example.
For a classic look, an up-do is the
best style, using delicate flowers. I
particularly like a bun with flowers
to one side - but long hair can look
beautiful with a flower wreath. Again, it
all depends on your chosen theme and
the style of your gown, but I can make
most things work with a little magic and
some hair pieces - so don’t worry if you
think your hair is isn’t long enough to
carry off your dream hairstyle.

aBBY’S tIPS
• Choose flowers with a sturdy
stem and strong petals that won’t
open and shed all over your
wedding gown!
• Think of using not only the
flower but some of the green leaves
too - it looks really pretty
• Make sure you put the flowers
in water and leave in the fridge
the night before. This keeps them
looking fresh and crisp on the
big day.
• Keep your look subtle.
Don’t overdo the flowers. Flowers
in the hair look best with a plainer
gown or a lace gown if you’re going
for the Boho look. They don’t
look as wonderful with sparkles
and sequins.

ContaCt:

Find Studio 46 on Instagram and Facebook | Tel: 01245 349578 | E-mail; studio46hairlounge@gmail.com
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ADM Hair Creator and co-owner of Studio 46 Hair Lounge Abby Miller, has over ten years
of experience creating styles for brides that they’ve envisioned for their perfect day.
Based in Essex, but travelling across the UK, Abby is renowned for her gorgeous bridal
hair. Her portfolio will give you an idea of her versatility and creative flair, continuously
delivering signature elegant styles.
From voluminous twisted buns, halo braids to Hollywood waves, she executes effortlessly
stunning looks to enhance your natural beauty. Abby’s expertise can make even the most
simple style spectacular. She provides a service every bride hopes for, with no bridal party
too big, she would love to help you look and feel sensational on your big day.

T: 07494 871 698

|

E: ADMHAIROX@GMAIL.COM

ADMHAIRXO

ADMHAIROX
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ANNA PANAYS
HAIR

HERTFORDSHIRE / LONDON BASED HAIR STYLIST
07792 486876 annapanayshair.com
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whites!

Nothing sums up true bridal happiness more than a huge, from the
heart, grin. But imagine having to keep tight-lipped for fear of showing
off discoloured or uneven teeth. Dr Jerome Sebah, owner of The Dentist
Gallery, gives his top tips to achieve a wedding ready smile...
Every bride
wants a perfect
smile in their
wedding photos.
How do we
achieve brighter,
whiter teeth?

‘A hygiene scale and
polish will remove the stains on the enamel.
To whiten the stains inside the teeth and to
get two or three shades lighter, I recommend
having an hour chair whitening with Blancone
gel which is activated by a special light;
combined with three days of one-hour-a-day
home whitening with custom made trays.’

How long does professional
whitening last?

‘Both chair whitening plus home whitening
or home whitening alone works. When you
do an hour on the chair you will already see
a difference in the whitening of your teeth,
leaving you motivated to do it at home.
If you do the 10 days home whitening
treatment it can take 4-5 days before you

notice the difference so you could lose
patience in doing this. They both should last six
months minimum, but it depends on your food
and beverage habits.’

What are the pros and cons of teeth
whitening at the dentist?

The custom trays made by your dentist will
have a little space in front of each teeth to
keep the gel in place and in contact with the
teeth. They are much more efficient than the
trays you would find within a retail whitening
kit. The cons are that you need to be compliant
with the treatment and wear the trays with the
gel for 10 days in a row every night for an hour.

What about gaps in crooked teeth?
How long would it take to rectify this
and what are the options?

‘Ideally braces (outside braces, inside braces or
clear aligners) would be the best treatment, but
you normally need nine to 12 months to move
the teeth, and six months to close the gaps.
The other option, if you don't have time for
braces, is to have veneers which are a thin layer

.
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Beverly Hills Formula
2 in 1 teeth whitening kit,
£19.99, Superdrug

Teeth Wh

I

Beverly Hills Formula
Perfect white black
mouthwash, £4.49 for
500ml from Superdrug
www.superdrug.com

of ceramic added to the teeth which will change
the colour and shape.’

Do over-the-counter whitening
toothpastes work?

‘Yes. I recommend using Arm & Hammer Natural
Clean and White toothpaste when doing the
home whitening as it has baking soda that will
turn the saliva and the mouth alkaline. Peroxide
whitening gels, such as Pearl Drops Strong and
White Overnight Serum will whiten much more
effectively in an alkaline environment.

Dr Sebah’s tips to keep your
smile white and healthy
• Visit your dentist every six months for
a hygiene scale and polish treatment with
baking soda.
• You should use a baking soda toothpaste,
such as Arm and Hammer Natural Clean
and White everyday as the key ingredient
of Baking Soda is non-abrasive and will help
to remove stains.
• Always use a soft toothbrush to be able
to remove plaque from underneath the
gums and in between the teeth.

I

Billion Dollar Smile charcoal
toothpaste, £10.99 from
www.billiondollarsmilecosmetics.co.uk

I

I

Arm and hammer natural clean
and white toothpaste, £3,
75ml, www.boots.com
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Pear drops ultimate whitening
concentrate, £3.50, from boots,
www.pearldrops.co.uk

I

Pearl drops strong and white
overnight, £3.50, from boots
www.pearldrops.co.uk

Where beautiful smiles begin
THE
PERFECT
WEDDING
MAKEOVER
Feel great in your skin
on your big day

DERMAL FILLERS
WRINKLE REDUCTION

Greet your guests with a beautiful smile

TEETH WHITENING
INVISALIGN
BONDING & VENEERS
DENTAL IMPLANTS

33a-35a High Street,
Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 7EW
01268 919041
www.essexdentist.co.uk

FACEBOOK: SmileCentreEssex
INSTAGRAM: the_essex_smile_centre
TWITTER: EssexDentists

Creating beautiful luxury wedding flowers.
Contact us today to arrange a consultation.

www.littletinshed.com | hello@littletinshed.com
CB_Advert_CM3 1BN_A4.pdf
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Luxurious Wedding Flowers
Making Your Day Truly Special

Viva Creative
Flower Company
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Viva Creative Flower Company is an inspired and dynamic
wedding florist creating for all, from the small and intimate
to the most extravagant of events, all of which receive the
utmost attention and care. We take pride in ensuring the
designing and selection of floral decor is an easy,
enjoyable and stress free experience.

CY
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www.vivacreativeflowercompany.com
07932 7 3 3 9 4 5 I 0 1 2 4 5 3 6 1 9 3 9
c h e r ub s f lo ris t s @ h o t ma il. co . u k
www.face b o o k . co m/ch e r u b s f lo rists
C h e lms f o rd C M 3 1 B N

w w w .ch er ubs fl or i s t s .co.u k

Floral Designer: Heather Fulker
Tel: 07966225560 | Rickmansworth | Herts | WD3 7HH
Email: mail@vivacreativeflowercompany.com
vivacreativeflowercompany

VivaCreative1

of

Christines

Hockley

Bespoke Wedding florist
A family run business based in Hockley, Essex.
Visit us in the shop filled with a wide
variety of fresh flowers and plants and
a unique consultation room.

l

01702 203215
christinesofhockley@gmail.com
51 Southend Road ~ Hockley ~ Essex ~ SS5 4PZ
Find us on Facebook - Christines of Hockley

t
t
Cheryls Flowers

Bespoke flower services

Exqusite designs to make any special
occasion perfect in every way...

t

From the very beginning Cheryl wll help you
co-ordinate your wedding flowers seamlessly
with the rest of your day.

Creating the most exquisite designs, as a fully
qualified florist I will be there to guide you
through the process from the initial consultation
to creating and arranging your floral displays
on your big day. You can be confident that
you are in expert hands.

t

tdesigns to make any special occasion perfect in every way...
Exquisite
Exquisite designs to make any special occasion perfect in every way...

Your wedding deserves simply… the best
and I can help! Whether you are going for a
grand gathering or a small intimate day with
close friends and family, Cheryl’s Flowers can
Your wedding deserves simply
… the
best and I can
help! Whether
going for abudgets
grand gathering or a small
offer
stunning
flowers
foryou
allarestyles,
intimate day with close friends and family, Cheryl’s Flowers can offer stunning flowers for all styles, budgets and
themes
you
and
your
guests
on
Your wedding deserves simply … the best and Iand
can help!
Whetherto
youWOW
are going
grand
or a small
themesfor
toaWOW
yougathering
and your guests
on your special day.
intimate day with close friends and family, Cheryl’s
Flowers
can offer
stunning
flowers
for all styles,bouquet
budgets and to
your
special
day
from
a handtied
WOW
you and
guests
your
special
day.day. Contact me
I would love to meet with you to themes
showcasetomy
portfolio
and your
discuss
ideason
and
designs
for your
beautiful
foliage
and
floral
arches
framing
to arrange your free consultation, but in the meantime please take a look at the gallery to see my own work and
the
moment
you
‘I for
DO’.
examplesmy
of the
beautiful
creations
I ideas
have worked
hard say
tofor
create
myContact
many clients
I would love to meet with you to showcase
portfolio
and
discuss
and designs
your
day.
me over the years.
to arrange your free consultation, but in the meantime please take a look at the gallery to see my own work and
19 Church
Lane,
Toppesfield,
Halstead,
examples of the beautiful creations I have worked hard to create for
my many
clients
over the
years. Essex,CO9 4DS

Mobile: 07929 857 646 Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk

19 Church Lane, Toppesfield, Halstead, Essex,CO9 4DS

T: 07929
857
646
cherylsflowers.co.uk
Mobile:
07929
857E:
646sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk
Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk

cherylsflowers.co.uk
cherylsflowers.co.uk

... from the Heart

01277 840350
stockﬂorist.co.uk
enquiries@stockﬂorist.co.uk
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Alex Taylor, 43 and John
Sharman, 55, tied the knot
in an intimate ceremony at
Pontlands Park followed
a few days later with a
glamorous black tie party.
This is their love story...

COMING TO TERMS

Although I’ve always been comfortable
with my sexuality, meeting a partner is not
easy for a gay man. My mum Christine,
who I’d come out to when I was 24,
owned a fashion store and I’d enjoyed an
18 year career in dance, working on cruise
ships and in the West End theatre before
working alongside her, so I was surrounded
by accepting, open-minded people and
always felt like I belonged. I did have a few
short-lived partnerships along the way, but
I longed for more. My family had enjoyed
happy relationships, usually marrying their
childhood sweethearts and having children,
and I really wanted that too, but as I got
older I accepted that having a family and a
happy ever after may not happen for me.

A MEETING OF MINDS

I first saw John in a bar called Escape in
London. I’d stopped off for a drink after
picking up some items for the shop and
I thought he looked really nice. We both
caught each other’s eye and smiled and I
thought ‘What the heck!’ and beckoned
him over to talk. John always says if I
hadn’t we’d never have got together as he’s
quite shy in those sorts of situation, so
how glad I am that I did! Immediately I
realised that John was very special - a really
genuine, hard-working man. He was a
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divorced, proud father of three - Laura,
now 29; Lucy, 25 and Jay, 24. His marriage
had ended not because of his sexuality,
but due to personal circumstance. He’d
also been made redundant from his job as
a bank manager and was a single parent
who lived with his children and did
everything he could to care for them. At
that time he was a personal assistant to an
old lady with dementia called Ada, who
I would soon come to know and love,
and he had a number of other jobs too. I
loved John’s work ethic and the fact that
he put his family first. After an hour or
so we swapped numbers and agreed to
meet again. John called when he said he
would and arranged to come for dinner
in Essex. Well, I was shocked! I’d been let
down in the past and I guess I was a little
vulnerable, but John soon broke down my
barriers with his kindness, reliability and
zest for life.

A ROCKY ROAD

They say the path to true love never runs
smoothly, and that’s the way it was for
John and I for many years. He lived with
his children in a flat in London and I
had my home in Brentwood. John was
understandably cautious about introducing
me and for a very long time I didn’t stay
with him overnight and he would leave
mine at 9pm to get back to being dad.
When we did eventually meet, the children
were lovely and very accepting, but I
understood that they came first and our
lack of private time never really bothered
me. John, however, found it more difficult.
Around nine months into our relationship
we had a tearful chat which ended with
him saying how sorry he was that he

couldn’t give me the relationship I deserved and
that it was best if we parted. I was devastated. By
now I was in love and told John that I could cope
with whatever happened as long as he was in my
life. Two days later we were back together and
vowed to see it through. We even bought a static
caravan together so we could have ‘our own place’
- it was great fun!

EVERYTHING CHANGES...

As the years went by everything John hadn’t
wanted at the start of our relationship actually
happened! It was a natural and loving progress.
He’d always said he would never marry, live or
work with me - that changed three years ago
when we opened a business together - Dapper
Chaps. We even got to live together when Laura
and Jay went to university and Lucy jetted off to
explore Australia. Then, in June 2017, we bought
our first house in Felsted when Lucy and her
boyfriend Josh returned from their travels and
wanted to set up home together. It was the right
time to hand John’s flat to them and be a regular
couple. We were so happy! It never once entered
my head that John would go back on his ‘never
getting married again’ promise. How wrong I was!

THE PROPOSAL

I had no idea that John had told his children and
his mum Eileen that he was going to propose to
me. He’d been pl anning the whole thing for four
months - since August 2017. Now it was New
Years Eve and we’d been to the local pub for a
drink and were planning to see the New Year in
by watching the fireworks on TV then heading
to bed. When John asked me to light a fire I
couldn’t understand why, but since it was our first
New Year in our new home I thought ‘Oh ok, he
wants to make it cosy’ so I obliged while he went
upstairs and changed into his PJ’s and dressing
gown. I opened a bottle of fizz and at 11.45pm

we both stood by the roaring fire, glasses in hand,
ready to welcome 2018. To my shock, John
suddenly got down on one knee and said: ‘Alex,
we have a lovely home, we work together and I
can’t imagine my life without you - would you do
me the honour of marrying me?’ It brings tears to
my eyes just recalling that moment - of course I
said yes! John then slipped matching silver bands
on both our fingers. Mine fitted perfectly and I
couldn’t understand how he’d got my size right.
He then reminded me how, just a few months
before, he’d asked me to briefly wear a ring I’d
bought him in Mykonos on our first holiday
together. He rarely took it off and as his hands
are much bigger than mine I’d slipped it onto the
only finger it fitted - my wedding finger - for safe
keeping. Very crafty!

AN INTIMATE AFFAIR

Once we were engaged and we’d phoned our
families to tell them the happy news, it was full
steam ahead planning the wedding. At first we
agreed to just take two witnesses and run off and
tie the knot quietly, but then the children said
they’d be upset if they didn’t see us get married,
and of course my parents, my sister Rachel and
my mum would have been gutted. In the end we
spoke to a good friend Karen Lambert co-owner
of Martel’s Wedding Village who recommended
Pontlands Park as a gay-friendly venue and
we paid them a visit. Collette, the wedding
co-ordinator, was fabulous. She suggested an
intimate ceremony for 15 close family and friends
in the pretty lily room, followed by a wedding
breakfast in a private dining room. Well, we

suddenly got hugely into the wedding vibe,
and not only did we book the ceremony for my
birthday - May 30th 2019, we also booked the
venue’s stunning marquee for an extravagant
black tie and evening dress reception on
Saturday, June 1st!

A DOUBLE CELEBRATION

What a fantastic way to turn 43! Our wedding
was just perfect from start to finish! The
weather was beautiful as we got up early and
headed to Pontlands to get ready and meet
Brian and Tracey from Red Carpet Video and
Arron Crowe, our fabulous photographer,
who we’d booked to capture all the precious
moments. John and I chose our cobalt blue
morning coats with light grey Prince of Wales
check waistcoats and trousers from ‘dapper
chaps’ (of course!) and our superb florist,
Alison, made us pocket flowers using blue
hydrangeas; thistle and ivory roses. Though
we didn’t have best men, our girls Laura and
Lucy were honorary ‘groom’s maids’ and wore
matching silver grey, crystal embroidered
bodice dresses with long chiffon skirts and a
corsage of flowers on their wrists, while each
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gentleman guest received a white rose buttonhole
and each lady a pretty corsage. John and I walked
down the aisle together to the strains of George
Michael’s The First Time (Ever I Saw Your Face)
played by Zoe Alexandria, bespoke wedding
pianist. Well, my dad just broke down in tears
and that started everyone else blubbing, it was
just so emotional. The registrar from Chelmsford
was wonderful and conducted a moving, intimate
ceremony. At the end she introduced us as ‘the
newly married Alex and John’ - we’d agreed to keep
our own names and not be a ‘Mr and Mr’! As we
signed the register Cristina Perrie’s I have loved you
for 1000 Years began to play. The words were so apt
and I realised that I couldn’t have wished for more
than to be married to my wonderful husband. Later,
at the wedding breakfast, Dad gave a little speech
saying how glad he was that I’d found someone so
special and how he never thought it would happen.
The times have certainly changed, and for the
better! The feeling of security and love John and I
both felt as we became a proper married couple and
not just civil partners, was overwhelming.

OH, WHAT A NIGHT!

Once the formalities were over, John and I could
really let our hair down! And two days later we
were back at Pontlands resplendent in ivory tuxedo
dinner jackets. This was a truly glamorous party
with 120 guests all dressed in black tie tuxedos
and long gowns. The fun started at 4.30pm
with drinks on the lawn and the gorgeous Zoe
Alexandria playing the piano again, then it was into
the marquee - beautifully decorated in our chosen
colour scheme of black, ivory and rose gold. John
and I took to the floor for our first dance to six
different pieces of music - a gift for a trained dancer
like me! - which culminated with us grabbing our
guests and filling the dance floor. Oh what a night!
Our band, All That Soul, really had the marquee
jumping and we had a ball! It was a fantastic
culmination to what was our happy ending!

ALeX’S weddInG AdVIce

I realised with our wedding that being a same sex
couple didn’t matter, we were just two people
getting married. So for any couple I’d give the
same advice: make sure you’re comfortable with
the venue and your chosen suppliers. Ensure you
have a rapport with them. They’re there to make
your big day magical, so take your time and make
the right choices. And above all, enjoy it!

Alex and John's

Wedding checklist
Venue
Portland’s Park
www.pontlandsparkhotel.co.uk
PHoToGrAPHy
Aaron Crowe
www.aaroncrowe.co.uk
CAke
Jennifer Cakes
www.jennifercakes.com
Grooms WeddInG And reCePTIon suITs
dapper chaps
www.dapperchapsformalwear.co.uk
WeddInG bAnds
Coo
www.hello@coojewellers.com

A word from AAron crowe
Alex and John's wedding was a dream
to photograph, simply because they’d
planned it so well - I wish all my weddings
were like theirs! We agreed on relaxed,
natural photos of the guests and family
members; detailed shots of the decor and
little moments throughout the day; clean
and bright portraits of them in their suits
and a collection of photographs that tell a
true story of the day. Having the ceremony
on one day with family and a black tie
reception on another gives you more
intimacy and time with your guests. I found
the ceremony more emotional and special
than most simply because Alex and John
had the right people in the room. The
black tie reception was an excellent choice
as you don't get to dress up formally very
often. Guests arrived excited, feeling
like they where at a celebrity party and it
created a very special atmosphere. All of
this made my job as a natural wedding
photographer very easy indeed. I rely on
laughter, smiles, unique moments and
a great atmosphere and that’s exactly
what they got! Alex and John are the
perfect match and deserve every ounce
of happiness together and I'm honoured
to have photographed one of the most
special moments in their lives.

FloWers
Alison White wedding flowers
www.alisonwhiteweddingflowers.co.uk
PIAno
Zoe Alexandria bespoke Wedding Pianist
www.zoealexandria.co.uk
Venue deCor
Alison White Wedding Flowers; Truly, Gladly,
sweetly and eVo event Hire ltd
www.evoeventhire.co.uk
www.truly-gladly-sweetly.co.uk
bAnd
All That soul
www.allthatsoul.com
dJ
evolution discos
www.evolutiondiscos.co.uk
VIdeoGrAPHer
red Carpet Video
www.redcarpetvideo.co.uk
PHoTo booTH
Photo booth one
giwilliams57@hotmail.co.uk

Get

WEDDING

ready!

Being photo-ready for your wedding should be as important
to grooms as brides. Lloyd Hughes, Creative Director at British
brand Men-Ü, has over 30 years’ experience in male grooming.
Here he gives us the lowdown on looking your very best
on the big day and on your honeymoon beyond...

LLoyd says:
Men are increasingly investing
in skincare products but
want to be educated on
what they need to do and
use. The foundation to
optimising healthy facial
skin is the shaving process,
but many men see shaving as
a chore and do it to achieve a smooth surface
and are unaware that it’s also a great way to
achieve healthier skin. Men are no longer content
in just borrowing their partner’s moisturiser,
or taking their lead on what they should be
buying. They want their own products and are
willing to research and buy what is best for
them and their skin. They are aware of what
ingredients work for their skin and how their
skin differs from women’s. They gain this
knowledge from their hairdresser or barber
as well as researching online.
say bye to beards
The popularity of the beard continues to be on
the decline, but that can be good news for your
skin! Shaving is a great exfoliator, removing up to
two layers of skin; and it’s dead skin, along with
built-up oil and grease that can block the pores
and lead to spots and breakouts. Skin will greatly
benefit from shaving, as long as it’s done properly
and with good quality products.
Combat the oiL
A primary male skin complaint is excess oil on
60
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the face which results in shine and causes
break-outs.
Men have more active sebaceous glands than
women, which means more oil is secreted
onto the skin. This leaves men with oilier
skin, great for keeping wrinkles at bay, but it
also blocks the pores. This can be quite easily
managed by exfoliating (through saving) and
cleansing (easily with a facial wash in the
shower) then toning the skin before applying
a moisturiser.
Zap away body hair
Some parts of your body are harder to
reach with your shaving brush. Back hair is
a big bug bear for sufferers and makes even
alpha males sheepish about their bodies!
Women often use laser treatment for excess
hair and men can benefit too. This is a trend
that is slowly taking off and can offer longerlasting effects for men who want to banish
back hair.
Get fLip-fLop ready
Don’t neglect gnarly nails in your grooming
routine. Trim regularly and leave in a straight
line (rounding them like finger nails leads
to ingrown nails which can be extremely
painful). Avoid trainers in the heat and any
shoes that leave your feet bathing in sweat.
If you’re particularly concerned, more and
more men are learning the power of the
pedicure – don’t be shy! Foot care treatments
offer not only an opportunity to unwind,

lloyd’s shaving tiPs
- Shave after warming the skin when the
pores are open. It’s the combination of
open pores, loose dead skin cells, as well
as the dirty shave crème and loose hair
that blocks the pores causing spots and
breakouts.
- Look for ingredients such as are tea
tree oil and witch hazel as combined
these act as an anti-inflammatory,
antiseptic and anti-bacterial addressing all
the issues associated with post shave skin,
- Close the pores after deep cleansing
by using cold water. Natural salicylic acid
helps to remove the layer of oil, leaving
the skin a matt finish whilst toning and
tightening. This adds a layer of protection
from the many elements and activities as
well as preparing the skin for the
next shave.
but will also remove unsightly hard skin,
ingrown toe nails and calluses.
proteCt aGainst ChLorine
If you enjoy a dip at the gym or are looking
forward to swimming on honeymoon, be
aware that chlorine can affect skin in a
number of ways. It can cause the skin to dry
out, particularly if you have any pre-existing
conditions such as eczema. Some experts
even suggest that chlorine can lead to
premature ageing of the skin due to the way

G

Grooms
it strips it of natural water, oil and sebum.
The best thing to do is ensure you
shower thoroughly after using the
pool to rid the skin surface of any
lingering chlorine.

"men are no LonGer
Content in Just
borrowinG their
partner’smoisturiser.
they want their own
produCts and are
wiLLinG to researCh
and buy what is best
for them and
their skin"
poikiLoderma of Civatte
This is a condition which produces
brown pigmentation of the skin on the
sides of the neck. It can be caused by
strong sunlight burning cosmetics like
aftershave into the skin. A high factor

sunscreen that covers UVB as well as
UVA can prevent the symptoms. It is
best to avoid using aftershave when
exposed to the sun as this will reduce
the risk of this pigmentation.
proteCt your hair
The new trend is to grow hair out
longer for a more relaxed appearance,
supported by lighter styling products.
This means protecting it for optimal
growth. For some men, the sun not only
sheds hair of protective oil, making it dry
and brittle, it can produce a compound
called superoxide which can lead to hair
loss. Decreasing how often you shampoo
your hair whilst on honeymoon can
combat against dryness. Alternatively,
for men with greasy hair the sun can
stimulate the scalp’s grease producing
glands, which will worsen the issue. The
opposite solution is advisable, shampoo
regularly with a good quality product to
keep levels of grease under control.

whiCh ProduCts to look
out for
 shave with: dimethicone
Selecting the right shave crème with the right
active ingredients is imperative. An ingredient called
dimethicone offers a great degree of slip, allowing
the razor to glide over the skin causing the least
amount of irritation.
 deep cleanse with: tea tree oil
After shaving, cleanse skin with tea tree oil - a
natural antiseptic and antibacterial and a great
ingredient to help protect from spots and shaving
rash. Most importantly, it ensures pores have a deep
cleanse following its exfoliation from the shave,
leaving skin in an optimum condition.
 Beat shine with: kaolin Clay and witch hazel
More oil can block pores and lead to spots, but
this can be treated with kaolin clay, witch hazel
and zinc oxide. Great ingredients for removing
excess oil, dead skin cells, impurities and
blockages. Rehydrate with: Pro Vitamin B5,
Allantoin,Tocopherol Acetate Aloe Vera, Pro
Vitamin B5, Allantoin and Tocopherol Acatete.

for More adviCe on shaving go to www.Men-ü.CoM/grooMing-guide/shave-faCial
Men-ü Matt skin refresh
gel toner, 100Ml, £15.95
An anti-shine toner gel, no cotton
pad needed, contains natural salicylic
acid and witch hazel. Removes and
controls excess oil that contributes
to blocked pores and breakouts.
www.men-ü.com

Men-ü healthy
faCial wash, 100Ml, £10.95
Deep cleansing, soap free, pH
balanced with a high concentration
of tea tree oil. Also includes witch
hazel for its soothing, healing and
astringent properties.
www.men-ü.com

Men-ü three Minute d-tox
100Ml, £17.45
Fast drying and deep cleansing. The kaolin
clay and witch hazel are great ingredients
for removing excess oil, dead skin cells,
impurities and blockages. This mask will
leave skin clean, dry, smooth and firm and
is effective after only three minutes.
www.men-ü.com

Men-ü faCial Moisturiser
lift 100Ml, £15.95
An aftershave balm and
moisturiser combined. A
non-greasy moisturiser which
has mint and menthol to cool,
refresh and help relieve redness.
www.men-ü.com

Men-ü shave CrèMe, 100Ml with
Pro BlaCk shaving Brush
A shaving brush like Pro Black can help to ensure the
smoothest possible shave by not adding too much
aeration to the shave crème. The crème itself has
lubricants including silicone and moisturisers that help
to provide optimum slip without drying the skin.
www.men-ü.com
AUTUmn 2019
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Grooms

x

Express

yourselF!

For many brides, one of the best parts of their wedding day is seeing
their husband-to-be for the first time, suited and booted, waiting at the
end of the aisle. Long gone are the days when a tux or morning suit
were a given; now grooms have more chance than ever to
show off their style credentials...
Find your personal style

Form hire wear to made-to-measure suits,
there’s no limit to the extent you can
personalise your occasion wear. Open any
wedding magazine or blog and they’ll be filled
with suits and accessories in a multitude of
colours, patterns and fabrics. Grooms have
never looked so good! At Coes we believe
in celebrating personal style; what you wear
should make you look and feel your very best.
Choosing your attire for the big day all comes
down to finding your definition of ‘well-dressed.’
Just like a bride in her dress, grooms should feel
like themselves (albeit a swankier version!). A
great starting point is to look at ‘real weddings’ especially those with a similar colour scheme or
vibe to your own. Take note of what you both
like - are the groomsmen mismatched? Are they
wearing tweed? Do you lean towards bright
colours? Finding inspiration as a couple is a
great way to begin putting a look together.

Well-suited

The type of suit you will go for depends how
formal you;d like your day to be. The Royal
wedding has certainly renewed the love of tail
suits (thanks, David Beckham!). Not just for
soirées, black tie is also having a real moment in
the wedding world. Navy and black lounge suits
have long been the go-to choice for weddings,
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but couples are looking more and more for
colours that pop - from our hire wear range,
the bright blue Woburn is particularly
popular.

Fit!

It’s amazing the difference a few well-placed
alterations can make to the overall look of
a suit. We like to make everything simple;
whether you’re buying or hiring, we always
aim to achieve the best possible fit. We
also offer free basic alterations on
all purchases. It’s important to
make sure any supplier can cater
to all members of your wedding
party. At Coes, even many of our
slim for suits will fit up to a 60inch chest, and we offer a range
of lengths - we want everyone
to feel the part!

accessories
are everything

When it comes to accessories,
go as bold as you dare with prints
and patterns that complement
your colour scheme. If you fancy
experimenting, stop by one of our
stores and let your imagination
run wild! For a more subtle look,

patterned or printed bow ties and braces
certainly make an impression. Why not be
inspired by a much-loved watch or something
with sentimental value? Some of our
favourite looks of all time incorporate
items such as a granddad’s old
pocket watch or a vintage pair
of cuff links.

Ask An expert

There’s no substitute for coming
in store and trying your ideas
in person. Whether you want
a sounding board, advice or
reassurance, we want to make
your vision a reality. Visit us in
one of our branches - we have
stirs in Ipswich, Maldon and
Felixstowe - or browse our range of
occasion wear online. We can’t wait
to hear what you’ve got planned!
www.coes.co.uk






MADE TO MEASURE
READY TO WEAR / HIRE
TWEED SPECIALISTS
BRIDAL BOUTIQUE ON 1ST FLOOR

VINTAGE DREAMS
Essex & Suffolk Wedding Cars

Proms, Weddings and Special Occasions
Winner of several awards

Milly and Lilly can each carry up to seven people

Watch our video on the website • www.vintagedreams.co.uk
www.colchesterweddingcars.com • www.essexandsuffolkweddingcars.co.uk

01206 212 443 • 07973 440 819

The Essex Wedding Awards

Couple’s Choice
Help us to reward your chosen wedding supplier by
nominating them for our prestigious Couple’s Choice
category in the 2019 Essex Wedding Awards - what a
lovely way to say thank you!

T

here’s nothing more in
important to a wedding
supplier than customer
feedback. The vast
majority of firms - from dress
designers to stationery suppliers,
really get caught up in your big
day and become almost part of
your wedding family! That’s why
the team here at Absolute Bridal
and The Essex Wedding Awards
have created our Couple’s Choice
category in this year’s awards. It’s
a way of us all saying thank you to
people who go above and beyond
when creating your dream day.
And what’s more, the nominations
are coming from those who really
matter - the brides and grooms of
Essex!

SO, WHO CAN
YOU NOMINATE?

If you’re recently wed or
just in the planning stages,
there’s always one person
who really stands out for their
professionalism, helpfulness
and total devotion to their
role. Whether it’s a wedding
singer who overcame personal
problems just so he or she didn’t

let you down on your big day; a
venue who were super efficient
and made your dreams into a
reality which far reached your
expectations, or a photographer
who was so fabulous that they
encouraged your guests to not
be photo-shy and calmed your
nerves to such a degree that they

DON’T FORGET!
Only one vote
per couple please!
Voting closes on
October 2nd 2019

produce the most natural and
beautiful images. Have a think
about your suppliers. It’s doesn’t
matter if they’re a sole trader or a
big company - we’d love to hear
your stories and why they deserve
to be nominated.

THE ENTRANCE CRITERIA
To put forward your nominations
we ask that you:

• Be an engaged couple
• Be a newly married couple
whose wedding has taken
place on or after January 1st
2019 within Essex

HOW TO ENTER

Entry is on line at www.essexweddingawards.co.uk/coupleschoice

You will be asked the questions below. By answering, your couple’s choice nomination will go before
our panel of judges. Thank you so much for taking the time to help us make the best choice!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Please tell us your name and your partner’s name
What was the date of your wedding if you’ve already tied the knot!
Which venue did you or do you intend to get married in?
What is the name of your nominated supplier?
Please tell us (in 100 words or less) why you think your nominated supplier should win our award
Please provide us with a contact telephone number
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

enquire now
as Demand
is high!
At Formally Suited we specialise in men and boy’s Formal
Wear. We believe in giving each customer the personal touch
and so we come to you. We believe in value for money and
we offer fantastic quality items at affordable prices.

Close up magic is the perfect way to entertain
guests at any time during your wedding.
Ideal during the drinks reception or photos, the
wedding breakfast or the evening reception.
Andy has performed at all kinds of events and
uses this experience to keep your guests
entertained, amazed and enthralled with
his unique brand of magic.

www.andymagicman.co.uk
www.facebook.com/andyjamiesoncloseupmagician
info@andymagicman.co.uk | 07884254260

- Home Visits (Essex)
- All Formal Wear to hire or buy
- Different Packages Available
- Tailor made suits to order

p

Our packages are completely personal to each
customer and so we come to you!
There is no need to travel to a shop because we can
provide all formal wear.
Our packages include a FREE Consultation, Fitting,
Delivery and Collection.
Services with the option to pay monthly (T&Cs apply).

Tel: 07918 761172
Email: customerservices@formallysuited.co.uk

www.formallysuited.co.uk
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THE black tie
event of the year! B

Don’t let time pass you by
- the closing date is October 9th so get those entries in now!

The Essex Wedding Awards
27th November 2019
Orsett Hall Hotel and Spa

Your last chance to enter!

igger, better and more exciting than
ever! In this, our first year of owning
the Essex Wedding Awards, Main
Event Wedding Shows Ltd in association
with Absolute Bridal Magazine are really
looking forward to bringing you the ultimate
evening in which to celebrate and reward the
very best wedding suppliers in the Essex area.
Not only will this be a new look event, but
we are offering even more categories than in
the past, allowing us to cover the full breadth
of the wedding industry and to reward those
who really make a difference to the brides
(and grooms!) to be of Essex.

Visit essexweddingawards

.

s

THE ESSEX WEDDING AWARDS 2019 ARE ALMOST HERE!
Finalists anD winners
will enjOy...

Now in its
8th year!

• An invite to the prestigious black tie Gala Dinner
on November 27th 2019 at Orsett Hall Hotel and
Spa where the winners of each category will receive
their awards. The evening features reception drinks;
canapés and a glittering, three course meal.
• Use of the Essex Wedding Awards Finalist or
Winners logo on all of your marketing material
- website; social media and business cards - for a
period of 12 months
• An increased industry profile thanks to your success
• For winners - the coveted Winner’s Trophy to
display with pride
• Coverage of the awards ceremony in Absolute
Bridal Magazine
• Full details of all finalists and winners on the Essex
Wedding Awards website
• Each winner will be offered an additional spot light
coverage during 2020, in Absolute Bridal Magazine
for more exposure.

wHy enter?
An Essex Wedding Award - or ‘pink heart’
- is a thing to be truly proud of - an award
for exceptional levels of service and quality
delivered by you and your company. Not
only will the award serve to recognise your
talents and let everyone know the fantastic
service you deliver within the wedding
industry, but it can have fabulous knock on
effects for your company too - enhancing your
marketing power and therefore the ability to
attract more business.

• For winners, additional spotlight coverage over a
year in Absolute Bridal magazine

tHe jUDGinG Panel
Our judges have been brought together because
they are experts in the wedding industry. They
are completely independent and the judging
process is transparent. Everyone is in with
an equal chance of becoming a finalist or a
winner - it doesn’t mater how big or small your
company is - our judges will review each entry
independently and see for themselves just how
fantastic you are and the wonderful service you
offer before making their difficult decision.

A tHAnK YoU to oUr SPonSorS AnD SUPPorterS!

the essex wedding Awards are kindly sponsored by Creed
Marketing and SPJ event Specialists and supported by essex County
Council; Southend-on-Sea County Council and thurrock County
Council. with special thanks to our Host Sponsor, orsett Hall Hotel
and restaurant.

How to enter

If you’re a wedding
supplier based in
essex and think
that your business
deserves recognition
for all its hard work, then there
really is no excuse not to enter!
the process is quick and simple
and could be the first step towards
becoming a recipient of a coveted
Pink Heart.
• Simply visit our website at
www.essexweddingawards.co.uk
• Choose the category that best
covers your particular company
• Read the pre written criteria
carefully
• Submit your admission.Your
entry will be acknowledged
on receipt.
• Don’t forget to be quick
- entries close on October 9th

PArtnerSHIP
& SPonSorSHIP
oPPortUnItIeS

If you’re debating a way to boost
the profile of your company, then
why not consider sponsoring
one of our categories in this or a
coming essex wedding Award?
our friendly and helpful staff can
talk you through the process of
of putting your business in the
spotlight with one of our bespoke
sponsorship packages.

The Essex Wedding Awards
Team can be reached on:
01245 895 470

.co.uk or call 01245 895470

Historic setting, new beginning
Once the home of Lady Meux, a playful socialite,
the Theobalds Estate of 2020 comprises of a
beautiful, historic centerpiece surrounded by
nature and wilderness. The estate brings together
nature and history with immersive, sensory
experiences and provides a fun and elegant
setting for a socialable wedding.

Tel: 01992 667662
theobaldsweddings@theobaldsestate.com
www.theobaldsestate.com

Theobalds Estate, Lieutenant Ellis Way,
Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, EN7 5HW

Romantic, Intimate & Exclusively Yours

www.valentinesmansion.com
hiringvalentines@visionrcl.org.uk
Valentines Mansion & Gardens - An elegant and romantic Grade II* listed country
house with breathtaking, historic gardens, easy to reach by road, rail and tube. The
perfect venue for civil weddings and partnerships, receptions and parties.

020 8708 8100
Emerson Road, Ilfird, Essex, IG1 4XA

Amazing
APTON

P
THE UNIQUE AND STUNNING

APTON HALL IS AN IDYLLIC,
EXCLUSIVE VENUE WHICH
OFFERS THE PERFECT LOCATION
FOR A TRULY UNFORGETTABLE
WEDDING DAY.

WHAT MAKES APTON HALL SO UNIQUE
AS A WEDDING VENUE?

experienced wedding team will be on hand to
guide you through every step of your wedding
preparation, to make sure your day runs
seamlessly and that no stone is left unturned.
We as a team are dedicated to ensure your
wedding day is just as individual as you are.

With history dating back to The Great
Survey of 1086, Apton Hall’s rustic charm
is maintained throughout its courtyard
buildings, accommodation and Grade II listed
bridal suite.

TELL ME ABOUT THE ACCOMMODATION
ON OFFER - SPECIFICALLY FOR THE
BRIDAL COUPLE AND THEIR GUESTS

Apton Hall is an exclusive Wedding & Events
Venue set in the idyllic Essex countryside and
we are exclusively yours for your wedding
day.

The New Barn is the newest addition to the
courtyard buildings at Apton Hall, it features
our “wishing well”, found when renovating
the barn in 2016. This gives Apton Hall a
modern twist, but leaves it steeped in history.
HOW HAS THE ORIGINAL CHARM BEEN
RETAINED THROUGHOUT ITS LONG
HISTORY?

Apton Hall has been lovingly restored from
the ground up, by using all of the original
brickwork found on site, we have put all of
the history back in to it’s walls, literally. By
keeping use of most of the original beaming,
brickwork and buildings, we feel that the
history is there for everyone to see, set in a
modern wedding venue.
ARE THERE SEPARATE AREAS OF THE
VENUE WHICH WOULD SUIT A BRIDE
LOOKING FOR A SPECIFIC THEME?

There are 6 areas within Apton Hall that can
be exclusively used for your special day. All
of these areas give a rustic yet modern feel
to a traditional barn venue. We also have a
beautiful pond garden, walled garden and
courtyard, which provides an outdoor feel to
a wedding day should someone want to have
a relaxed style wedding with garden games.
WHAT IS THE CAPACITY FOR SERVICE/
WEDDING BREAKFAST/EVENING
RECEPTION?

Apton Hall is licensed for indoor and outdoor
ceremonies. The maximum seated capacity
for ceremonies is 115 guests. For wedding
breakfasts, our New Barn holds 115 seated to
match your ceremony area, or we have the
ability to extend the room and seat 200. The
Cow Shed and Snug Bar combined for the
evening reception holds up to 200 guests.
ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC TOUCHES
WHICH THE VENUE EMPLOY TO MAKE
A TRULY UNIQUE WEDDING?

Each couple and their wedding requirements
are unique and as the key to creating your
perfect day lies in careful planning, our

Dovecot, our bridal cottage is available for all
of our brides and grooms on the night of their
wedding. This discrete and spectacular space
was specifically designed to enhance the
magnificent features of exposed oak beams
and vaulted ceiling over the bridal bedroom.
The super king bed with hand-sprung mattress
offers the very best nights sleep with bespoke
embroidered cushions and chaise-longue to
lounge on at the foot of the bed. Whilst the
roll-top bath adjacent, offers the ultimate
romantic night away. The biggest, and most
beautiful suite on site, is spread across two
floors boasting a separate cosy sitting room,
large bathroom with walk-in shower. We also
feature 7 luxurious guest rooms in 4 different
contemporary styles, each designed to create
a place to relax and unwind. Each room has
a king divan bed, a writing desk, an en-suite
bathroom with power-shower and Bramley
toiletries set on marble shelves.
ARE THE GROUNDS AVAILABLE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY? ARE THERE SPECIFIC
AREAS WHICH ARE WONDERFUL
BACKDROPS FOR PHOTOS?

Apton Hall’s beautiful grounds and backdrops
make the perfect setting for all of your wedding
photos. Our walled garden is a firm favourite
for all of the photographers that shoot here,
with colourful brickwork and greenery, you
can’t go wrong.
TELL US ABOUT THE IN HOUSE
CATERING

Our Head Chef, Craig has spent his career
climbing through the ranks of the kitchen staff
hierarchy. He quickly learnt the importance
of a clean and efficient kitchen, but most
importantly the strength a good team has.
In 2013, Craig took some time out of the
kitchen to travel and explore new cuisines.
Coming back to the UK he was inspired by
some of the new flavours and ideas he had
experienced first hand which only diversified
his food further.
Fast forward a few years and we are now
thrilled to have Craig as part of the team
where he is an integral part of the success of
Apton Hall weddings and events.

01702567425
info@aptonhall.co.uk
www.aptonhall.co.uk

Wedding Open Day
SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER 2019 | SUNDAY 26TH JANUARY 2020
10:00AM - 3:00PM
Set within the stunning Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, we
will be hosting here at SbN our FREE Wedding Open Day. Let our excellent
Wedding Team take you on a magical journey to your dream wedding day.

FREE GOODY BAG
FOR NEW BRIDES THAT BOOK
AN APPOINTMENT WITH
A WEDDING PLANNER
WORTH OVER £150!

We d d i n g s
AT S TO K E BY N AY L A N D

Ti p i We d d i n g s
A T ST OKE BY NA Y LA ND

Book
now for
August
2020!

Luxury Tipi Weddings

Experience an idyllic, rustic wedding nestled in picturesque woodland
within an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, followed by a romantic
wedding night in a glamping pod under the stars.
Luxury Tipi Wedding package includes:
Tipi hire with hessian style flooring | Magical fairy lights and bunting throughout
Banqueting tables and benches | Fully stocked and manned bar
Bridal & guest glamping pods | Luxurious toilet block

For any enquiries for Tipi weddings or to book a show round for either of our Open Days, please contact our
Wedding coordinator Simone on 01206 265818 or email simone.casley@stokebynayland.com.
www.stokebynayland.com/weddings
Stoke by Nayland Hotel, Golf & Spa, Keepers Lane, Leavenheath, Colchester, CO6 4PZ
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Wedding
Fayre
We would like
to invite you to our
Wedding Fayre on Sunday
15th September 2019 to
view the hotel and local
suppliers who can start
making your dreams
a reality.

Day
YOUR
Way
BIG

Welcome to the stunning
Hanbury Manor Marriott Hotel...

T

here’s a reason why your
wedding day is called your Big
Day. It’s the only occasion in
your life when you’ll have all
the people you love in the same room on
the same day. It’s the most extraordinary
feeling for any couple. At the Hanbury
Manor Marriott Hotel and Country Club
we’ll ensure your wedding is just how
you dream it will be. Throughout your
celebrations, our wedding team will be
at your side, making sure you enjoy your
big day your way. And what a perfect
location to celebrate with your loved
ones – a country retreat with elegant
period features, and romantic outdoor
venues featuring scenic spots where
you can relax and enjoy our manicured
grounds. Treat your guests to luxury
accommodation, exclusive amenities,
tranquil spa, tennis and scenic golf.

Your CeremonY

Whatever type of wedding you’re
planning – from a small, intimate
gathering, to a large, extravagant party
– Hanbury Manor is the perfect backdrop. When you celebrate your union
at Hanbury Manor, enjoy the elegance
of this luxury countryside estate while
surrounded by the rich and romantic
history of the Manor. At Hanbury Manor

we welcome cultural diversity.
We respect religious, ethnic and
social differences, and are proud
to host all types of wedding celebration,
including traditional white weddings,
Jewish and Asian ceremonies, same sex
ceremonies and the renewal of vows.
Originally the chapel of the Manor
House, Poles Hall is utterly breathtaking.
Its vaulted ceilings and historic minstrel
gallery is the perfect backdrop to an
unforgettable wedding celebration.
Named after the nearby village of
Thundridge, the Thundridge Suite
gives you glorious views across the
Championship golf course. The Garden
Court is an elegant, private, selfcontained setting, and our beautiful
walled garden is the perfect setting for
photographs and aperitifs.

Your Celebration

We can’t wait to bring your wedding
dreams to life at the Hanbury Manor
Marriott Hotel and Country Club. As one
of the defining moments of your lives,
you have thought long and hard about
how you would like your special day to
be, and probably have a million and one
ideas, from the flowers, service and showstopping dress, to the photographs and
where everyone should sit. We’re here to
turn your romantic vision into reality. Our
attentive Certified Wedding Planners will
be happy to offer advice and guidance on

every aspect of your celebration – from
the moment you first get in touch with
us, until the final perfect second of your
big day – to give you a day you’ll never
forget.

Your menu

From classic cuisine to international
fusion, we offer an array of mouthwatering dishes made with the freshest
local ingredients. Our Executive Chef
will work with you to plan the perfect
menu. We also provide exquisite custom
menus for those with special dietary
requirements.

Your room

Our exclusive wedding packages
include the suite accommodation for
your wedding night. At the end of a
perfect day, say goodnight to your
guests and start your new life in style
with a complimentary wedding night
suite, including chilled Champagne
and hand-made chocolates. Relax and
share memories of your big day on a
luxurious king-size bed dressed with
Egyptian cotton, plush duvet and fluffy
feather pillows. Our unique bedrooms are
tastefully decorated and full of elegant
period touches. For the ultimate in
romance, you can even choose a suite
with a four-poster bed and stunning views
across the golf course or parkland. And
in the morning you can start your married
life with a delicious breakfast in bed.

Your Booking: Are you dreaming of your big day, your way? We’d love to help you make it happen.
Call our wedding team at the Hanbury Manor Marriott Hotel & Country Club on 01920 487722
or visit MarriottWeddings.co.uk/HanburyManor
74
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Channels Estate the perfect plAce
to celebrAte!
Located in idyllic countryside, Channels Estate is one
of the finest wedding venues in Essex, and with over 30
years of wedding experience under their belts, you are
guaranteed a magical wedding day ...

P

rivately owned by the Stubbings family
for almost 50 years, the Channels Estate
is continuously maintained and improved
to provide the very best setting for a wedding.
The venue certainly ticks all the boxes with
stunning grounds; a wedding garden; a 17th
Century Essex Barn and a 21- bedroom, 4-star,
gold award hotel. The capacity for guests is 140
for your ceremony and wedding breakfast and
220 for your evening reception.

A personAl touch

The staff at The Channels Estate are aware that a
wedding is the most important day of a couple’s
lives. They never take a wedding for granted or
treat it as if it’s just another day at work. There
are a team of five wedding planners who have
years of experience between them. They run and
co-ordinate weddings at The Channels Estate,
working closely from the outset with the couple
to make sure that any of their own ideas and
requirements are included in the big day. The
team also ensure that couples are given choices
to fit within their budget and taste.

STUnnIng gROUnDS

When it comes to your wedding photos you are
spoilt for choice at the Channels Estate. There
are so many beautiful backdrops to choose
from including an avenue of mature trees; the
Wedding garden with 10 foot ‘LOVE’ letters;
the lake with a 20ft fountain and the beautiful,
manicured Lodge gardens. At Christmas the
Estate becomes a fairytale setting with stunning
festive decor and twinkling Christmas trees.
There’s also special discounts available during
December, January and February.

high clAss AccommodAtion

It’s always a bonus to offer accommodation for
your bridal party and The Channels Estate have
21 beautiful bedrooms of the highest standard
on offer with booking discounts available for
wedding parties. Children and same sex couple’s
are warmly welcomed.
ContaCt
sales@channelsestate.co.uk
Tel: 01245 440005
www.channelsestate.co.uk
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food, glorious food

The Channels Estate has its own team
of dedicated and skilled Chefs who offer
homemade dishes from locally supplied
ingredients. All dietary requirements will be
catered for.
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VAULTY MANOR:
SOMETHING OLD,
SOMETHING NEW

The beautifully restored 17th Century Baronial Barn at Vaulty Manor
makes a perfect setting for your special day...

A

wonderful history
In its early life, Vaulty Manor
became the property of Beeleigh
Abbey in Maldon, donated
in 1186 by Robert Mantel, Lord of Little
Maldon and the founder of the Abbey. Fast
forward some 450 years, and the dissolution
of the monasteries saw an end to Beeleigh’s
ownership. Henry VIII claimed monastic
income and properties throughout the
country and, in 1536, he gave Vaulty Manor
to Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk. Gold
has an interesting association with the
Manor and the local area, Goldhanger,
has had several different spellings. One
possible explanation is the colour of the
corn marigold which you can see growing in
local farm fields. Despite many changes of
ownership, Vaulty Manor retains its special
tranquil old world character, so you can truly
celebrate your special day with ‘something
old, something new.’
your day, your way!
At Vaulty Manor you’ll find that there really
is something for everyone. The venue which has a capacity of 200 guests for a
ceremony and wedding breakfast - has
played host to many themed weddings.
Fireworks are allowed and weddings are
held all year round meaning that Christmas
is a truly magical time at Vaulty. There’s
even a Christmas Wedding Package which
includes bucks fizz or mulled wine for
reception drinks; three course Christmas
dinner for your Wedding Breakfast; toast
drink; DJ, Christmas decorations and more.
exclusively yours
As Vaulty Manor is an exclusive use venue,
photographers can go anywhere on
the grounds. The driveway looks great
in images with the Manor House as a
backdrop. There is even a tractor and some
stocks for comical photos!
sleep tight...
The Bridal Suite at Vaulty Manor is available
from 10:30am to get ready for your special
day and is included with the venue hire.
There is also accommodation on site for
up to 60 guests. All rooms are modern,
have ensuite bathrooms and luxurious
Hypnos beds, so a comfortable night’s
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sleep is guaranteed! A cooked breakfast
is also included. Additionally you can hire
the Manor House for the evening to sleep
a further 10 guests in four double rooms
and one twin room, each of which boasts
breathtaking views of the surrounding
Essex countryside. While all the rooms are
luxurious, the stunning Master suite features
a roll top bath for added opulence. When
booking the Manor House you will have
full use of the kitchen; lounge; dining and
dressing rooms, hot tub and swimming
pool.
package options
Vaulty Manor offer all-inclusive packages
including The Twilight Package for later
weddings and an Afternoon Tea Package
for something a little different. Both include
everything you could possibly need on
your wedding day: venue; reception drinks;
canapés; three course meal; toast drink and
resident DJ.
food, glorious food!
Vaulty Manor have one sole catering team
who pride themselves in delivering a high
standard at every opportunity. They are
proud to offer everything from buffets and
hog roasts to sit down meals. With 12 years'
experience they know that not all their
menus will suit everyone, which is why they
are more than happy to have one tailored to
your personal requirements.
guaranteed support
Georgia, Vaulty Manor’s Weddings and
Events Co-ordinator will be there for you
from start to finish, from planning to on
the day co-ordination. Danielle, the Venue
Manager, has many years experience and
manages Vaulty’s highly skilled team - all of
whom are there to help, support and ensure
you have the wedding of your dreams.

CONTACTS
www.vaultymanor.co.uk
Georgia – wedding and events
coordinator: 01621 842884
info@vaultymanor.co.uk
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Victorian

Splendor
at Pontlands Park
Pontlands Park lovingly combines the elegance and grandeur of
a rustic Victorian house with the comfort and amenities of a first
class, modern wedding venue...

P

ontlands Park really is a gem
amongst wedding venues.
A family run hotel located
on the outskirts of Chelmsford, this
impressive Victorian home which has
been sympathetically extended over the
years, is set amid beautifully landscaped
gardens and features a stunning new
bridge that arches over the pond - a
perfect backdrop for your wedding
photographs. Staff at Pontlands pride
themselves on a friendly, personal service.
Nothing is too much trouble, and the
experience and knowledge which all staff
have ensure your needs are met and you
have a wedding day which you will never
forget.
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Pontlands has two tranquil
ceremony rooms where you
can choose to have your civil
or renewal of vows ceremony.
We have a very happy couple
also featured that had their civil
partnership and reception at
Pontlands (see Alex and John’s
wedding on page 66). The Lilli
is an elegant room which can
accommodate up to 50 seated
or 80 standing and has direct
access to the beautiful gardens.
Alternatively, The Conservatory
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is light and spacious and can seat up
to 100 guests. When it comes to your
wedding breakfast, choose from the
stunning Marquee with its option of
Chivari or formal chairs and also includes
a large white dance floor new for 2019.
The marquee is available from available
April to October with a capacity of 200
seated; the Conservatory which can seat
90 or, for more intimate dining, there is
the Disraeli suite which can hold up to
32. There are a range of menus on offer
which the Pontlands team can advise you
on, all cooked fresh by an excellent team
of chefs using freshly grown produce.
A PERFECT NIGHT’S SLEEP
Pontlands Park has 35 beautiful, light,
spacious and airy bedrooms, all designed

to make your stay comfortable and
enjoyable. Choose from executive double
and twin rooms; deluxe double rooms;
superior double rooms, four poster,
feature rooms and suites. All rooms
include a seating area; desk; flat screen
TV; safe; hairdryer; iron and ironing board;
tea and coffee making facilities and free
WiFi. All hotel residents are able to use
the facilities of our neighboring leisure
center, Reflections.
PONTLANDS - EXCLUSIVELY YOURS
For a wedding with complete privacy,
Pontlands Park offers the chance to have
the venue on an exclusive basis with
their Dream Wedding Package. This is
bespoke to each couple but includes 20
bedrooms for your guests with full English
breakfast the following morning; arrival
drinks; a three-course wedding breakfast;
wine with your meal and fizz for the toast;
a luxurious evening buffet and function
room hire. Speak to the sales team for
more information.
CONTACTS
www.pontlandsparkhotel.co.uk
(01245) 476444
sales@pontlandsparkhotel.co.uk

8TH
SEPTEMBER
& 13TH
OCTOBER
14TH
APR, 23RD
JUN,
25TH AUG & 13TH OCT

MUTHU WESTCLIFF HOTEL,
18-20 WESTCLIFF PARADE,
WESTCLIFF ON SEA,
ESSEX SS0 7QW
T: 01702 345247
events.westcliff@muthuhotels.com
Facebook: westcliff hotel

WWW.WESTCLIFF-HOTEL.CO.UK

Images: EPS Photography

ExclusivEly yours with its 14 bEautiful bEdrooms,
finE pEriod intEriors, a prEtty gazEbo outsidE
and a traditional marquEE in summEr.
prEstEd is known for its stunning parkland sEtting,
its dElicious food, rElaxEd wElcoming atmosphErE
and its wondErful staff who go that Extra milE for
EvEry couplE, making prEstEd onE of thE most
popular wEdding vEnuEs in EssEx.

wedding Fair – sunday 29th september, 12 ‘til 4pm

www.prested.co.uk | weddings@prested.com | 01376 573300

Mar

The perfect setting for weddings of up to 120 seated guests. With grounds for stunning photographs
and a choice of function rooms, the hotel is the ideal setting for your wedding reception.
Wedding co-ordinators provide a professional yet relaxed service to help guide you
through plans, sharing in the excitement every step of the way.
A fully licensed establishment where ceremonies can be conducted both indoors and outside.
A selection of packages available which can be tailor-made to suit both your requirements and budget.
Discounted accommodation rates to include full use of the leisure facilities with indoor pool.

AlwAys & Forever InclusIve PAckAge £3000
BAseD on 50 DAy & evening guesTs

Available for weddings taking place between november 2019 and March 2020 or on
any sunday throughout the year

Tel : 01206 214803 | events@marksteyhotel.co.uk

www.marksteyhotel.co.uk

Marks Tey Hotel_FPA_AB31.indd 1
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Captivating
Coltsfoot

Coltsfoot Country Retreat is an exclusive use venue, so it’s just you
and your guests on site. Hidden away in acres of glorious Hertfordshire
countryside, it’s a truly magnificent setting for your wedding day...
A HORSEY HISTORY!

Coltsfoot Country Retreat was originally
a working livery which was converted
into a boutique hotel in 2000. Slowly
the wedding bookings increased so the
decision was made to close the hotel
side of the business and focus purely on
weddings. That’s not to say that horse
lovers don’t still have a soft spot for the
venue - not so long ago a bride arrive on
horseback and conducted a photoshoot
in the courtyard with her mount! The
venue is also proud of its new acquisitions
of sheep and alpacas who can be
‘honorary guests’ in your wedding photos
with prior notice - though, as we are
jokingly told, they do take the limelight
away from the bridal couple!

STUNNING VIEWS AND YEAR
ROUND AVAILABILITY

The countryside around Coltsfoot
Country Retreat is breathtaking. There
are so many locations for photo shoots
that’s it’s advised that photographers
visit first so they can tour around for
the best shots depending on the
season. The venue can seat up to 120
for a wedding breakfast and a further
50 for the evening reception. There is
a separate bar to the main area and a
pretty courtyard where reception drinks
are usually served, weather permitting.
There is availability all year round
and Winter weddings are topped off
with a roaring log fire in the Bar. The
venue can’t order in snow, but when

it does arrive the setting is fabulously
picturesque!

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Cuisine at Coltsfoot Country Retreat is
freshly produced and locally sourced.
The menu has not been altered heavily
over the past few years as it has proven
so popular, however the venue has
recently introduced pizzas as an evening
food option, freshly cooked in their
magnificent pizza oven! They also offer
a menu tasting for couples so they can
decide on the dishes they wish to offer
on their wedding day.

AND SO TO BED...

TO CONTACT
www.coltsfoot.com
Jessica
weddings@coltsfoot.com
Wedding Team
weddings@coltsfoot.com
General Enquiries
info@coltsfoot.com
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There are 15 rooms on offer at Coltsfoot
Country Retreat. All are individual and
lovingly designed. There is a Bridal Suite
but it’s totally up to the couple which
room they would like for their wedding
night. There are sofa beds in some of the
rooms to accommodate families too.

A HELPING HAND

Coltsfoot Country Retreat’s wedding
co-ordinator, Jessica, facilitates your
wedding for you. She is available
by e-mail and schedules regular
appointments from initial booking
through to the big day.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

GRE

Greenwoods Hotel & Spa is a stunning 17th Century Grade II listed manor
house, licensed for civil wedding ceremonies and partnerships.
We offer two impressive function rooms for smaller more intimate weddings
or our beautiful Garden Suite for lavish functions for up to 250 guests.
Our licensed Garden Gazebo for outdoor ceremonies is sure to impress!
Our wedding team can create a tailor-made package to suit your
requirements. With onsite spa facilities and 39 luxurious bedrooms,
Greenwoods is the perfect venue for your dream wedding day.

Images by Gavin Conlan, Studio 1, HoL Photography, Neil Fortescue

GREENWOODS
Hotel & Spa
GREENWOODS FP WI203.indd 1

www.greenwoodshotel.co.uk
01277 829990

AA Rosette Award
for Culinary Excellence
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What makes this venue
so unique?

Little Easton Manor is steeped in history. Once
owned by William Parr, brother of Catherine
Parr (wife of Henry VIII), you can still see parts
of the original 14th Century building within the
grounds. The Manor itself was rebuilt in 1840 and
retains its original charm, with beams and high
ceilings throughout. Painted in Essex Pink and
featuring a stunning wrought iron gated entrance,
it really is incredibly beautiful. At Christmas time
the Manor is magical, with tasteful, twinkling
decorations and evergreen trees which hold their
beauty even in Winter, so this really is an all year
round venue.

tell us about the grounds

They’re stunning! We have peacocks roaming free
and fountains across the beautiful lake. There are
so many spectacular areas which make wonderful
photo backdrops, including a walled archway;
Medieval turrets, carefully manicured lawns
and gardens and a terrace with lake view (also
perfect for a drinks reception on a sunny day).
Our buxus parterre (box plants clipped to form
geometric shapes) in our formal garden is available
exclusively as an area for brides and grooms to
have their photographs taken.

Where are ceremonies held?

We have two main areas. The Turkey Barn (now
the ceremony barn), with its beautiful beamed
walls and high ceiling is available for more
intimate weddings and receptions, with a capacity
of 70. Then there’s The Barn Theatre with a
glorious stage built but the Countess of Warwick
in 1913 which seats140 (120 in the main area
and an additional 20 when you include the stage).
The room can hold up to 180 for an evening
celebration.

is accommodation available?

Yes, for guests we have two family cottages
sleeping seven in one and eight in the other,

both exceptionally decorated and retaining their
original features. We also have a bridal suite for
the evening of the wedding. Situated within
cottage two, on the ground floor, this is Parisian
styled, light, airy and intimate - the perfect
retreat after the big day. Additionally, the bride
(or groom) as we welcome same sex weddings is
given a ‘getting ready room’ on the morning of
their wedding. This is really special and is located
within one of the turrets of The Manor itself.
Boasting beautiful views across the lakes and
gardens as well as lots of space for the bridal party
to relax and get ready in, it has a grand bathroom
with large a corner bath, sofas and tables and is
decorated in silver and magnolia. What we really
love is that the room overlooks the area where
guests will be arriving. However, the way the
windows overlook the lawn, the bride or groom
cannot be seen, so no one would know they
were watching!

are children Welcome?

The Manor is very family orientated. We are very
passionate about welcoming families here and are
happy to have children's activities set up on the
lawns to keep your little ones amused.

do you offer packages and
What do these include?

We offer drinks packages and have recommended
caterers that we ask our couples to use, but the
list has quite a few on it, so there’s a good variety
to choose from. We have a vintage ice cream
cart and centre pieces to hire, but our wedding
planner Gill is on hand to help with all aspects
of planning - from finding suppliers to seating
and table plans and help with caterers. They will
also help set up and will be with you from start
to finish on the actual day. They are professional,
caring, supportive and lots of fun to have around.
We encourage our couples to personalise their
wedding, so we are happy for them to add decor,
games, candy carts, photo booths etc, it’s their
choice and their day, their way!

Get in touch

www.littleeastonmanor.uk
E-mail: info@littleeastonmanor.uk
Tel: Gill Akers on 01371 872857
86
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Steeped in history and romance, this beautiful Grade II listed Manor House
and Barns offers a magnificent backdrop for your wedding, whether you dream of
an intimate and informal celebration or grand and decadent affair.
With its unrivalled heritage, spectacular grounds and personalised service,
Little Easton Manor is the perfect setting for your dream day.
Our friendly, dedicated Wedding & Events Team possess the experience, knowledge and
passion it takes to put your special occasion together and we are delighted to offer you a
complimentary viewing of our beautiful venue to help you realise your wedding day dreams.

www.littleeastonmanor.uk

To contact call 01371 872857, or email info@littleeastonmanor.uk
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THE LAWN, ROCHFORD
the perfect setting for your dream wedding

The Lawn, Rochford is one of the most sought after wedding venues
in Essex with beautiful grounds and an unparalleled level of service
which has earned it a reputation for excellence. Absolute Bridal
discovered more...
A sense of history

Winter Weddings

your ceremony

BreAthtAking picture
opportunities

The Lawn is an elegant Georgian Manor
House, licensed for civil and same sex
marriages, set in three acres of landscaped and
beautifully kept gardens and surrounded by
a further 100 acres of rolling Essex park and
woodland.
The bridal couple can choose to have their
civil ceremony in the splendour of the historic,
galleried Grand Hall with its beautiful
sweeping staircase, or outdoors in the stunning
new wedding gazebo with its double-tiered
cedar roof. Nestled in its own area of lawn
with a fragrant rose garden as a backdrop, there
can be few better places to tie the knot on a
Summer’s afternoon than The Lawn’s very
own country garden. The venue can host small,
intimate weddings or larger gatherings of up
to 160 guests.

your reception

Should you prefer to marry in church and
hold your reception at The Lawn, you have
the choice of a number of impressive reception
rooms to choose from. There is also the
glorious Orangery which seats up to 130 guests
and has all the latest facilities including full
air-conditioning and sound and vision. The
Orangery enjoys beautiful natural light and
superb garden views and opens to a 100 foot
covered terrace complete with bar which fronts
beautiful gardens and a floodlit fountain.
90
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Always stunning year-round, The Lawn really is
breathtaking in Winter, with open log fires and a
warm and homely feel. Christmas is just gorgeous
with twinkling decorations and the option to
dine by romantic candlelight in the Orangery.

The Lawn offers an abundance of options for
perfect indoor and outdoor wedding photography.

food for thought

All food at The Lawn is freshly prepared and
cooked on site by the venue’s skilled chefs.
There is an excellent and sensibly priced choice,
from a simple buffet to a banquet. The service
and catering are unparalleled.

exclusively yours

Bridal parties at The Lawn enjoy exclusive use
of the venue from 9.30am until Midnight.
There is a spacious free bride’s room with
facilities in which to change for the ceremony
and reception rooms where you can relax
afterward. A wedding at The Lawn is tailored
perfectly to a couple’s own particular needs and
at a price that is surprisingly affordable, with
a clear policy of ‘no hidden extras’. The venue
also has a link to 4 star hotel just five minutes
away, and guests are welcome to leave their cars
overnight at the Manor. The Lawn really does
provide the perfect setting, inside or out, for
your dream wedding.

contAct
The Lawn Conference & Banqueting Centre
Hall Road, Rochford, Essex, SS4 1PJ
Tel: 01702 203669 / 203701
www.thelawn.co.uk
www.facebook.com/thelawnessex
www.instagram.com/thelawnrochford

THE LAWN
ROC H FORD

O Exclusively Yours O
nning
new for 2019 - stu o
wedding gazeb

summer wedding Fair - sunday 15 sept - 10.30am to 3.30pm - FRee entry
TO DisCOveR mORe abOuT THis beauTiFul venue, FanTasTiC laTe availabiliTy OFFeRs anD
suRpRisingly aFFORDable TailOR-maDe paCkages, please visiT www.THelawn.CO.uk

www.thelawn.co.uk

Hall ROaD, ROCHFORD, essex ss4 1pl | 01702 203669 / 203701
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P
A Family

Affair

A HISTORIC pAST

The Old Hall was Oliver Cromwell’s Mother’s house
and has remained in the same family since 1860.
The current generation have spent the last 25 years
lovingly restoring their home and the passion, hard
work and attention to detail that has been put into
the restoration of the building is reflective of the care
that goes into every wedding which takes place.

The Old Hall is a stunning, renovated Jacobean
Manor house set in its own unique and historic
3000 acre estate in the heart of Cambridgeshire...

A HOME fROM HOME

Weddings at The Old Hall are offered with full,
exclusive use of the house and it’s beautiful grounds
and gardens.There is a loving, homely atmosphere,
with children, families and same sex couples warmly
welcomed. Winter weddings at The Old Hall are
particularly magical, with roaring fires; cosy sitting
rooms with historic oak beamed ceilings and, in
December, the addition of more than 17 twinkling
Christmas trees which make the venue almost
ethereal.

pICTURE pERfECT

The Old Hall has extensive grounds with stunning
panoramic views which the couple and their
guests can enjoy exclusive use of, including three
ornamental lakes and a woodland area. The lakes
and sweeping driveway to the front of the house are
particularly stunning areas for photos, but arguably
the best backdrop of all is the view to the magnificent
Ely Cathedral.

THE CHOICE IS yOURS

Two locations are available for civil ceremonies:
outdoors in the Oak Garden pavilion which
overlooks the lakes and Ely Cathedral; or inside the
house itself, in the Great Hall with a roaring fire and
historic beams. There are also two stunning garden
terraces for drinks receptions and a bespoke wedding
breakfast marquee with separate dance floor. The Old
Hall is licensed for 140 guests for a civil ceremony
and up to 180 for a wedding breakfast if you marry
in church or off site. for evening receptions the
92
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A little bit extrA

venue can happily accommodate up to 300
guests. There are special offer packages running
throughout the year which are inclusive of venue
hire, food and drink - with no hidden costs! Late
availability dates are released around five months
in advance.

SLEEp TIGHT

The Old Hall boasts a complimentary four
poster Honeymoon suite and a further 15
award-winning bedrooms exclusively for guests,
all individually designed with antiques and hand
painted furniture. In-house catering is offered
with chefs using only the best and freshest
ingredients. The Old Hall’s menu packs offer
everything from classic three course wedding
breakfast menus to afternoon teas and BBQ’s.

A HELpInG HAnD

Event Managers are on hand through the
wedding planning process at The Old Hall,
meeting periodically to catch up and help with
couple’s plans. They are present throughout the
day to help with anything that’s needed and
ensure the smooth running of the wedding. The
Old Hall treats each couple as unique individuals,
and ensures that they have a magical day.

If you’re thinking of hosting a pre-wedding
get together or a classy stag or hen party,
then the The Old Hall is the place to be. The
venue love to host private parties. There are
also planned events that you may want to
consider as a thank you to your friends and
family. These include a charity Bridge evening
with supper on Wednesday 18th September;
A Murder Mystery evening with dinner on
Friday 20th September and not forgetting
Mothering Sunday afternoon tea on 22nd
March 2020.

fABULOUS fEEDBACk

The owners of The Old Hall are touched to
have had some tremendous feedback and love
to receive reviews from guests who take the time
to comment on the venue. The common theme
is how lovely and smart the staff are and that
they are so willing to go out of their way to help
guests. The fabulous bedrooms and beautiful
setting also rates highly.
ContaCt
The Old Hall, Stuntney, Ely,
Cambridgeshire CB7 5TR
T: 01353 663275 www.theoldhallely.co.uk
E: events@theoldhallely.co.uk
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Rustic Charm

If it’s exclusivity you desire, look no further than the stunningly pretty
Old Brook Barn. With a maximum of 25 weddings held per year, you
will be joining a very exclusive bridal list indeed!

A UNIQUE SPACE

An exclusive hire boutique-wedding venue
which hosts a maximum of 25 weddings per
year limited to the months of April-October
(that’s just one a week) Old Brook Barn is
suited to a variety of different weddings, with
the majority of brides choosing to follow
either a rustic or luxury theme. However, the
surroundings - stunning views across a meadow
field and a secret garden - mean it’s also perfect
for weddings with a festival or fairground theme.
One couple even hired a full size carousel!

CEREMONY AREAS
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With it’s perfectly manicured laylandii
perimeter, impeccable lawns and gazebo, the
Secret Garden is the perfect location for an
outdoor ceremony. For smaller, more intimate
ceremonies, the courtyard situated at the
front of the Barn is a great alternative space.
If you’d prefer to be indoors, the first section
of the Barn is perfect. With it’s exposed beams
and chandelier lighting, it offers the most
stunning of locations in which to conduct
your civil ceremony. There’s also the Minstrel’s
Gallery positioned above the Main Hall with
views across the meadow field. The Old Barn
can accommodate up to 150 guests for your
ceremony, with 250 for an evening reception.
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

PERSONAL SERVICES

The Old Barn offers a number of locations in
which to treat your guests to a glass of Pimms
or Prosecco during your drinks reception.
The venue works exclusively with Limeberry
Catering to create mouthwatering wedding
breakfasts and delicious reception canapés.
All requirements are lovingly organised by
Lisa Forkes, owner and events manager and
Hayley Bunting, freelance wedding planner/
co-ordinator. Both Hayley and Lisa work hard
to ensure that each of their couples receive
a personal and bespoke service. Both are on
hand to answer any questions from couple’s
who are making their initial enquiries about
Old Brook Barn. They also conduct private
viewings which take place on a Saturday
morning. Lisa and Hayley work with the
bride and groom the day before their wedding
to assist with setting up as well conducting a
final run. In addition, they are present on the
wedding day itself.

BE PREPARED!

The Old Barn are proud to offer their
bridal couples access to the venue and it’s
grounds the day prior to their wedding,
providing them with the perfect opportunity
to style and dress the Barn, as well as
access the following day to collect their
belongings. There is also a wonderfully
quaint Honeymoon Cottage providing ample
space for a bride and her maids to prepare
on the wedding morning, as well as offering
overnight facilities for the newlyweds to spend
their wedding night.

CONTACTS

www.oldbrookbarn.co.uk
Lisa Forkes and Hayley Bunting
www.limeberrycatering.co.uk
Justin and Angela

Photography: Anesta Broad

D

iscreetly positioned within the
picturesque village of Navestock,
Essex, Old Brook Barn is a 17th
Century barn set within 23 acres of English
countryside.With its exposed beams, high
ceilings and carved wood detailing, the venue
has been lovingly restored and retains many of
its original features. Accessed via a timber bridge,
the Barn is perfectly positioned alongside a
natural brook. A secluded courtyard takes pride
of place at the front of the building, furnished
with a gazebo, rustic bar area and bespoke
timber furniture lovingly created to match the
character of the Barn.
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Heavenly

Hintlesham
Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and
has everything you require for your perfect day...

A

beautiful 16th Century Grade
One listed Manor House
hotel set within 175 acres of
stunning Suffolk countryside, Hintlesham
Hall is a fairytale place to tie the knot.
Boasting licensed civil ceremony rooms;
gorgeous indoor and outdoor spaces
for photography; impressive wedding
breakfast rooms; evening reception
rooms; luxury guest accommodation
and beauty treatments in a small but
perfectly formed spa - everything you
desire is under one roof.
So much choice
Whatever the size of your wedding
party, whether you wish to have children
present or are celebrating a same sex

Here to help...

Every wedding at Hintlesham Hall
is unique and the experienced
events team - Tracy and Zoe - will
work passionately alongside you
form your initial enquiry until the
Big Day itself in order to create
your dream wedding.
www.hintleshamhall.co.uk
Tel: 01473-652334
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union, Hintlesham is happy to help and
has something to offer for everyone.
The stunning Georgian-style Salon
with its impressive mahogany doors
and feature chandelier, plus a wide,
sweeping staircase for the bride to make
her grand entrance, can accommodate a
maximum of 100 guests. The Carolean,
situated on the first floor and home to
a remarkable 17th Century plasterwork
ceiling is approached by the beautiful
Long Gallery. Perfect for parties of up to
50. Of a similar size, yet on the ground
floor, is The Parlour with its grand marble
fireplace and wood panelling. Finally,
for small ceremonies of around 20 is
The Justice. Incredibly charming and
overlooking the back lawns, the room is
intimate and truly lovely.
A place to lay your head
It’s always nice to offer your guests the
chance to stay over at your chosen
wedding venue, and Hintlesham Hall is
proud to offer 32 beautiful, individually
designed bedrooms. There are two
principal suites; two junior suites; nine
large principal rooms; 14 superior
rooms and five classic rooms. What’s
more, the bride and groom receive a
complimentary luxurious bedroom for

their wedding night with a full English
breakfast the following morning.
Food for thought
Hintlesham Hall’s Head Chef, Jon
Cole, has prepared a menu with some
delicious courses which can be mixed
and matched to suit each couple’s
tastes. He’s also delighted to discuss
your personal menu ideas with you.
Prior to the wedding day, couples are
invited to a complimentary menu and
recommended wine tasting where staff
will ensure that bride and groom are
totally happy with all aspects of the
wedding breakfast.
A stately home all to yourself!
Hintlesham offers a wonderful
opportunity to celebrate your wedding
exclusively in the splendour of the Hall
with just you and your family and friends.
There are four options:

YOUR DAY inclUDes
:
V Exclusive use of Hintlesham
Hall
V Two glasses per person of Pro

secco

for aperitif

V Three course wedding breakf

ast with
coffee and chocolate tru
ffles
V Menu tasting for the bridal
couple

V Two glasses per person of hou

se wine

with the wedding breakf
ast

V One glass per person of Pro

secco for

the toast

V Evening finger buffet
V Music licence till 1am
V Accommodation for 64 guests
night in 32 double bedroo
ms

V Full English breakfast for 64

for one
from 2pm

residents

......the perfect place to say ‘I do’
A luxurious country house hotel, built around a
magnificent mansion dating back to 1448 and now
a Grade 1 listed building.
Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and has
everything you require for your perfect day.
Every wedding is unique and our experienced Events Team
will passionately work with you from your initial enquiry
to the day itself to create your dream wedding.
Coupled with the Hall’s reputation for excellent food,
friendly and attentive service, luxury surroundings and
memorable photo opportunities, all blend together to
ensure you have a truly special day.

Special Wedding
Offers available
until the end of
April 2020

We offer a flexible range of Wedding Packages including
Exclusive Use of the Hall.
Book an appointment to tour this beautiful wedding venue
with Tracy to discuss your personal requirements.

Call us today on 01473 652334 or contact
tracy.cole@hintleshamhall.co.uk

www.hintleshamhall.com

Your perfect wedding venue
Choose your idyllic setting from one of our
13th century barns or our Tudor walled garden.

Book a viewing now or visit us at our open day:

Sunday 6 October 2019
11am to 3pm
@

Contact or visit us at:
weddings.cressing@essex.gov.uk
p cressingtemplebarns.co.uk

J

Free dressing room with your booking
when mentioning this advert.
@CressingTempleBarnsWeddings
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Amazing
PLACE
THAT

That Amazing Place truly
lives up to its name. A peaceful,
private residence set amidst
glorious Essex countryside, this
15th Century boutique Manor
House home is as luxurious and
fascinating as it is romantic
and comfortable...

T

hat Amazing Place offers couples the
opportunity to create a truly spectacular
and bespoke wedding day. With so
much to offer and no minimum set numbers,
the celebration of your choice can be achieved,
whether it’s large and grand or truly intimate.

First impressions

That Amazing Place is reached via a long driveway
which winds through eight acres of stunning
grounds and gardens. The Grade 2 listed Manor
itself offers amazing views over the picturesque
countryside which surrounds it and is a perfect
location for your wedding, with large, bright,
elegant and contemporary spaces inside and a
plethora of fairytale settings outside including a
lake; secret garden; pretty patio and an orchard.

(it certainly is!)

mirrored wall and space for 100 of your nearest
and dearest. Indoor wedding breakfast rooms can
cater for up to 80.

Your wish is That Amazing
Place’s command

The friendly wedding events team at That
Amazing Place understand that every couple is
different and they have a flexible approach to
your big day - assisting with organising everything
from champagne receptions and sumptuous
wedding breakfasts, to relaxed, informal BBQ's.
Wedding breakfast fayre is from trusted and
experienced outside suppliers. Simply explain
your dream event and the team will do all they
can to accommodate.

a few steps away. The newlyweds can enjoy the
comfort of a king size bed and complete privacy
in the bridal suite, while there are a further
13 bedrooms available for the wedding party,
sleeping up to 29 guests overall.

A package to suits all tastes

That Amazing Place is proud to offer packages
to suit every need including the Classic package;
Twilight package which offers the venue for a
late afternoon reception followed by a canapé
reception and delicious evening buffet; the
Winter package; Intimate package. Full details are
are available on the website.

After hours

When your big day is over, your feet are aching
and your eyelids drooping, there’s nothing worse
than having to travel to your place of rest. At That
Amazing Place, a luxurious night sleep is just

Al fresco weddings

If the great outdoors is your thing, That Amazing
Place offers the opportunity to tie the knot under
a lovely gazebo with a stunning backdrop of the
lake. You could then opt to have your wedding
breakfast in a grand marquee which seats 150.
If you’d prefer to be indoors or the weather isn’t
on your side, there are two elegant spaces in
the Manor in which to say your vows. Choose
from the Lakeview Lounge with its beautiful
sash windows and - as its name suggest - aweinspiring lake views and 60 guest capacity; or
The Hall which boasts high ceilings, a dramatic
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FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT:
www.thatamazingplace.co.uk
Tel: 07955-940532
Email: enquiries@thatamazingplace.co.uk
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Scouts
honour

WE GAVE BACK - AND
FOUND EACH OTHER!

Upstanding, trustworthy and honest that’s a Scout’s promise - and one that
Tanya Coutts, 31 and Alex Norton,
37 kept for ten happy years before
finally becoming husband and wife in
a spectacular ceremony that mixed the
traditional with their love of the great
outdoors..

Alex has been a Scout since he was a boy
and I was in the Guide Association since
the age of seven, so it seemed only natural
that we’d find each other through our love
of the organisations. We both wanted
to give something back to society so we,
as Leaders, had signed up to a Scouting
Playscheme back in August 2007. Based
in Thurrock, it was four days of fun
activities. The Leaders arrived two days
before the event started so they could set
up the campsite and equipment for the
children. Alex was in the main marquee
when I walked in and apparently he’d
said to a friend: ‘Oh I like her’, but I was
oblivious to it. That wasn’t the end of my
admirer though. After Playscheme ended
I joined Phoenix Network (a group in
Scouting for those aged 18-25) who met
every Wednesday – and where Alex went!
We soon became firm friends.

OUR FIRST DATE

It was so nice having Alex as a friend
and learning more about each other, and
by 2009 we’d fallen into a really lovely
relationship. I still recall our first proper
‘date’. We went to Hyde Park in London
for a picnic. It was a beautiful day and
after eating we stood and watched a
remembrance service at the Merchant
Navy Memorial. I was so happy. The only
thing breaking the spell was that the fact
that I’d arranged to go to Canada for six
months as part of my university course.

SUPPORTIVE AND
ENCOURAGING
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Though we’d obviously miss each other
like mad, Alex was insistent that I go
to Canada. I loved him so much for
his encouragement. He stressed how
wonderful it would be. I won’t deny there
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

were tears at the airport when he and my
family came to wave me off, but I knew it
wasn’t the end. In fact, the distance only
served to strengthen our relationship.
We Skyped every day and he even came
to Ottawa to visit for two weeks. On my
return I knew the time was right to leave
home and by 2010 Alex and I had moved
into our first home together in Grays,
Essex.

THE PERFECT LIFE

Alex and I had a fantastic life together.
Before we knew it five years had passed
and we’d bought a flat together in
Shoeburyness. Although Alex had
often mentioned getting engaged and
questioned me about the type of rings I
liked, I wasn’t waiting for his proposal - I
knew it would come one day when he
was ready.

A CHRISTMAS SURPRISE

A few days before Christmas 2015,
unknown to me, Alex was wrapping a
very special gift. On Christmas morning I
saw the huge box under the tree and was
intrigued! There were instructions on the
lid to hold it away from my face - good
job I did because as I tore it open there
was an explosion of party poppers! Inside
was a beautiful, handmade jewellery
box. It was so thoughtful. I was about
to put the box down, but Alex said: ‘No
no, look again!’ Nestling inside was a
beautiful diamond ring. I just stared at
him and asked ‘Is this real?’ I barely gave
him the chance to utter the words: ‘Will
you marry me?’ as I was already giving
him the biggest cuddle ever and he had
to make sure that it was a ‘Yes’ before
he could relax – of course it was a ‘Yes’.
Immediately I got on the phone to my
Mum, Tracy, then my Dad, Paul and
finally Alex’s Mum, Penny - they all knew

and were primed for the proposal and
waiting eagerly by their phones.

WEDDING PLANS

Alex and I wanted our wedding to be in
the Autumn or the Spring and a few years
down the line so we could celebrate our
tenth year together with a huge, double
celebration. As for the type of wedding,
I was torn because I wanted something
traditional but also something which
suited our personalities and our love of
the outdoors. When Alex mentioned
having Tipis at the reception I assumed
they would be too small, but then we
saw some at a wedding fair and they
were a lot bigger than I imagined. I also
realised it was a brilliant way to bring the
outdoors in. Finding a field to host the
reception - by law we couldn’t marry on a
campsite - was a little more difficult. They
were just so expensive! Then Alex had the
bright idea to approach Condovers Scout
Activity Centre - the campsite where we’d
first met. They’d never hosted a wedding
reception before - let alone 80 for a
wedding breakfast and 200 for an evening
reception - some with their own tents; a
hog roast and field games - but they spoke
to the committee and it was agreed we
could go ahead - at a fraction of the price
of most sites!

IT’S ALL IN THE PLANNING!

We actually took a total of three years
to finalise our wedding! The first year
was all about planning and research. The
second year we booked everything except
our chosen church and also booked our
wedding insurance. The reason we didn’t
book the church so early was that St
Mary’s, Shoeburyness, only had a diary
that lasted for a year! Eventually though,
we did get to set the date - 11am on
October 6th, 2018.

DRESSING TO IMPRESS

I’d actually bought a dress not long

after our engagement, but Alex’s Aunt
Fran who owns Bows Bridal Boutique,
Ashford, was so keen to get me into her
shop that I went with Mum and my
bridesmaids for a fun day out - Alex’s
sisters Vicki, Madeleine and Phillipa
and my sister Gemma. It was the hottest
day of the year and I was totally melting
trying on gowns. At the end of the session
Fran brought out a dress that she’d been
saving. I tried it on then plopped myself
down on the floor and had a drink of
water - that’s how comfortable I felt in
it. It was obviously meant to be mine! As
for flowers, I get hayfever - so I crocheted
my bouquet! I also made giant crocheted
dream catchers to hang in the tipis and
had such great fun doing it that I decided
to open my own crochet business!

LAST MINUTE PREPARATIONS

Three days before the wedding Alex and
I were setting up the campsite along with
various helpers. We actually camped
there until the Friday morning before
the wedding, making sure the tents were
up and bunting (that Mum had knitted
for us) was hung. Later that night I went
out to dinner with Mum and Gemma
and then came home to find a wonderful
hamper full of goodies from Alex’s
sisters - it was a lovely touch. Poor Alex
meanwhile, was still at the campsite with
his best man Brad, my Dad and brother
George! In fact, they were even there
at 6am on the morning of the big day
making sure everything was perfect!

THE BIG DAY DAWNS

As the wedding day dawned I was up
bright and early, Adam from Photo
Excellence, our fabulous photographer,
arrived at 7am, along with my hair and
make up artists Nickiey and Sarah. We’d
chosen Adam because he made us feel
so at ease and we loved his intimate but
relaxed style. He was so good I forgot he
was there until he wanted a final shot of
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Tanya & Alex's

WEDDING CHECKLIST
VENUE
St Mary's Church Shoeburyness
01702-584053
RECEPTION
Condovers Scout ActIvity Centre
www.condovers.org.uk
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo Excellence
www.photoexcellencephotography.co.uk
info@photo-excellence.com
07960-764913
DRESS
Bows Bridal Boutique
www.bowsboutique.co.uk
01702-584053
the bridesmaids zipping me into my gown.

A FESTIVAL FEEL

In keeping with our camping theme we’d booked
a wedding camper van to take us to the church.
By the time it arrived I wasn’t even dressed - I
was enjoying myself so much! The bridesmaids
hurriedly piled in the camper van and off it went,

TANYA’S ADVICE
Enjoy your wedding plans and have
fun. Have a loose but flexible plan
and don’t stress over the small things.
If the person you are marrying is the
right one for you then it really doesn’t
matter if little things go wrong.
Everyone thought I’d get so stressed
but I didn’t because every step of the
way I knew I was with the right man
and doing things our way. Oh, just one
last thing - give yourself more time
than you think you need!
planning on returning for me and Mum. Then it
was just me and Mum stood outside our flat. It
was a lovely moment. I was just so super excited
that I couldn’t stop grinning.

AND SO TO CHURCH ...

Once it was our turn in the camper I loved
looking out and seeing the sheer amount of
people who’d come to cheer us on. The vicar
met us and he was hysterical, saying: ‘Come on,
you’re late!’ he was a retired priest and a dear,
very elderly man who made some sweet but really
funny mistakes - like calling Alex, Lawrence! It all
added up to a warm and wonderful celebration.
Mum walked me down the aisle and then handed
me to Dad who started crying. Alex turned
around, mouthed ‘Wow!’ then started crying
too! I was overwhelmed by the amount of people
in the tiny church - it was packed to the rafters.
Grandad was sitting in the pulpit and even
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the choir seats were full of well wishers. It was
amazing!

INTRODUCING MR AND
MRS NORTON!

After the ceremony I couldn’t wait to get to the
reception to see the labours of our hard work.
We let our guests go first to enjoy drinks and our
string quartet, while Alex and I stayed behind
having pictures taken. When we did finally arrive
I was blown away. The campsite looked amazing!
After so long planning and all the hard work, to
see it for real was just incredible - we were so so
proud! The three tips joined together to create
separate spaces for the wedding breakfast, a bar
and chill out area and a dance floor. Added to
that, the dream catchers and the lights as the sun
was going down made it look like a real fairy tale.

FUN AND GAMES

Our reception was truly a fun affair. We raised
our own custom flag emblazoned with ‘Norton
- established 2018’ on it; enjoyed the beautiful
wedding breakfast and cut our stunning cake,
made for us by our friend Lucy. Even when it
began to rain and the groomsmen had to save the
tipi from collapsing under the pressure of water,
getting soaked in the process, we laughed till we
cried! Our master of ceremonies, and good family
friend Richard, had the final laugh on the night.
He persuaded our DJ to play ging gang goolie
as our first dance - it was a huge joke and a nod
to our Scouting background. Everyone was on
the floor jumping around. We did eventually get
our true first dance to Paramore’s Still Into You.
Alex and I stayed at the site for two days after
the wedding, inviting everyone back the next day
for a relaxed family BBQ and some fun activities
run by the Scouts – archery and climbing. As the
last guest finally made their way home, we sat
by the fire pit with a glass of champagne in hand
and looked around us. ‘We’ve done it’ Alex said.
We certainly did and in our own special way, it
was just the most perfect wedding and one I will
never forget.

GROOMS/GROOMS MEN’S SUITS
Debenhams
www.debenhams.com
FLOWERS
crocheted by Tanya
www.yarnya.co.uk
MAKE-UP
Jascar Beauty
www.jascarbeauty.com
HAIR
Clifford’s Barber Shop
01702-463932
CAMPER VAN
V Dub Rides
www.vdubrides.co.uk
07796-543198
CATERING
Linda Hamilton Catering
www.lindahamiltoncatering.co.uk
01621-843113
BRIDESMAIDS DRESSES
& GROOMSMEN'S TIES
For Her And For Him
www.forherandforhim.com
MUSIC
Oakwood String Quartet
www.oakwoodstringquartet.co.uk
TIPIS
Events Under Canvas
www.eventsundercanvas.co.uk
01206-298074
BAR
agh Event Bars
www.agheventbars.co.uk
01702-477799

HUNTERS
MEET
RESTUARANT, HOTEL AND SPA
FAMILY RUN WEDDINGS
& UPMARKET HEN PARTY’S!
With well over 700 weddings in the past 29 years
you can trust the Hunters Meet for your perfect
day.
Whether you choose our beautiful secret
garden or indoors over looking the historical
heath, we can organise anything and everything.
Contact Brendan or our dedicated wedding team on

01279 730549
Our dedicated wedding team will guide you from your initial
enquiry and right through till the end of your fantastic day

Hunters Meet, Chelmsford Road, Hatfield Heath, Essex, CM22 7BQ

01279 730549

www.huntersmeet.co.uk

Forrester
PARK
m

A stunning venue set in beautiful countryside, Forrester Park has over 40 years’ experience of hosting wedding
receptions and is licensed for civil ceremonies. As well as a choice of indoor areas, there is the option
of the gorgeous Millennium Lawn ‘secret garden’ outdoor ceremony area.
Forrester Park is one of the most flexible venues around, offering a stunning setting without charging the earth and with no minimum spend. Our popular ‘twilight’ weddings provide a great alternative for couples
who wish to include all their guests in a later ceremony and evening party.

m

Forrester Park’s chefs love to make people happy! They and the team take pride in well-presented, tasty food
and friendly, efficient service, offering anything from a full-blown wedding breakfast to buffets and barbecues.
Call 01621 891406 or email katie@forrester-park.co.uk

Forrester Park, Great Totham, nr Maldon, Essex CM9 8EA
www.forrester-park.co.uk/weddings

8

For a day to remember, Oaks Pavilion at Rivenhall Oaks
offer the perfect setting for your truly special day...

Whether you want a traditional wedding or a day with a difference, the Oaks Pavilion can provide the flexibility for an
intimate wedding or a larger scale celebration for all your family and friends.
Allow our dedicated team to help to make your wedding dreams a reality with ever lasting memories.
The Oaks Pavilion, Rivenhall Oaks Golf Centre, Evans Way, Off Forest Road, Witham, Essex CM8 2PS
T: 01376 510222 M: 07498 557837 E: events@rivenhalloaksgolf.com
WWW.RivenhAllOAksgOlF.cOm

L
A
WEDDINGS & EVENTS

Our friendly. experienced and dedicated co-ordinators will provide
you with the inspiration, care and attention that you deserve on your
big day. We offer inclusive packages or we can also design your wedding
celebration especially for you with you. We offer a range of ceremonies
including, Weddings, Civil Ceremonies, Civil Partnerships, and Renewal
of vows. At Woolston Manor we offer a range of wedding packages to cater
for a variety of needs.
Call or email now to start your journey with us.

THE PERFECT VENUE FOR A PERFECT DAY

Woolston Manor – Golf and Country Club | 0208 500 2549 | adam@woolstonmanor.co.uk
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Emily Ledbury

timeless
photography
For wedding photographs with elegance and
beautiful simplicity, Emily Ledbury is your lady...

H

i, my name is Emily. I’m from the
Hertfordshire/Bedfordshire border
and currently based in Bedfordshire,
though I travel throughout the UK taking
pictures.
I’ve always had a love of photography, ever
since being a child and taking photos with
friends using film before the DSLR cameras
came out! I later decided, after getting married,
to pursue my love of photography. Around
three years ago I undertook a training course
and became second shoot alongside some well
established and very talented photographers,
but it was having my own wedding, and loving
every aspect of organising it, that made me
take the leap into wedding photography.
My photographic style is a light, natural and
elegant documentary style and my friendly and

calm manner
really puts my
brides and
grooms at ease and enables
them to feel comfortable and enjoy every
moment of the process.
I love being a part of a couple’s special
day and seeing their plans and ideas come
together. My absolute favourite part of the
day is creating romantic portraits as this is
the moment that couples can have a moment
to themselves and truly take in their lovely
surroundings.
A photograph’s ability to bring back those
amazing feelings of excitement, happiness and
love is what inspired me to pick up a camera
and I look forward to creasing those magical
memories with you.

@pearlmomentsphoto | hello@pearlmomentsphotography.co.uk
www.pearlmomentsphotography.co.uk

Contact:

emilyladburyphotography.co.uk
info@emilyladburyphotography.co.uk
Instagram: emilyladburyphotography

L
A wedding photogrApher who creAtes A relAxed
Atmosphere And overAll photogrAphs you being you

i capture all the moments of your day from the tears to the laughter.
i’m professional and most of all fun to work with, you are my top priority, not only your
photographer but a tissue holder, button hole fastener, help in hand on the day and most
of all there to ensure the day runs smoothly.
Your wedding will go in a flash (no pun intended)
but you’ll always have your photographs to look back on.
my packages start from £600, if you want to know more about me and discuss your day further
contact me at cthomasphoto99@gmail.com or visit my website www.cstphotography19.co.uk

Relaxed, natural, timeless
photos that capture all the
precious moments of your day

www.emmahallphotography.com | emmahallphotography@outlook.com | 07970128077

Picture

Photography
How would you describe
your style?

‘I’ve put a lot of energy into figuring out my
style of photography and creating consistent
images that people recognise as mine. I
understand the power of good light, flattering
poses and how to create the soft pastel tones
that make up my style.’

Perfect

What do you like most
about shooting weddings?

Jess Holts’ natural, light and airy
images provide beautiful reminders
of your
big day. Absolute bridal discovered
Hi Jess, tell us a bit
about yourself

‘I'm 30, I've been married to my husband for
five years and have a gorgeous daughter called
Rosie who is almost two. I'm originally from
the North but moved to London eight years
ago. We finally settled in Hertfordshire but my
Northern accent has stuck around!’

What’s your
photography background?

‘I've been taking photographs ever since I
got my hands on a disposable camera in the
90's. I wanted to pursue a creative career but
loved drawing as much as photography, so
I did a degree in Illustration and combined
my drawings with photographs, but since my
business has grown so much and I really love

‘I'm all about my couples. I love to help them,
support them and capture them in the best
moments of their lives. Each wedding is unique
and I get so excited to be able to take beautiful
photographs to help people remember their
special day and the love they have for one
another.’

where I’m going with my
photography, I put down my
pencil and took up my camera full time.’

When did you go into
the weddings market?

Do any jobs particularly
stand out?

‘A short time after I’d bought my first
professional camera and my beloved
50mm 1.2 lens, I was invited to a friend’s
wedding. During the day I took some candid
photographs of the guests and uploaded them
onto Facebook. The photographs circulated
and then two other friends who were getting
married asked me to photograph their
weddings too, which I was thrilled to do
- the rest is history!’

‘I remember one wedding where the groom
saw his stunning bride at the top of the aisle
and broke down in tears. He was totally
overwhelmed and I captured his reaction in
a series of three photographs. I just love the
story it tells of the love he had for her in that
moment, it choked me a little as well!’
Contact
www.jessicaholtphotography.com
E-mail: jessica.holt@gmail.com
Tel: 07809684298

LOVE / LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY
by Carina x

Getting married in 2019, 2020 or 2021?
Get 15% off wedding photography when you
confirm your booking by 31st December 2019.
Recieve a further discount
when you mention this advert.

www.lovelifebycarina.com

07739-560-161

carina_photos@yahoo.com

london and essex based wedding and Family PhoTograPher
sPecialising in relaxed, romanTic PhoTograPhy wiTh a Fine arT edge

www.amandagoodyear.co.uk

Tel: 07463733416

Charly is at the heart of Charly Mae Photography, she alone with her camera and imagination
has captured the emotions and soul of every wedding she has ever photographed. You don’t
just get a wedding photographer on your big day you get direction, creativity and a chance
to relax while Charly organises every photograph so you can have fun and enjoy your special
moment knowing that it is all being captured beautifully.
Charly is now offering wedding video packages as well as engagement photo shoot sessions.

“I can’t wait to capture your special day! ”

www.nataliemartinezphotography.com | 07984184902

EssEx basEd PhotograPhEr and VidEograPhEr
sPECialising in wEddings and Portrait
Carly brown is a rare talent and experienced photographer and
videographer available for weddings. Versatile and with a fine eye for details,
she has been capturing the essence of weddings through video and images
since 2009. with a natural gift for making wedding couples and guests feel
at ease, this allows her to capture them in a most natural and spontaneous
light, leading to timeless wedding photos.

Contact me, call 07399695924
info@carlybrownphotography.co.uk
www.carlybrownphotography.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Full Day Wedding Package
- Up to 7 hours coverage
- 500+ High Res Digital Images
- USB & Bespoke Packaging

Only £700
Please quote EXCLUSIVE19
to receive this offer.

A STORY-TELLING DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHER
IT’S ABOUT DOCUMENTING A MOMENT IN TIME THAT IS SO BLISSFULLY BEAUTIFUL AND FULL OF
SUCH EMOTION. A VISUAL STORY FOR YOU TO CHERISH NOT JUST NOW, BUT

forever.

WWW.SHIANNEMERCERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM | @SHIANNEMERCERPHOTOGRAPHY

Photography

Introducing Layla Parry-Hide
Layla brings her own inimitable sense of
fun and relaxed approach to your wedding,
resulting in pictures to be proud of!

I

’ve loved taking pictures for as long as I can
remember. I studied for a Btec at college and
graduated in 2003. Even in my spare time as a
student I was assisting wedding photographers
and learning as much as I could about my trade. After
college I actually joined the Met Police as a scenes
of crime photographer which was a real eye-opener
and quite gruesome at times. However, it was a
fantastic learning curve. Pictures back then were not
digital so you only had one chance to get them right. I
had to trust my skill and instinct which has led to me
being a much better photographer today.

STRIKING A BALANCE

Throughout my police work I continued attending
weddings as a ‘second shooter’. I guess I needed the
balance between shooting really lovely images and the
not so lovely! When I got married myself in 2011 and
subsequently had my boys Jacob, 4 and Max, 2, I knew
the time was right to concentrate on what I loved.

WELCOME PARRY-HIDE PHOTOGRAPHY
Having my own studio and being able to offer

affordable photography was always my aim and I’ve
been lucky enough to do that. My work these days is
split 50/50 between child and family portraiture and
weddings. My style is relaxed. I only ever do a posed
shot when it’s a group shot or ‘The kiss’ etc - otherwise
I stand back and just record all those special moments.

FINDING A NICHE

I really love and am very good at intimate
weddings. I thrive when there’s a maximum of
70-80 people. Having a couple choose me as
their photographer is such a buzz and also a
big responsibility. I still look at my own wedding
album all these years later, so to give a bride and
groom those memories is such an honour. I’m
also brilliant with children. Possibly because I’m still
a kid at heart, I’m not sure, but I have a natural
affinity with little ones and know all the tricks to
get a good shot - don’t be disturbed if you hear
me making monkey noises to get your children
to smile! A real stand our wedding for me was
taking a picture of seven children aged six weeks
to 13. For most photographers that would be
nightmare, but for me it was a dream. In just a
few frames I managed the ‘Money shot - every
little face looking to camera and beaming. I’m
not ashamed to admit I was as proud as punch!

TO CONTACT
Web: www.parryhidephotography.co.uk
E-mail: layla@parryhidephotography.co.uk
Tel: 07703637321

Engagement & Wedding Photographer

Use code
AbbridAl
for a £200
discount

To book a free consultation call 07927 515996
www.tinawingphotography.co.uk
info@tinawingphotography.co.uk
@tina_wing_photography

For 10%
discount
please quote
Magazine10

07595734164 | danielnevesphoto@yahoo.co.uk
@danielnevesphoto | www.danielnevesphotography.com

“My husband and I couldn’t be happier that we chose
Sophie to video our wedding. The lead up to weddings
can be so stressful but Sophie made everything
super easy for us when it came to organising the
videography. Our highlight video was fantastic, we
were so happy we were able to share a snippet of our
day with our friends and family. Then came out the full
video - it’s simply stunning! It’s simple and beautiful
and absolutely perfect! Thank you” - Natalie & Andrew

Capturing magiC memories that last a lifetime

www.sugarlensproductions.com | info@sugarlensproductions.com | 07943 805423
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HAVEN’T WE MET?

Portugal
FROM

WITH LOVE!

Andreia Dias, 34 and Antonio Lourenco,
32, first met as children in Portugal.
Years later they would become man
at wife at the stunning House at
Shuttleworth. This is their story....

When I was introduced to Antonio by
my friend Tiago back in Portugal in
2013, I had no idea that this was the
same little boy I’d actually known since
the age of 10! Now he was tall and
handsome and able to make me blush
when he said he remembered me and
joked that he’d been stalking me all these
years! Unusually for a Portuguese girl
I lived alone and I had big plans! The
following year I was moving to the UK
to work as a special needs teacher, so the
last thing on my mind was love. One
weekend I decided to host a dinner party
and secretly Tiago invited Antonio too!
Although he didn’t come, I got a message
a few days later apologising and asking if
he could take me out to say sorry. Despite
my misgivings there was something about
Antonio...so I said yes.

SO IT BEGINS...

That first date really surprised me.
Antonio was such a genuinely nice guy
and we were so alike. We really connected
and had even been to the same birthday
parties as children! We were also both
quite shy and enjoyed peace and quiet.

We talked for hours and I couldn’t help
but laugh when Antonio said he would
never have had the confidence to ask me
out if I hadn’t invited him to my dinner
party. I didn’t have the heart to say he
hadn’t been! From that first date we spent a
lot of time together and we often thought
and said the same things at the same time.
I was definitely falling in love with this
man and knew I had to tell him about
going to the UK. To my surprise and
joy, he was moving too, to study for an
MBA. It was such an adventure planning
our move together. By the following year
we’d managed to get a small flat on his
university campus in Cranfield, Beds and
had a great time making new friends and
seeing new places.

THE PROPOSAL

November 2016 marked Antonio’s 30th
birthday. The night before we’d had a
brilliant time at Ronnie Scott’s in London.
We both love jazz and it was the perfect
birthday celebration. Although we’d
discussed marriage a little, I had no idea
that Antonio was planning to propose to
me that night, but had decided it was just
too public a place. Like me he would have
hated the spotlight. It was actually the
next morning at home that he asked me
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to be his wife and presented me with a vintage ring
- a single diamond on a yellow gold band. It was
perfect to me - intimate and just for us. Of course
I said yes, but we kept the engagement to ourselves
until Christmas when we could fly home and tell
both our families together.

THE PLANS

Antonio and I had discussed getting married in
Portugal, but the logistics just didn’t work out. At
home, weddings are big affairs and families have
a lot of input. We wanted to do things our way.
Besides, if we chose Portugal I knew we’d have to
fly back and forth many times to organise things,
and we just didn’t have that many holidays! In
the end we decided to tie the knot in the UK and
invite 19 of our closest family to join us. I started
looking at wedding venues almost immediately. I
wanted somewhere really pretty and historical (I’m
a massive Downton Abbey fan!), but those sorts
of venue typically only cater for a minimum of
40 guests. Antonio and I went to a wedding fair
at Shuttleworth and both agreed the venue was
stunning. When we were told it catered for small
weddings like ours, we were ecstatic we booked it
on the spot, choosing Tuesday, July 31st 2018. We
decided against marrying outdoors because the UK
weather can be unpredictable, and instead chose to
have the ceremony in a little cottage in the grounds
and the reception at the main house.

DRESS ME UP!

Finding my dress was an easy choice! I was so lucky
that Antonio’s brother Joao worked as a fashion
designer in Paris. As soon as we’d set the date I
called him and asked him to design a dress for me.
I had no idea what I wanted, but I gathered a few
ideas from Pinterest and Joao made three sketches

and between us we took ideas from each
and came up with a simple, elegant gown
in pale ivory with a boho feel. I joked that
it was like putting a jigsaw puzzle together!
I had one fitting in the UK and one in
Paris before bringing my dress home on the
Eurostar! At the same time we chose the
venue we’d been lucky enough to find some
fabulous suppliers. Lorna, our photographer,
was amazing. We really hit it off with her
and loved her very unique, non-traditional
style. She is also a lovely lady who made us
immediately comfortable. My flowers I also
found at the wedding fair. Sarah from the
Flower Hut knew exactly what I wanted to
achieve - a simple bouquet of wild flowers
and a flower crown for my hair. I had to
wait to see which flowers would be in season
nearer the time, but Sarah worked miracles
with daisies; delphiniums; poppies and wild
dried lavender.

THE BIG DAY DAWNS

The week before the wedding had been
dreadful with heavy rain and I remember
waking up while it was still dark and
peering out of the window. Luckily the day
itself dawned bright and warm. Breaking
with tradition, Antonio and I had shared
a room at Shuttleworth the night before,
while our guests also stayed at the venues’
accommodation. While Antonio went for
breakfast I headed to the bridal ‘getting
ready’ room with my mum Lina, sister
Claudia and mum-in-law to be, Isabel.
Belle and Bee Beauty did my make-up,
while Joao helped me into my dress. I then
sent everyone on their way while I hatched
my little surprise! None of our guests knew
exactly where the ceremony would be held,
nor did they know I would be picking
them up on a vintage 1920s bus owned by
the Shuttleworth estate. For a shy person I
amazed myself as I climbed aboard and went
to pick up my groom and the congregation waving like the Queen as I did so!
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A WORD FROM THE
PHOTOGRAPHER
When I first met Andreia and Antonio
at Shuttleworth wedding fair, I instantly
knew these two would be a lot of fun to
photograph. I loved the style of their day
and they gave me the chance to get really
creative with their wedding photography
as we explored the beautiful grounds of
the Swiss Gardens and Suttleworth House.
We were really spoilt for choice of places
to utilise and I hope the pictures show how
much fun they had on the day!

Andreia and Antonio’s
WEDDING CHECKLIST

VENUE

The House at Shuttleworth
www.shuttleworth.org

PHOTOGRAPHER

OUR DAY, OUR WAY

Once at the cottage Antonio walked in first with
our witnesses, Tiago and Joao and I followed with
my dad, Joerge. The registrar from Bedfordshire
Council conducted the ceremony. We kept it short
and sweet and decided against readings as many of
our guests didn’t speak English. What we did want
want was a happy, fun and memorable occasion
and we certainly achieved that! From the moment
we began our vows to the moment we walked out
of the cottage as husband and wife to the strains of
Van Halen’s Jump! it was just a fabulous ceremony.
Afterwards the guests had cocktails and canapés in
the garden while we had our pictures taken with
Sarah and then we all headed to the main house
for afternoon tea, croquet and games on the lawn
followed by the wedding breakfast. Our 40 evening
guests arrived later where we cut our delicious three
tier cake (chocolate and salted caramel; vanilla
with strawberry jam and vanilla with lemon curd).
Before our DJ Graeme got to work playing some
classic disco tracks, Antonio and I had first dance
to In Your Wildest Dreams by Dan Auerbach it was
just the most awesome day!

TOP TIP
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My main tip is to have your wedding your way, not
to worry about it and to have fun! It really doesn’t
have to be a stressful event. I wanted a small,
intimate affair with just friends and family and the
people I loved the most, and that’s what I got. It
was all I could have wished for and dreamed of!
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Lorna Jane Newman
(www.lornanewmanweddings.com;
www.lornajanenewman.com
Tel: 0787-8713615

DRESS

Joao Lourenco

HAIR AND MAKE-UP

Bell and Bee Beauty
www.belleandbeebeauty.co.uk
Tel: 01462-894050

FLOWERS

Sarah Dempster at The Flower Hut
www.theflowerhutsofold.com

SHOES

Ted Baker
www.tedbaker.com

GROOMS SUIT

Ted Baker
www.tedbaker.com

EARRINGS

Cata Vassalo
www.catavassalo.com

DJ

Graeme Smith
www.weddingjam.co.uk

CAKE

Two Little Cats Bakery
www.twolittlecats.co.uk

A Hidden Gem for your
Special Day
Unique | Special | Perfect

Why Settle For Less?
Bespoke Ceremonies is an Independent Celebrant company based in Hertfordshire. We
offer you a truly individual and personal wedding ceremony, written and conducted by us,
that will include all of your wishes. Your ceremony will reflect you, as a couple, and can
include meaningful aspects, such as your guests blessing your rings.
You will be able to contribute to create the exact wording to be used during your ceremony,
instead of having to select words from just a few already written and widely used options.
You can hold your ceremony at a licensed or private venue, even your own home or garden,
a wood, a field – anywhere!
To find out more please contact us for a chat.

Tracey Stump

In the heart of Kent, Hever
Hotel provides the perfect
setting for your wedding day.
Enquire about our exciting
new spa opening and
treatments included in our
Wedding packages.

Quote this magazine for
a FREE glass of prosecco
during your prearranged viewing.

01732 700 700 | heverhotel.co.uk
sales@heverhotel.co.uk

Essence
music

Premium Wedding Musicians & DJs
Hand-picked to
First-hand knowledge Hundreds of ‘delighted’
guarantee quality of YOUR venue
testimonials

SAVE MONEY
HARPISTS

STRING QUARTETS

RAT PACK/TRIBUTES

SAX PLAYERS

LIVE BANDS

by booking our
award-winning discos
with ANY daytime or
evening live music act
Guests love
our free
st’
‘Text a Reque
e
ic
rv
se

JAZZ BANDS

ACOUSTIC ACTS

CEILIDH/BARN DANCE

PIANISTS

DJs & DISCOS

Book your music from our award
winning team*, call 01621 744388
* Our company director won ‘Best Wedding Live Entertainment’ with his band ‘Essence’ and was a national finalist for ‘Best DJ’ with Essence DJs.

www.weddingmusic.expert hello@weddingmusic.expert www.disco.expert

EssEx CErEmoniEs
by brEnda robinson

for a bespoke
wedding ceremony
at your chosen venue
YOUR WEDDING YOUR WAY!

a

Contact me for a no obligations chat to find out more
Email: brenrob60@gmail.com Tel: 07925045553
Web: www.essexceremonies.com
Facebook: @essexceremonies

Mobile DJ Hire
Photo Booth Hire
Karaoke
Venue Uplighters

facebook.com/essexdjs1
mobile: 07734 652879
www.essexdjs.co.uk

White L.E.D. Dance Floors /
Large 'LOVE' Letters / Special Effects
T: 07831232322 / 01992 554719
E: info@howardneildiscotheques.co.uk

www.howardneildiscotheques.co.uk
WEDDING SPECIALISTS

Say

hello
to 33 Pixels

When it comes to the design of your
wedding invitation, you need an artist
with passion - just like Lauren from
33 Pixels...

Stationery stars!
Hello, I’m Lauren - the owner of 33 Pixels. I’m from
Colchester, Essex, where our main office is based.
I’ve worked as a designer for over nine years now.
My background is working with high end fashion
brands, designing print and digital for stores,
websites and advertising. 18 months ago I decided
to go it alone and 33 Pixels was born! Around the
same time I had many friends and family asking
me to design unique, bespoke invites including the
theme and colours of their wedding, so wedding
stationery naturally became part of our offering.

A rewarding job

We now spend half our time designing wedding
stationery and the other half designing branding
and websites for new businesses. It’s quite diverse,
but it works for us. The most rewarding part of
the job is receiving feedback from our
clients when they have the final prints or
design and are over the moon with them.
Nothing else gives you the same sense of
achievement. It’s pretty magical to work
on a design for such a special day.

How we can help with
your wedding stationery

We offer two services designing everything
from your save the date or full invites to the seating
plan, signage and order of service:
Bespoke Service: This service is unique to the
happy couple, all designed to the colours and theme
of your day. You are involved in the design process,
signing off on all designs. We find out what you
like and want included and then design a range
of stationery. This is sent to you for approval and

once approved, onto print. We offer illustration, foil
printing, wax seals with your initials on and more.
Pre-Designed Service: This service includes
all aspects of stationery you’ll need for your big
day, but it’s already been beautifully designed. All
you need to do is choose which set you’d like. We
then put your text in the artwork, send to you
for approval and then to print. The Pre-Designed
Service is great for amazing looking stationery on
a smaller budget. We suggest contacting us three
months before you want to send out your invites if
you’re thinking about the Bespoke Service or one
to two months if you would like the Pre-Designed
Service.

How we work with you:

Get in touch - Send us an email with a brief outline
of your requirements.
Consultation - We’ll be in touch within two working
days to have an initial consultation to gather a
thorough idea of your needs.
Quote - After the consultation we put together
a quote.
Design - Once the quote is agreed, 50 per cent
paid and the terms and conditions sent, we can get
designing!
Print - When we have received approval and the final
payment is received the stationery will be sent to print.
Delivery - Allow up to 2-3 weeks for print and
delivery.

Contact:

07956086607 | info@33pixels.co.uk
33pixels.co.uk/project/invites

would like are the vintage Love sign, the
50 or 21, the & and finally the non-vintage
LOVE sign

we offer quality products and a reliable
service when it counts the most
make a statement and impress your guests with our unique vintage ‘love’ sign, or
make use of our high-quality hand finished extensive range of letters and numbers
www.weloveletterlights.co.uk
hello@weloveletterlights.co.uk | 07909 643361
@weloveletterlightsltd
weloveletterlights2019

“don’t camp, glamp”
Under the canvas brings the festival to
yoU, a hassle free glamping experience
for groUps of all sizes, whether it’s
yoUr wedding, festival or
a private event, we’ll have yoU sleeping
comfortably in oUr lUxUrioUs canvas
bell tents
www.underthecanvas.co.uk
07711072438 | ben@underthecanvas.co.uk
Like us on Facebook: underthecanvas.uk
Follow us on Instagram: @under.the.canvas

Beautiful handmade bespoke wedding
decorations for inside and out
• Welcome Sign • Order of Service • Post Boxes
Gift Bags/Boxes • Favours • Balloons

07860940772 | littlechalksdesigns@outlook.com
@littlechalksdesigns

A
A little
piece of

Heaven
Melinda Newman,
46, has a passion for
sweet things that has
led to a successful
business creating
delicious and unique
wedding favours. The self-confessed
‘Miss Wonka’ tells us about her love
affair with chocolate...

Nirvana Chocolat

Have you always had a sweet tooth?

‘Oh my, from a very young age I adored chocolate
- the famous big ‘C’ brand - so creamy and smooth!
My Uncle Bill (sadly no longer with us) used
to send me a bar every year on my birthday happy memories!’

Why did you make chocolate your career?

‘For me that delicious recipe had somehow
changed over the years and I wanted to recreate
my childhood memory of that amazing taste. I
called it my chance to free the inner Miss Wonka!
I went into business in 2014 working from my
kitchen and selling on Etsy and via my website
www.nirvanachocolat.co.uk. I love waking up every
day to the heavenly smell of delicious chocolate that
never fades. Being able to design my own creations
is amazing, as well as making hand-crafted pralines;
truffles; chocolate lollipops and so much more.’

Do you have a team of taste testers?

‘Myself and my family are my chief tasters! My dad

calls my chocolates his ‘little Red Cross parcels’ as
they’re his pick- me-up!’

What’s the most exciting thing you’ve been asked
to create?

‘I made a Louboutin shoe for a client’s 40th birthday.
It was tricky to get the red sole right, but I perfected
it in the end. I also had the absolute pleasure of
creating a pair of chocolate ‘glass slippers’ which
were delivered to the co-director on the opening
night of Cinderella at the London Palladium.’

What do brides usually request from you?

‘I often get asked to make bespoke favours
to match a colour scheme or theme, or even
to recreate the bride’s shoes. I really do enjoy
creating individual wedding favours as each order
is so unique to the happy couple. There’s the
collaboration that starts off the process so you can
create exactly what is requested and I love seeing
the look on the couples’ faces when I deliver the
finished product!’

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MELINDA’S CHOCOLATE DESIGNS, VISIT
www.nirvanachocolat.co.uk | www.twitter.com/NirvanaChocolat | www.facebook.com/nirvana chocolat

NirvaNa

ChoColat
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by Melinda Leigh
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Step into a world of your imagination

pecialising in hand crafted Belgian
chocolate wedding favours and gifts.
We pride ourselves in our attention
to detail and personalised communication
with our customers, in order to bring
your ideas to life!
Offering an extensive range of truffles,
alcoholic chocolates, fruit based fillings,
solid chocolates, soft centred shelled
chocolates and even chocolate lollipops
for the little ones, we have you covered.
We can also match your wedding theme
or colours and invite you to “Step into a
world of your imagination” so we can help
make your special day unique to you.

CoNtaCt Mel:
tel: 07716 847205 eMail: info@nirvanachocolat.co.uk
Website: www.nirvanachocolat.co.uk
soCial Media:

NirvanaChocolat

NirvanaChocolat

nirvana_chocolat

A

Chocolate
filled
luxury
table
Chocolate
ﬁlled
luxury
tablefavours
favour and
giftsbridal
to
party gifts
to enhance
your day
special day
enhance
your special

Essex based company that offer Sweet
Cart Hire, Favours, Donut Wall, Table Top
Sweet Stand, Lollipop Stand, Prop Hire,
Gifts & More!
“We pride ourselves on providing the best
quality and service, at affordable prices!”

www.creativedelights.co.uk
07519741470 | creativedelightsessex@gmail.com
Find us on

@creativedelightsessex

Tel: 0845 9000 543
www.thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
info@thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
TheChocolateFavourBox

Simply Sweet Candy Co. will help you give your wedding day that WOW factor

Here at Simply Sweet Candy Co, we are a family run business based on the Essex coast. We cover Essex, Kent,
Suffolk and surrounding areas. Our aim is to work with you to help make your day a special one. With our
selection of stunning accessories to choose from, any one of them will help add that special touch to your day.

Call 07787897755 Email simplysweetcandyco@hotmail.com

www.simplysweetcandyco.co.uk

Luxury TOILET uNIT CONTaINING 3
LadIEs TOILETs, 1 GENTs TOILETs aNd 3
urINaLs. BOTH COmE wITH FuLL mIrrOr
aNd Luxury HaNd wasH aNd CrEam.
THEsE mOdErN CONTEmpOrary
TOILETs arE supEr FOr yOur wEddING
day, parTy Or EvENTs.

Contact Kay Fairbrother on 07500598267
or email kay@lush-loos.co.uk or jim@lush-loos.co.uk
Find us on Facebook & Instagram

@lushloos

15 Greenfield Houses, Birch, Colchester Essex CO2 0NJ
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Weddings, Parties & CorPorate events

trez entertainment are the go-to experts in weddings,
parties and corporate events in and around essex, London
and Kent. Famous for our fantastic dJs and our Photo Booth
hire in essex, we’ve gained quite the reputation for throwing
unforgettable parties.

Looking for a unique and stylish photo booth for your event?

our brand new rustic Booth provides unique and beautiful option
for you to stand out from the crowd. Whether you’re looking for a
photo booth for a wedding or a party, maybe a themed event, trez
entertainment can help.

www.trez-entertainment.co.uk | 0800 294 0506

Travel: European Gems

Glorious GARDA
If long haul travel isn’t your Honeymoon thing, then why not
consider an indulgent break in a fairytale destination much closer to
home - the glorious luxury resort Villa Eden in Lake Garda, Italy...
AN ELEGANT RETREAT

Lake Garda may be the biggest and busiest of the
Italian Lakes, but in the South West you will find
the Gardone Rivera, one of the most exclusive
locations on the Lake. Forget overcrowded
beaches or tourist-filled campsites, the Gardone
Riviera has long been an elegant retreat for
discerning visitors. The surrounding landscape
is dotted with exclusive hotels as well as art
nouveau buildings and magnificent private villas.
Within this backdrop of classic grandeur sits a
new, private luxury resort, Villa Eden Gardone, a
stunning 78,000 square foot, £80M development
nestled within manicured grounds.

A HOTEL UNLIKE ANY OTHER

The resort of Villa Eden was the dreamchild
of internationally acclaimed architects David
Chipperfield; Richard Meier; Matteo Thun and
Sphere, who have designed a clubhouse with nine
suites and 11 spacious villas dotted around the
grounds. The clubhouse features floor-to-ceiling
windows, which offer magical views across the
lake and a blue and white outer glass facade which
contrasts beautifully with the Mediterranean-style

HOW
TO GET
THERE:

Fly to Verona and
transfer by car, train
or bus in around
half an hour.
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outdoor area. Suites are decorated in shades
of grey, green and blue, with cream coloured
stone walls featuring wave patterns to reflect the
movement of water on the lake. All rooms have
balconies with views over the terrace restaurant
and grounds. Bathrooms are spacious, have free
standing baths and rain showers and are stocked
with Bulgari products. The clubhouse also offers a
spa complete with a sun deck, sauna, steam bath
and indoor and outdoor swimming pools. It also
provides a gym, bar, library, terrace area and cigar
room for guests’ use.

PUSHING THE BOAT OUT

For a truly luxurious honeymoon, you could
opt to rent one of the stunning private villas
which have incredible views of the lake, private
swimming pools and their own wellness areas,
as well as an underground car park. The most
luxurious is the Villa S phere Ovest. Sleeping up to
ten guests in six stylish bedrooms, its vast in size
yet retains an intimate feel thanks to its enclosed
design which wraps around the property’s
focal point of the inviting outdoor pool, thus
maintaining complete privacy. The shape of the
villa, its location and its expansive floor to ceiling
windows follows the path of the sun, providing a
light, airy atmospheric feel.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Villa Eden offers a fabulous restaurant Le
Terrazza Segrata, serving delicious Italian cuisine
with an international touch. Executive Chef
Peter Oberrauch creates a delicious weekly
changing menu full of flavour, expertly blended
and beautifully presented. Using superbly fresh,
local ingredients Chef produces mouth-watering
creations which are served alongside a carefully
selected menu of wine, including local specialities,
expertly recommended by the helpful team.

PERSONAL TOUCHES

Wherever you chose to stay at Villa Eden, the
excellent concierge team can ensure that your
every wish is catered for. Whether organising a
day trip on the lake aboard the resorts private
speedboat, to hiring a luxury fleet of cars, bike or
Vespas to explore the region, or organising visits
and tours to the local villages, town or medieval
cities of nearby Verona and Venice, nothing is too
much trouble.
Prices at Villa Eden Gardone start from €300
for a double room including breakfast in the Club
House Hotel.Villas are from €4,000 per night
including breakfast. www.villa-eden-gardone.com 
Tel: +43 512 585 119 8800

IS YOUR WEDDING
COSTING YOU A FORTUNE?
Sign up for FREE daily tips and
a step by step guide to your
DREAM WEDDING!
Plan your own Destination
Wedding the easy way!

Sign up while offer lasts at
www.SunnyBrideUp.com

Sustainable Travel

PERU

From lush rainforests to the snowy
peaks of the Andes; from Inca ruins to
sandy beaches, Peru is a paradise full
of adventure and excitement! It’s also
a country we must protect. Choosing
a sustainable travel agent ensures you
experience a truly unique country
without upsetting the delicate
balance of its flora and fauna ....

W

hatever your honeymoon
requirements, you will find your
hearts’ desire in Peru, but due to its
sheer size and climate zones, this is one country
which can’t be seen in just a week. To truly fall
in love with Peru you need time to immerse
yourself in its beauty and culture. Green Pearls
travel offers bespoke trips to this amazing
country, with authentic experiences that are
environmentally friendly.

INKATERRA LA CASONA

CUSCO
WWW.INKATERRA.COM
Located in the heart of the vibrant city
of Cusco, the Capital of the Inca empire,
this lovely boutique hotel is centrally
based and an ideal place from which
to discover local markets; enjoy thrilling
nightlife and to absorb the magic and
mysticism of this unique area. Suites offer
a panoramic view of the city or overlook
the hotel patio. There are king size beds;
a dining area for two; a stone fireplace;
large marble bathrooms with handmade
toiletries; DVD player; flatscreen TV; free
wi-if; safe deposit box and complimentary
tea time. The hotel also has a beautiful
spa; dining room and bar.
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INKATERRA HACIENDA

URUBAMBA
WWW.INKATERRA.COM
This stunning hotel is located in the Sacred Valley
of the Incas, midway between Cusco and Machu
Picchu in a truly relaxing and gorgeous location.
All rooms are stand alone and suites are lovingly
decorated in authentic style yet feature luxury
additions. There are King beds with baby alpaca
blankets; a large living room with fireplace, spacious
bathrooms with handmade toiletries; TV and DVD
player; minibar WiFi and more. Meals can be eaten
in your room or at the friendly dining room, while a
relaxing drink can always be had at the bar. To truly
relax and revive, head to the fabulous Mayu spa for
a unique treatment.

INKATERRA RESERVA AMAZÓNICA

PUERTO MALDONADO
www.inkaterra.com
Puerto Maldonado in the Southern Peruvian rainforest near
the Bolivian and Brazilian borders, is the gateway to one of
the world’s most extraordinary tropical environments. The
Inkaterra Reserva Amazónica is an eco-friendly lodge located
in front of the Madre de Dio River deep in the heart of the
Tambopata National Reserve. Guests can experience the
magnificent beauty; sounds, scents, colours and solitude of
the rainforest from their base in one of 35 wooden cabanas
or one of four luxurious suites. These boast private covered
terrace; plunge pool; sunbathing area; outdoor shower and
much more. There is the gorgeous Ena spa to indulge yourself
and a la carte dining and fabulous pisco sours served in
the dining room and bar. Of course, as this is an authentic
Amazonian adventure you will also receive umbrellas;
flashlights; kerosene lamps and citronella candles just in case!

INKATERRA MACHU PICCHU PUEBLO HOTEL

AGUAS CALIENTES
WWW.INKATERRA.COM
Popular with visitors to the ancient Citadel of Machu
Picchu, this stunning hotel is located in an intimate
Andean village with waterfalls, stone pathways and lush
gardens. Thoughtfully designed, suites are authentically
decorated yet luxurious, with private terrace, plunge
pool and large bathrooms with indoor and outdoor
showers. Round-the-clock butler service is also
available. Wonderful cuisine is offered in a glass fronted
restaurant with amazing views or in a thatched roof
cafe. Refreshments are always available at the bar, and
after a trying day of sightseeing, a visit to the lovely Unu
spa with sauna and flowing spring water plunge pool
area is highly recommended.

PERU AT A GLANCE

 The Republic of Peru is a country in
South America.
 The population is an estimated
30.4 million.
 Peru borders Ecuador and Columbia
in the North; Chile in the South and 		
the Pacific Ocean in the West.
 Spanish is the main spoken language.
 The capital is Lima.
 Main attractions are the world famous
Machu Piccu; The beautiful Lake 		
Titicaca; the wild Sacred Valley and the
stunning old cities of Arequipa, Cusco
and Trujillo.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SUSTAINABLE PERUVIAN TRAVEL CONTACT WWW.GREENPEARLS.COM

Cook n Go Limited is a family run business based just outside of Great Dunmow, Essex.
We bring quality food, excellent service and humour to your event.
We have many years experience in the catering/hospitality business, specialising in weddings, birthdays, corporate
events, ofﬁce parties and christenings, etc. Our vans have also been used for ﬁlm shoots, commercials and crew
catering. We understand the importance of your event and that your catering plays a huge part in keeping
you and your guests happy and talking about your venue for many years to come. Cook n Go offer
varied menus including ﬁsh & chip vans, gourmet burger vans and BBQ marquee.
We are open to your cuisine ideas and themes.
Our mobile catering units are extremely functional and will ﬁt almost anywhere.

www.cookngo.co.uk

|

email: events@cookngo.co.uk

|

mobile: 07704 578313

We are Full Of Fizz. We have had a Rice horse box lovingly converted into
a vintage dream from which we serve Prosecco, Gin, chilled Jäger, Cocktails,
bottled Lager and any other drink requested.
For all enquiries please contact us at:
Jodi: 07737 636455 | Bonita: 07838 113440
Email: info@fulloffizz.com Instagram: @fulloffizzltd Web: www.fulloffizz.com

FULLY LICENSED BAR FOR YOUR WEDDING RECEPTION
The Final Furlong is a tastefully converted horsebox bar that brings a
unique addition to any wedding. The bar comes fully licensed and
with staff that have a wealth of experience from within the
hospitality industry.
We take time to understand your requirements before sourcing the
finest products for your wedding. These are hand selected from a
range of quality beers, high end spirits and fizz to make your wedding
unique..
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www. finalfurlong.bar - hello@finalfurlong.bar

Perfect for those with a sweet tooth, SugaRush is
a bespoke mobile bar serving sweet inspired cocktails,
milkshakes and slush puppies.
The drinks are completely original, adding a bit of sweetness,
fun and colour to your wedding day!
 Non-alcoholic mocktail versions available
 Compact trailer fitted with slush machine and pick 'n' mix display
We have a range of packages available to suit all budgets and a
professional and friendly team to help make your day that much
more special! Based in London, we are happy to travel to bring our
delicious drinks to your wedding.
Please visit our website for more details.

www.sugarush.co.uk

E: info@sugarush.co.uk

@sugarushbar T: 07930 022237

Honeymoons

Indian inspiration!
If you’re looking for somewhere
a little different to create magical
memories, why not say ‘I do’ to
a romantic escape in stunning
Kerala, South India?

W

ith glorious beaches and misty mountain
ranges, a honeymoon in laidback
Kerala will allow you to explore a
unique destination together, at your own pace.
Picture yourselves as the only guests taking in the
panoramic views from the 19th Century King’s
Residence Chittoor Kottaram in Cochin. Or why
not hide away completely in a treehouse in the
Wayanad mountains; head to Kerala’s secret
backwater islands to stay on a private retreat; or for
the ultimate Keralan experience, cruise the tranquil
backwaters on a fully crewed private houseboat,
complete with your own personal chef!
If it’s rest and relaxation you need after your
celebrations, rejuvenate and restore with an
Ayurvedic couple's massage or try a yoga class at a
peaceful wellbeing resort. Share a romantic picnic in
one of the many beautiful mountain areas, snuggle
up under the shade of coconut trees fringing the
sunny beaches and azure blue waters, or watch
the sunset during an evening cruise or beachside
candlelit dinner.
For the ultimate Indian honeymoon experience,
spend the day with elephants at a peaceful hilltop
spa hotel; make your own cup of tea during a
tea plantation visit; tempt your tastebuds with a
private cookery lesson, visit a wildlife sanctuary
to spot bison, tigers, and elephants roaming free
or try trekking or mountain biking in the hills of
Chokramudi, Meesapulimalai or Top Valley. Whatever
you choose to do, there’s no better destination
for the first getaway of your happy ever after than
South India.
SwaSwara

The Kerala Tour and Luxury Ayurveda Retreat
from Authentic India Tours offers the perfect
balance of sightseeing and relaxation. Take in
the sights, sounds and spice aromas as you
travel through Cochin; Periyar; Alleppey and
Kumarakom, staying in a range of awardwinning hotels and a private houseboat. Then
relax and unwind for the last five days at the
luxury SwaSwara wellbeing villa in Gokarna
where you'll be treated to a comprehensive
programme of wellbeing for both body and
mind, along with healthy gourmet cuisine.
Duration: 13 days / 12 nights
Price: from £1,600 per person
Contact: www.authenticindiantours.com/
kerala-tour-and-luxury-ayurveda-retreat/

Spice Village Resort

Kerala houseboat

BEAUTIFUL DAYS - GORGEOUS NIGHTS
Brunton Boatyard, Cochin: This lovingly
restored boatyard is a truly beautiful colonial
property in a fabulous location.
Spice Village Resort: A dream location for all
nature lovers staying in a thatched roof garden
private cottage.
Kerala houseboat: Cruise the area's tranquil
backwaters with your own crew to look after
your every need.
Coconut Lagoon, Kumararkom: Set in a
cove on the Vembanad Lake, VIP visitors have
included the Prince of Wales.
SwaSwara: This luxury retreat is surrounded
by 26 acres of picturesque landscape and
Kumararkom Lake Resort unspoilt beaches.

PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP
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Crowne Plaza, Cochin

When to travel: As a general rule, October to March are the best times to visit Kerala.
December and January are very busy, with high travel prices and bustling crowds, and June and
July are the peak monsoon season.
Before you travel: You’ll need to order an e-Tourist (or e-TV visa) online and book an
appointment with your doctor or healthcare centre at least eight weeks before travelling to
discuss essential vaccinations.

HIRE CHERYL TO CAPTURE YOUR WEDDING
DAY ON CANVAS, SHE’LL BEGIN PAINTING
HOURS BEFORE YOUR GUESTS ARRIVE, SHE’LL
THEN PRESENT YOUR PAINTING TO YOU AT
THE END OF YOUR EVENING RECEPTION.
A TRULY UNIQUE TOUCH TO YOUR
WEDDING DAY, AND YOUʼLL HAVE A
PAINTING TO TAKE HOME AND
TREASURE FOREVER.
Available for hire all over the UK & abroad.
For enquiries please email Cheryl on idoweddingart@outlook.com

One Man Band - Big Band Sound

Let me help make your special day VERY special
To help create the perfect atmosphere I perform
well known romantic chart hits combining
Keyboard & Guitar.
Great ‘live’ music for your drinks reception and at
anytime you choose throughout your special day.
Special requests welcome.

Call 020 8304 3500 or 07919 356980,
email info@jemusic.co.uk, or visit

www.jemusic.co.uk

Finishing touches

Meet the music man!

If music is the food of love, then Nigel Hammond - pianist extraordinaire - is your man!
Hi Nigel tell us a bit about your
musical background

I’ve played the piano pretty much all my life. I started
learning when I was six and went through all the
grades with classical training. At the same time, I
spent many hours playing my favourite tunes by ear
and composing. I love playing music of all genre’s –
from beautiful ballads to lively rock, pop and jazzy
numbers.

How did you become involved in the
weddings market?

I played in wedding bands for years and started
offering my solo piano music as an extra. I was very
anxious in the run-up to my first wedding breakfast
as I had never performed so many tunes by myself
before, but it went fantastically well. My second
wedding was a ceremony - again, another great
success and such a buzz! Since then I have performed
piano at countless weddings and every one of them is
very special and important to me.

What services do you offer bridal couples?
I perform piano for ceremonies, drinks receptions
and wedding breakfasts. Couples can choose one,
two or all three of these under my straightforward

pricing packages on my website. Most venues do not
have a piano so my services include bringing one or
two beautiful mobile upright pianos. I also take great
pride in decorating my pianos with voiles and flowers
to colour-match the wedding decor.

What’s the most requested piece of music
by brides?

My most frequently requested ‘walk down the aisle’
tune is ‘A Thousand Years’ by Christina Perry. For
couples who like a classic tune, Pachabel’s Canon in D
is very popular. I also get asked to play lively tunes for
the bride and groom exit such as the Greatest Day by
Take That and Havana by Camila Cabello.

How does a couple book you?

They can get in touch via my contact details
listed below.

Can you help a couple with their Choice of
music - how do you go about this?

Absolutely. For ceremonies, it’s so important to
choose the right music to fit the walk down the
aisle. The same goes for the signing and exit. The
choice is down to the couple but I can give them lots
of ideas.

Can you write an original piece of
music for a couple?

I tend to arrange my own bespoke arrangement of
the couple’s favourite tune to fit the walk down the
aisle and other special parts of the day. I also love
composing music and I am always happy to quote for
this additional service.

Have there been any particularly memorable
weddings which you have played at?

It’s the small moments I remember like children
dancing to my version of Teddy Bear’s Picnic and
heads turning when I play the Game of Throne’s
theme! Duetting with clients is also great fun.

To contact: Email: nigelhammondmusic@gmail.com | Tel: 07786 193 525 | Website: www.nigelhammondmusic.com/wedding-pianist
Instagram: @nigelhammondmusic | Twitter: @nhammondmusic | www.facebook.com/nigelhammondmusic

Wedding and Events Pianist
Nigel Hammond

with mobile piano

Walk down the aisle to Nigel’s magical bespoke arrangement of your favourite tune, enjoy his music
to relax with your guests at the drinks reception or wedding breakfast. Nigel is a reliable, versatile
and talented pianist who has a range of beautiful mobile upright pianos which he can bring to your
wedding venue or he can perform on your venue’s grand piano if available.

Packages available from £195 (5% discount code: ABM288)
@nigelhammondmusic
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www.nigelhammondmusic.com
07786 193 525 / nigelhammondmusic@gmail.com

@nhammondmusic

DEBUTCLASSICAL

Classical Musicians
"Completely enchanting
..I'll never forget walking down the aisle to live music"

DEBUT.ORG.UK/WEDDINGS
LIZZIE@DEBUT.ORG.UK

For 10% off quote
'Absolute Bridal'

Hertlands Duo
Classical and contemporary music for any event

07769 260 553 | theweddingmusic@hotmail.com |

Hertlands Duo
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DJ Mirror Cool
Magic Mirror photo booth & DJ Specialists

Add some
style to
your events
DJmirrorcoool | 07834704530
ESSEX | HERTFORDSHIRE | LONDON

We are a friendly and family run business which offers a unique experience for all occasions
(including weddings, christenings, communions parties and company events etc.) We pride ourselves
on the magical memories that we provide to the customers as well as the excellent customer service
that we offer. Please do not hesitate to book early to avoid any disappointment.
Please feel free to contact us for deals and prices that we offer for each package,
to suit you and any extras that you require.

COVERING ALL OCCASIONS

HERTFORDSHIRE | ESSEX | CAMBRIDGESHIRE | BEDFORDSHIRE | LONDON | MIDDLESEX | KENT

BOOK NOW 07966 274 534
dave@magicalmirrorphotobooth.co.uk | magicalmirrorphotobooth.co.uk
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Diamond wedding rings from £324
Download free e - catalogue from
coojewellers.com/zaradownload

COO Jewellers Ltd
Suite 53, 5th Floor,
New House, 68 Hatton Garden,
London EC1N 8JY

COO Jewellers Ltd
Martels Wedding & Events Village
High Easter Road, Barnston
Essex CM6 1NA

Interest free
credit available.
See website for
full details.

